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Abstract

Diesel engines are the most common engine technology used in transportation. Its widespread use comes from its inherent high efficiency and its relative low cost. It suffers from pollutant emission issues, however, that need detailed understanding of their origins to meet the strictest current and upcoming emission standards. The work presented in this thesis focuses on the study of the mechanism at the origin of soot particle emissions and gives indications on which parameters can effectively reduce them.

There are two competing in-cylinder processes, soot formation and soot oxidation, governing soot emissions from conventional combustion in diesel engines. To this day, it is still often believed that inhibiting the formation of soot reduces its emissions, despite several studies showing poor relationship between soot formation and emission in most conditions encountered in diesel engines. The results presented in this thesis aims at highlighting the importance of soot oxidation in the late cycle over the soot formation process. An effort was realized to identify the parameters governing its oxidation and how it results in lower emission levels. The study of those parameters has been realized through the use of in-cylinder sampling of gases and optical measurements.

The optical measurements were realized in a heavy-duty diesel engine using a Bowditch design with a specifically designed three-valve cylinder head. This cylinder head had an optical access located at the top of the combustion chamber, allowing the study of processes occurring in the late cycle, when the piston is moving down into the cylinder. The diagnostic chosen for this study is called laser extinction, a line of sight technique based on the absorption of light by the soot particles present in the flame. The data collected gave information on the evolution of the soot concentration and could be used to characterize the soot oxidation rate in the late cycle. The in-cylinder sampling measurements were realized in order to gather information on the soot particle characteristics.

The results showed a strong correlation between the soot oxidation rates and the emission levels, underlining the importance of improving the oxidation rate rather than the soot formation in order to reduce soot emissions. It was shown that increasing the mixing of gases in the cylinder by means of increased turbulences could lead to a negative impact on the soot oxidation rates that were passed on to the soot levels in the exhaust. A variation of temperature of gases showed little to no impact on the soot oxidation rates and did not seem to effectively impact the emission levels. An increase of the gas density in the cylinder of gases lead to improved oxidation rate that also reduced emission levels. Of the injection related parameters studied, the injection pressure and the injector hole size had a strong impact on the soot oxidation rates even long after the end of the injection process. The most important parameter identified that affected the soot oxidation rates was the oxygen concentration. This parameter was studied in detail and it showed that a reduction of oxygen concentration lead to a slower maturation of soot during the combustion. While this feature produced more reactive soot particles prone to be more easily oxidized, it was revealed to be concerning a limited amount of particles in the cylinder. Moreover, it was largely overruled by the reduction of OH produced in the flame. Using simulation tools, it was shown that lowering the oxygen concentration reduced the flame temperature, which in turn reduced the OH concentration. The reduction of OH correlated strongly with the reduction in oxidation rates observed in the optical measurements, to a greater extent than just the drop of oxygen concentration.
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There are two competing in-cylinder processes, soot formation and soot oxidation, governing soot emissions from conventional combustion in diesel engines. To this day, it is still often believed that inhibiting the formation of soot reduces its emissions, despite several studies showing poor relationship between soot formation and emission in most conditions encountered in diesel engines. The results presented in this thesis aims at highlighting the importance of soot oxidation in the late cycle over the soot formation process. An effort was realized to identify the parameters governing its oxidation and how it results in lower emission levels. The study of those parameters has been realized through the use of in-cylinder sampling of gases and optical measurements.

The optical measurements were realized in a heavy-duty diesel engine using a Bowditch design with a specifically designed three-valve cylinder head. This cylinder head had an optical access located at the top of the combustion chamber, allowing the study of processes occurring in the late cycle, when the piston is moving down into the cylinder. The diagnostic chosen for this study is called laser extinction, a line of sight technique based on the absorption of light by the soot particles present in the flame. The data collected gave information on the evolution of the soot concentration and could be used to characterize the soot oxidation rate in the late cycle. The in-cylinder sampling measurements were realized in order to gather information on the soot particle characteristics.

The results showed a strong correlation between the soot oxidation rates and the emission levels, underlining the importance of improving the oxidation rate rather than the soot formation in order to reduce soot emissions. It was shown that increasing the mixing of gases in the cylinder by means of increased turbulences could lead to a negative impact on the soot oxidation rates that were passed on to the soot levels in the exhaust. A variation of temperature of gases showed little to
no impact on the soot oxidation rates and did not seem to effectively impact the emission levels. An increase of the gas density in the cylinder of gases lead to improved oxidation rate that also reduced emission levels. Of the injection related parameters studied, the injection pressure and the injector hole size had a strong impact on the soot oxidation rates even long after the end of the injection process. The most important parameter identified that affected the soot oxidation rates was the oxygen concentration. This parameter was studied in detail and it showed that a reduction of oxygen concentration lead to a slower maturation of soot during the combustion. While this feature produced more reactive soot particles prone to be more easily oxidized, it was revealed to be concerning a limited amount of particles in the cylinder. Moreover, it was largely overruled by the reduction of OH produced in the flame. Using simulation tools, it was shown that lowering the oxygen concentration reduced the flame temperature, which in turn reduced the OH concentration. The reduction of OH correlated strongly with the reduction in oxidation rates observed in the optical measurements, to a greater extent than just the drop of oxygen concentration.


Det är i detta sammanhang som denna avhandling är skriven. Kväveoxider bildas under själva förbrännningen i motorns cylindrar. En lösning att få ner utsläppen är således att sänka deras bildning under och efter förbränning av dieselbränsle. Även sotpartiklar bildas och oxideras inuti motorn under och efter förbränningen. Trots att studier har visat att minskning av sotbildningsprocessen inte nödvändigtvis resulterar i reducerade utsläpp, visar resultaten som presenteras i denna avhandling.
att förbättrad oxidation av partiklarna resulterar i lägre sotutsläpp från motorn. En uttömmande studie av de olika parametrarna som påverkar sotoxidation, genom reglering eller motordesign, har förverkligats och resultaten visade att injektionsrelaterade parametrar har en väsentlig betydelse även lång tid efter slutet av bränsleinjektionen. En annan påverkande motorparameter som identifierades, var en ökning av gasdensiteten som uppnåddes genom att öka överladdningstrycket. Slutligen har även effekten av syrekoncentrationen i cylindern studerats detaljerat. En reduktion av syrekoncentrationen leder till bildningen av mer reaktivt sot som har en högre tendens att oxidera. Men denna påverkan var dock begränsad. Den huvudsakliga effekten av närvaro av syre var att flamtemperaturen ökade. En högre flamtemperatur gynnar produktionen av hydroxidradikaler som dominerar sotets oxidationsprocess.
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Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATDC</td>
<td>After Top Dead Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOM</td>
<td>Acousto-Optic Modulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>Black Carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA50</td>
<td>Crank Angle at 50% completion of total heat released</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>Crank Angle Degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDC</td>
<td>Conventional Diesel Combustion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFD</td>
<td>Computational Fluid Dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>Compression Ignition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Carbon monoxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂</td>
<td>Carbon dioxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBI</td>
<td>Diffused Back Illumination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPF</td>
<td>Diesel Particulate Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>Elemental Carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFTA</td>
<td>European Free Trade Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGR</td>
<td>Exhaust Gas Recirculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOI</td>
<td>End Of Injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU15</td>
<td>15 member states of Europe as of December 31st 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVO</td>
<td>Exhaust Valve Opening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FILE</td>
<td>Forward Illumination Light Extinction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSN</td>
<td>Filtered Smoke Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMD</td>
<td>Geometrical Mean Diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>Dihydrogen monoxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td>HydroCarbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCCI</td>
<td>Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPCC</td>
<td>Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Kelvin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL</td>
<td>Optical thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEM</td>
<td>Laser Extinction Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LII</td>
<td>Laser Induced Incandescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTC</td>
<td>Low Temperature Combustion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N₂</td>
<td>Nitrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Natural Luminosity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOₓ</td>
<td>Nitrous Oxides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSC</td>
<td>Nagle/Strickland-Constable (model)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Oxygen atom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₂</td>
<td>Oxygen molecule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>Hydroxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAH</td>
<td>Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>Particulate Matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPC</td>
<td>Partially Premixed Combustion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rBC</td>
<td>Refractive Black Carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPM</td>
<td>Revolutions Per Minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>Spark Ignition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMPS</td>
<td>Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOI</td>
<td>Start Of Injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP-AMS</td>
<td>Soot Particle Aerosol Mass Spectrometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDC</td>
<td>Top Dead Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTL</td>
<td>Transistor-Transistor Logic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHC</td>
<td>Unburnt HydroCarbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNICEF</td>
<td>United Nations Children's Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>World Health Organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Importance of Diesel Engines

Combustion engines have been of paramount importance in the development of our society. Internal combustion engines have been instrumental for the growth of transportation and virtually shortened distances for people and goods [1]. In 1862, Alphonse Beau de Rochas, a French engineer first described the basic principle of the four-stroke engine. Over 150 years later the principle remains the same, though the technology has seen tremendous improvements in terms of efficiency, reliability and emissions [2]. Despite the emergence of modern alternative technologies (e.g. hybrid and electric powertrains), four-stroke gasoline and diesel engines still largely dominate the transportation market, with a slight dominance of diesel in Europe (EU15+EFTA) with 53% of new registered diesel passenger cars in 2015 [3].

A partial explanation for the dominance of diesel technology comes from one of the inherent properties of the engine’s working principle. In 1892, Rudolf Diesel, its inventor, specifically designed the engine to extract as much power as possible per unit of fuel [1]. In other words, the diesel engine is by design more efficient than the gasoline engine. This feature leading to lower fuel consumption, combined with favorable taxation on diesel fuel in most European countries [4] leads customers to prefer diesel engines to gasoline engines.

1.1.2 Emissions

There are five legislated emissions from diesel engines: particulate matter (PM), nitrogen oxides (NOx), unburned hydrocarbons (UHC), carbon monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (CO2). They are strictly regulated by standards varying on the region and conditioning the market release of road vehicles. Under the current trends (Euro 6), diesel combustion occurs with sufficient excess air so UHC and CO emissions are typically low. However, the high gas temperatures due to high
compression ratios promote NO\textsubscript{x} formation and emissions. Moreover, due to local fuel rich regions in the cylinder during the combustion, soot particles are emitted.

In diesel engines, soot emissions work in a trade-off with NO\textsubscript{x} emissions. They are therefore treated in a tandem due to the fact that reducing emissions of one will often increase the emissions of the other [5]. A reduction of the temperature during combustion, by means of exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) for example, will limit the NO\textsubscript{x} formation and reduce the emissions. However, in return, soot particle emissions will increase [6]. After the development and broad use of diesel particulate filters (DPF), the focus was initially put on reducing NO\textsubscript{x} by lowering the combustion temperature. This resulted in increased soot exhaust levels that were more easily taken care of by the efficient after-treatment device. More recently, stricter NO\textsubscript{x} regulations has lead to widespread use of NO\textsubscript{x} aftertreatment in Europe. This typically means that EGR is reduced to increase the exhaust gas temperatures (which is beneficial for the operation of the exhaust aftertreatment system) and this leads to new trade-offs between soot and NO\textsubscript{x}.

Newer concepts exist for low temperature combustion (LTC) such as homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) or partially premixed combustion (PPC). They focus on reducing both NO\textsubscript{x} and soot emissions thanks to higher premixing of the charge and lower oxygen content. However, they do suffer major drawbacks in terms of operation range, thus a better understanding of conventional diesel combustion (CDC) is required.

In most conditions found in diesel engines where CDC is used, large amounts of NO\textsubscript{x} are formed early during the cycle, whereas soot is characterized by both strong formation and oxidation, according to processes that will be developed in detail in following chapters. Since soot formation correlates poorly with soot exhaust levels [7], the quality of the soot oxidation process seems to have a strong impact on soot emissions [8].

1.1.3 Soot Particles and Health

The terminology particulate matter (PM) is often used interchangeably in the combustion-engineering field with soot. The approximation is acceptable in the sense that engine-out PM mostly consists of combustion-generated soot particles. However, it is a shortcut that can lead to confusion when considered in interdisciplinary research contexts. Though no clear official classification exists, a brief clarification of the various terminologies used to denominate particles in this thesis will be presented, following the principles presented in [9].

An aerosol is a suspension of liquid or solid particles in a gaseous medium. Both the particles and surrounding gases constitute the aerosol. For example, the black
smoke coming from unfiltered diesel exhaust is an aerosol, constituting soot particles, water vapor and other species.

Particulate matter is the generic term describing the particles contained in an aerosol. They can vary in shapes, sizes (1 nm-100 μm) and chemical composition. They are generally categorized depending on their sizes as coarse particles (larger than 2 μm), fine particles (0.1-2 μm) and ultrafine particles (less than 0.1 μm). Particles from engine emissions are usually falling in the two latter categories. In the engine community, PM is defined as anything that sticks on a filter in a gravimetric test. In such a test, the (diluted) exhausts are drawn through an efficient filter, which is weighed before and after the test. The difference in mass (due to both solid and liquid particles) is the PM mass.

A soot particle is an agglomerate of roughly spherical primary particles. It is black or blackish and often approximated as a blackbody. It originates from the combustion of hydrocarbons. This is the terminology of choice widely used in the automotive engineering field to refer to particles from combustion sources.

Black carbon (BC) is equivalent to soot but gets its own terminology from the optical property of the soot and the way it is measured. It is a light-absorbing carbonaceous particle originating from combustion sources. It is more commonly encountered in environmental contexts like aerosol physics, atmospheric chemistry or geophysical fields.

Refractory black carbon (rBC) is similar to black carbon. It holds its appellation for its thermal stability and represents the mass of carbon derived from incandescence-based measurement techniques.

Elemental carbon (EC) is preferably used when the measurement technique specifically targets the carbon content of particles and allows for characterizing the structure of the carbonaceous particle.

Soot particles have been associated with inflammatory response in airways, decreased lung function and are classified as carcinogenic [10,11]. The severity of the symptoms depends on the intensity, duration and timing of exposure to the particles. The size of the particle will affect their ability to penetrate the organism. Since particles are mostly airborne they usually penetrate the body through airways. Despite the lungs acting as natural filters, the finer particles will find their way to the bloodstream and are responsible for cardiovascular issues, while the larger ones adsorbed in the airways can cause irritations and breathing difficulties. In a report by UNICEF, the acute impact of air pollution from combustion-originated particles on children is put in the spotlight. The report states that approximately two billions children live in areas where the air pollution exceeds the quality standards set by the World Health Organization (WHO) and
their developing systems make them more sensitive to the adverse effect of particles [12].

Soot is also pointed out for its impact on the environment and its role in climate change. Its impact on global warming is evaluated through its radiative forcing, a metric representing the importance of the considered element affecting the balance between the incoming solar radiation and the outgoing infrared emissions. An element with positive radiative forcing will lead to an increase of the earth atmosphere. The positive radiative forcing due to particles from combustion origins is the second anthropogenic most important according to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) fifth assessment report as published in 2013 [13].

1.2 Objective/Scope of the Thesis

The objective of the thesis is to address diesel combustion related issues with a strong focus on the soot oxidation process, particularly to highlight the importance of soot oxidation over soot formation for improving engine-out levels. An important focus was to investigate which are the relevant parameters, whether by design or control, that can affect the soot oxidation and what are their effect on the soot processes and chemical properties. A final objective is to emphasize the importance of OH in the flame and its role as main oxidizer.

The scope of this research is to study the late cycle oxidation of soot in a four-stroke heavy-duty diesel engine operating with conventional diesel combustion using optical diagnostic and in-cylinder sampling of gases.

1.3 Approach

In this thesis, the measurements have been realized using two main techniques. The first one is optical diagnostics, allowing the study of the combustion process in detail by monitoring the evolution of combustion species during the cycle. The second technique used is in-cylinder sampling, which allowed a closer look into the characteristics of the probed combustion species and complemented the optical measurements. The optical measurements were conducted in collaboration with the division of combustion physics at Lund University. The in-cylinder sampling measurements were realized in collaboration with the division of Ergonomics and Aerosol Technology at Lund University.
1.4 Thesis Contribution

The work presented in this thesis showcases novel insights regarding the importance of soot oxidation rate and negates any correlation between soot formation and soot exhaust level in conventional diesel combustion situations. The late cycle soot oxidation rates have been characterized thanks to the definition of a global metric that allowed comparison of all points of operation regardless of the formation impact. The effects of various parameters on the soot oxidation have been investigated. It has notably been shown that injection related parameters have a strong impact on the late cycle soot oxidation, even after the end of injection. Moreover and unexpectedly, swirl and engine speed seemed to have a negative impact on the soot oxidation rates. Finally, the influence of oxygen variation has shown the strongest impact on the soot oxidation rates and it has been observed using different techniques. The effect of this parameter has been studied in more detailed and has stressed the importance of OH as main oxidizer in the flame.
2 Soot Processes in Direct Injection Diesel Engines

2.1 Mixing-Controlled Combustion

The combustion process in a compression ignition (CI) engines is typically monitored by the heat release. It is extracted from the pressure trace following a procedure presented in a later subchapter of this thesis. A typical heat release rate from a conventional diesel combustion process is presented in Figure 2.1.

![Heat Release Rate in CI Engine](image)

*Figure 2.1 Typical rate of heat released in CI engine [14].*

The curve is characterized by 4 phases. At the end of the compression stroke, when the fuel is injected, it mixes with the surrounding hot intake gases. The high temperature of the mixture leads to the vaporization and auto-ignition of the fuel vapor. The phase between the start of injection (SOI) and auto-ignition (usually
defined as the point where the heat release rate turns positive) is called the ignition
delay and is due to both physical processes, such as evaporation and air
entrainment, and to chemical processes such as fuel breakdown and auto-ignition
chemistry [15].

Once the mixture ignites, the portion of the fuel that forms a combustible mixture
burns rapidly. This provokes a steep increase of temperature and pressure, giving
rise to the characteristic clattering sound of CI combustion. The high peak in the
heat release rate is identified as the premixed combustion phase, and occurs
around 5 CAD ATDC in Figure 2.1.

The following phase occurs when the combustible mixture has been consumed and
the heat release rate drops after the peak. During this phase, the combustion is
continuously happening as the fuel is injected, vaporized and ignited in the
cylinder. The burn rate is now limited by the rate of mixing between fuel from the
injected sprays and fresh gases from the cylinder. This part of the combustion,
which takes place up to the end of injection (EOI), is therefore called the spray-
driven mixing-controlled phase.

After the end of injection, no more fuel is injected but the remaining kinetic
energy from the sprays dissipates into turbulence in the bulk gases, helping the
remaining combustion species to mix and oxidize slowly following the drop of
temperature caused by the expansion and the ending of the combustion. This
fourth and last phase is referred to as the late cycle mixing-controlled combustion.
Much diesel engine research has focused on the ignition process and the spray
driven part of combustion. This is particularly the case for research in optical
engines. As discussed below, these processes have a strong impact on the
formation of soot, and they are also relatively simple to study in optical engines.
The late cycle oxidation is not as well studied, although it typically comprises a
substantial part of the heat release. A possible reason is that the combustion
process is less structured after the EOI, meaning that it is more difficult to study
optically. During expansion, the interesting processes also tend to take place
deeper in the cylinder, which adds to the difficulty of studying them. It is
important to note, however, that since soot and other combustion intermediates are
oxidized during the late cycle, this phase can be expected to significantly influence
the emissions.

The heat release only gives a global overview of the process, without spatial
information. In 1997, combining laser-sheet measurement techniques, John Dec
presented a conceptual model detailing the various processes taking place in
various parts of a free spray [16]. The conceptual model is represented in Figure
2.2 and gives a simplified, yet valuable, representation of the flame. Three relevant
areas of the flame are highlighted: the lift-off length (1), the premixed reaction
zone (2) and the diffusion combustion zone (3).
During the injection process, the flame typically stabilizes at a certain distance from the nozzle, called the quasi-steady lift-off length. The stabilization mechanism is not quite clear. The classical picture is that a balance is established between the velocities of the injected fuel downstream the spray and the speed of the flame front travelling upstream the spray. A more recent picture is that the flame stabilizes through a process related to auto-ignition [17]. The lift off length is important since it defines the distance over which air can be entrained into the jet to reduce the soot formation. Downstream of the lift off length, air entrained into the jet is consumed in the diffusion flame.

The second highlighted area is the premixed reaction zone. This part of the flame is normally fuel rich with an equivalence ratio (Φ) greater than 2 [16,18]. In this fuel rich region, the oxygen (O₂) entrained upstream of the lift-off length is completely consumed and partially burned hydrocarbons (HC) are formed. Among those partially burned hydrocarbons, short-branched ones including, between others, acetylene (C₂H₂), Ethylene (C₂H₄) and propynyls (C₃H₃) are basis for soot precursors. As seen in Figure 2.2, the fuel is completely vaporized before it reaches the premixed reaction zone.

The diffusion flame (third area in Figure 2.2) is the envelope of the jet, where products from the partial combustion mix and react with oxygen in the fresh gases surrounding the burning spray. It is a hot zone (>2500K) suitable for OH formation [2], which are favorable conditions for soot oxidation and NOₓ formation.
### 2.2 Soot Formation General Aspects

As mentioned earlier soot precursors are formed in the premixed part of the flame, in a process called pyrolysis. This is the first of many steps that leads to full-grown soot particles. A schematic diagram of those steps is shown in Figure 2.3. The fuel pyrolysis takes place when the fuel reaches approximately 1600 K [16]. It is a process where hydrocarbon molecules alter their molecular structure in the presence of high temperature and low oxygen. The soot precursor species formed during the pyrolysis will start bonding with each other in a process called particle inception where they will form larger aromatic rings called polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH). The PAHs will grow further by bonding with alkyl groups forming larger aromatic structures. The resulting particles from the inception are soot particle nuclei, hence the alternative naming of the process as “nucleation”. These nuclei are relatively small and represent a minor part of the total soot mass. However, they play crucial role in the subsequent mass additions as they provide sites for surface growth.

![Figure 2.3 Soot particle formation process. Reproduced from [19].](image)

As the particle travels further from the premixed zone, the nuclei’s highly reactive surfaces bond more and more soot precursors, increasing the size of the nuclei up to primary soot particles. During this process, few new particles are formed while the mass of existing particles increases. This step is called the surface growth. The developing nuclei also coalesce (or coagulate), forming larger primary particles. This phenomenon keeps proceeding between the primary particles leading to formation of chain-like agglomerates of primary particles.

In summary, the soot particles originate from the soot precursors formed in the premixed flame. From this region, the precursors travel downstream the burning spray while undergoing the various chemical and physical reactions that lead to growth in size and agglomeration.
2.3 Soot Oxidation

A simplified view of soot oxidation is the reaction between a carbon molecule (C) and an oxygen atom (O) resulting in combustion products such as CO, CO₂. The soot oxidation and soot formation are competing processes, occurring in parallel as long as soot (any of the aforementioned forms of it contained in Figure 2.3), oxidizers and high temperature (>1300K [20]) are combined. Below this threshold temperature, the reaction kinetics are virtually frozen without the help of catalysts such as used in diesel particulate filter (DPF).

The oxidation of soot has traditionally been described as a reaction between the particles and molecular oxygen, as in the Nagle/Strickland-Constable (NSC) Model from 1962 [21]. The NSC model is based on the oxidation of soot particles by oxygen on two major sites (A and B) and is expressed by the equation

\[ \frac{w}{12} = \left( \frac{k_A p_{O_2}}{1 + k_Z p_{O_2}} \right) x + k_B p_{O_2} (1 - x) \quad (2.1) \]

where \( w \) denotes the specific soot oxidation rate (g.cm⁻².s⁻¹) and \( x \) represents the fraction of the soot particle surface occupied by A sites given by the equation

\[ x = \left( 1 + \frac{k_T}{1 + k_B p_{O_2}} \right)^{-1} \quad (2.2) \]

where the values of the NSC constants \( k_A, k_B, k_Z \) and \( k_T \) can be found in the Table 2.1 and \( p_{O_2} \) is the partial pressure of oxygen. The sites A are more reactive than sites B, but as temperature increases, the rate \( w \) decreases because of the thermal rearrangement of the surface of the particle where more B sites will be present. Beyond a certain point, only B sites can be found on the surface and the rate becomes linearly proportional to the partial pressure of oxygen and increases again with temperature.

**Table 2.1** Constants from the Nagle/Strickland-Constable model [22]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rate constants</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( k_A = 20 \exp(-15100/T) )</td>
<td>g/(cm².s.atm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_B = 4.46 \times 10^{-3} \exp(-7640/T) )</td>
<td>g/(cm².s.atm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_T = 1.51 \times 10^5 \exp(-48800/T) )</td>
<td>g/(cm².s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_Z = 21.3 \exp(2060/T) )</td>
<td>atm⁻¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 1969, Fenimore and Jones highlighted that OH had an important role in the oxidation of soot and, depending on the conditions, other oxidizing species like O,
H₂O, CO, CO₂, and NOₓ as well [23]. A kinetic model for oxidation by OH was proposed in 1981 by Neoh et al. [24] and the same group pointed out a few years later that the agglomerates break during the oxidation under fuel lean condition as a consequence of internal burning by O₂ [25]. Under fuel rich conditions, they showed that OH was dominating and, being more reactive than O₂, mostly participated in superficial oxidation. The oxidation of soot by OH as described by Neoh et al. can be written as

\[ w_{OH} = \gamma_{OH} \frac{3n_{OH}}{N_A} \left( \frac{8RT}{\pi M_{OH}} \right)^{1/2} \]  

(2.3)

where, \( w_{OH} \) is the soot oxidation rate, \( n_{OH} \) and \( M_{OH} \) are the number density and the molar mass of OH respectively, \( R \) is the general gas constant and \( N_A \) is Avogadro’s number. \( \gamma_{OH} \) is the collisional frequency between OH and the soot surface and is usually assigned a value of 0.13 [25].

In engines, the research focus has traditionally been put on the early and middle stages of the combustion because more than 90% of the soot formed and oxidized happens before the end of injection [2]. However the remaining parts explain most of the exhaust soot level source. An attempt at characterizing the soot burnout by Dec and Kelly-Zion in 2000 using laser diagnostics pointed out that reducing the availability of oxygen significantly affected the emission levels [26], already linking the importance of late cycle soot burnout with exhaust levels. In 2007, Huestis et al. studied with optical diagnostics both the in-cylinder soot processes and emissions for a variation of intake O₂. What they found out was that emissions paralleled the in-cylinder soot trend [27].

Despite the latest studies on the late cycle soot burnout, a few questions are left unanswered. First, which of the processes of soot oxidation and soot formation is the most important in terms of predicting emissions? Second, which are the parameters that we can affect, by control or design, that are the most relevant to optimize the soot burnout?
3 Experimental Tools

In-cylinder research techniques can be categorized according to the extent to which they interfere with the studied phenomenon. One category is called intrusive where the sampling device will physically affect the on-going processes such as measurement of temperature with thermocouples or gas sampling. On the opposite, non-intrusive techniques, also called optical for being based on light interaction, do not interfere with the processes under study or do so in a negligible way.

3.1 Optical Engine

In order to make optical measurements, the engine needs to be modified for optical access. It is realized by replacing metal parts of the engine with transparent material such as quartz or sapphire. A design developed in the 1960s by the General Motors engineer Fred Bowditch became widely spread in the engine research field [28]. It provides a wide range of optical accesses, albeit at the cost of limiting the load range in which it can be operated. A 3D sketch of such design can be seen in Figure 3.1. The right part of the figure shows the assembly of the engine block extension and disconnects the cylinderhead of the engine from the engine block. The piston extension is shown on the left of Figure 3.1. This extension sits on the original engine piston and serves the purpose of bringing the combustion chamber to a location where more optical accesses can be created. It is hollow for 2 main reasons: first, reducing the weight of the extension and, secondly, providing a location for a fixed 45° tilted mirror. A transparent piston made of quartz creates an optical access from the bottom of the combustion chamber, which can be used to observe the injection or combustion process during operation.
Other forms of optical access such as windows or a full transparent liner can be used depending on the needs of the study and techniques, for example to allow a laser beam access to the combustion chamber. The rest of the original engine is left mostly unchanged below apart from extended fuel and electrical connections. By design, the upper optical piston is not lubricated during engine operation. A set of composite dry piston rings is then used to handle the guiding of the piston extension in the new cylinder.

The optical access created can be used for viewing the injection or combustion process and also create various paths for laser-based diagnostics.

The study of this thesis concerns the late cycle soot oxidation. Therefore, optical accesses during the late parts of the cycle are necessary. Except from the transparent piston, most of the optical accesses available on the Bowditch engine presented above are limited studies close to TDC. A first setup was developed to gain an extra optical access from the roof of the combustion chamber, which would allow a laser beam to pass vertically through the cylinder and probe processes occurring when the piston has moved far below the side-port windows. A 3D sketch of this setup can be found in Figure 3.2.
In this setup, an optical fiber was guided through the water jackets to the firedeck of the combustion chamber. The quartz window protecting the fiber was located between the two exhaust valves. The minimum bending radius is 100 mm to avoid losses of light in the fiber.

The idea was to guide a laser beam through the optical fiber. Despite the precautions taken in designing this cylinderhead and optical access, the losses of light in the fiber were too large. Moreover, the collimation of the light at the output was not good enough and the critical location of the output could not allow for a better re-collimation of the laser beam.

A new way to gain an optical access from the top of the combustion chamber was designed. In this new design shown in Figure 3.3, one of the exhaust valves was removed and the water jackets were re-machined in order to leave space for a cylindrical insert to be inserted into the cylinder head.
Figure 3.3 3D cut of the 3-valve cylinderhead design. The insert is represented in yellow; the red socket is the location of the injector.

The quartz window was designed with a flat surface on the combustion chamber side and a tilted surface on its other. The combination of angles ensured that the laser beam passed vertically through the cylinder, although it entered the cylinderhead at an angle. Despite its larger diameter compared to the previous design, the location of the access limited the laser path to a region close to the bowl wall. The piston used for the experiments was designed with a flat bowl to keep the straight path.

In terms of scavenging, removing one of the exhaust valves is less critical than removing an inlet valve. Furthermore, the engine is operated in skip-fire mode during the optical measurements, meaning that injection and combustion does not occur during every cycle, giving the burned gases a few cycles to be fully replaced with fresh ones. Moreover, the engine is operated relatively slowly (1200 rpm max), allowing for effective gas scavenging.

3.2 Optical Soot Diagnostics

There are various optical diagnostics used for the study of soot particles during the combustion. The most common one due to its simplicity is called natural luminosity (NL). It is based on the Planck radiation law and only requires an optical access through a single port and a light sensor. The Planck law describes the intensity of the light emitted by a blackbody, for instance a soot particle.
\[ I(\lambda, T) = \varepsilon_{\lambda} \frac{2\pi hc^2}{\lambda^5(e^{\frac{hc}{\lambda kT}}-1)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the emission, \( T \) the temperature of the particle, \( h \) the Planck’s constant, \( c \) the speed of light in a vacuum, \( K \) the Boltzmann constant and \( \varepsilon_{\lambda} \) is the monochromatic emissivity of the particle varying between zero and one, with a value of one in the case of a perfect blackbody.

As a result from this law, the radiation spectrum is broadband and extends beyond the visible region. Moreover, the total intensity from the blackbody can be calculated with Stefan-Boltzmann’s

\[ I = \sigma T^4 \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

where \( \sigma \) is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. It highlights the strong temperature dependence of the total intensity emitted by a particle.

There are a few important issues for using this technique even to a semi-quantitative level. The soot particles drop quickly in temperature during the expansion, thus reducing strongly the signal emitted. Moreover, the concentration and sizes of soot particles is expected to reduce during the oxidation, thus making the drop of signal difficult to interpret. Emission from other combustion species called chemiluminescence will contribute to the background noise, albeit to a limited extent at typical flame temperatures where the NL from soot is intense. Finally, the technique is spatially limited in that the source of the signal emitted may come from a dense field (optical thickness) and may be lost by absorption by other particles along the way to the detector. A successful application of this technique can be seen in [30] thanks to a complex calibration and knowledge of the fuels compositions. However, the authors do not recommend the use of such technique in the late cycle where the intensity of the radiation drops too much due to the presence of non-emitting cooled particles.

The two-color pyrometry is also based on the previously described Planck radiation law. It is primarily a thermometric technique. In the two-color method, the concept of apparent temperature \( T_a \) is introduced. It is defined as the temperature a black body would be at while emitting the same amount of radiation

\[ I_{b,\lambda}(T_a) = I_{\lambda}(T) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

The emissivity of the particle introduced in equation (3.1) can be written

\[ \varepsilon_{\lambda} = \frac{I_{b,\lambda}(T_a)}{I_{b,\lambda}(T)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)
Combining (3.1), (3.4) and using the “new” Planck constant \( C = \frac{hc}{K} \) to simplify the writings, the monochromatic emissivity is given by

\[
\varepsilon_\lambda = \frac{e^{C/\lambda T} - 1}{e^{C/\lambda T a} - 1}
\]

The emissivity can be described using the empirical correlation of Hottel and Broughton,

\[
\varepsilon_\lambda = 1 - e^{-KL/\lambda^\alpha}
\]

where \( KL \) describes the optical thickness with \( K \) the absorption coefficient and \( L \) the thickness of the probed medium and \( \alpha \) is a coefficient generally chosen as \( \alpha = 1.39 \) according to the literature for wavelength chosen in the visible range [31].

A system can then be created from equations (3.5) and (3.6) to extract the value of \( T \)

\[
\left[ 1 - \left( \frac{e^{(C/\lambda a T)} - 1}{e^{(C/\lambda a T a)} - 1} \right) \right] = \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{e^{(C/\lambda a T)} - 1}{e^{(C/\lambda a T a)} - 1} \right) \right]
\]

The value of \( T \) found will give the optical thickness \( KL \) using the equation (3.5) and (3.6) written as

\[
KL = -\lambda^\alpha \ln \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{e^{(C/\lambda a T)} - 1}{e^{(C/\lambda a T a)} - 1} \right) \right]
\]

The technique uses a relatively simple background theory. However, it still faces a similar lack of signal as for the NL when it comes to cool soot particles in the late cycle. Moreover, variation of temperatures of particles in the field of view creates large variation in the evaluation of \( KL \). The technique is nonetheless chosen and applied successfully for soot studies granted careful assumptions and calibration [32,33].

Another technique also based on the Planck radiation is called laser-induced incandescence (LII). For this technique, the soot particle is subjected to a short (10 ns) high-intensity laser pulse that will vaporize it by elevating its temperature above 4000 K. The intensity of the radiation is much higher than the one from of a flame (1500-2500 K) as expected from eq. (3.2). For a duration of approximately 100 ns after the pulse, the light emission due to thermal radiation is detected and recorded. The decay of the signal due to the cooling can be compared to a time-dependent model to evaluate the particle size and the total intensity of the signal is proportional to the soot volume fraction. These measurements can be applied in
2D by using a laser sheet. There are however drawbacks to the technique when used in sooting conditions. For example, the laser sheet can suffer extinction along its path, leading to underestimation of the soot concentration downstream the laser sheet. Another issue called signal trapping occurs when the signal is attenuated between the measurement plane and the detector due to the presence of soot particles, also leading to an underestimation of the soot concentration. Though time consuming, those effects can be compensated with three-dimensional studies [34,35]. For quantitative measurements the LII technique relies on an external calibration, for example by laser extinction in a controlled flame. The technique does not suffer from the loss of signal due to cooling soot during the late cycle. In the most common setup it is restricted to studies close to TDC, however, and relies on careful calibration. It has been implemented in engine studies such as [36].

3.3 Laser Extinction

The optical diagnostic of choice for this thesis was the laser extinction method (LEM). It is a quantitative technique with high time resolution. Its setup is simple and enables collection of large amounts of data for exhaustive studies. It has been applied for several decades in internal combustion engines [37-39]. It is a technique relying on the comparison of a reference intensity collected before going through the combustion medium and the measured intensity after attenuation by absorption in the flame.

The principle of this technique is based on the Beer-Lambert law

\[ I = I_0 e^{-KL} \]  

(3.9)

where \( I \) and \( I_0 \) are the transmitted and reference intensity respectively, \( K \) is the extinction coefficient and \( L \) is the length of the absorbing medium. In the present study, \( L \) corresponds to the vertical extent of the combustion chamber through which the laser is passing as shown on Figure 3.3. If the particles sizes are much smaller than the laser wavelength, the scattering can be neglected and the extinction coefficient \( K \) is roughly equal to the absorption coefficient \( K_{abs} \). With this assumption, the extinction coefficient can be related to the soot volume fraction \( f_v \) by

\[ K = \frac{f_v 6\pi E(m)}{\lambda} \]  

(3.10)

where \( \lambda \) is the laser wavelength and \( E(m) \) is the refractive index function, representing the imaginary part of \((m^2 - 1)/(m^2 + 2)\), in which \( m \) is the
complex refractive index of the soot particles. In the results of this thesis however, the soot concentration is presented as the optical thickness $KL$. This product is directly related to the average soot concentration in the beam path and is derived directly from the relative transmission measurements.

The technique presents various drawbacks and challenges. It is a line of sight technique, meaning that variations of absorption along the path are not distinguished. There are known workarounds that involves measurements at different angles, positions and using symmetry properties of the flame in the evaluation [40-42]. The technique also suffers from a very limited spatial resolution. In the studies presented in articles I and II, the extinction is measured along the thin beam path located at the edge of the combustion chamber. High-speed video imaging shows that the soot cloud becomes rather homogeneous during the expansion, so the assumption that the measurements are relevant everywhere in the cylinder was made. The collimated light of the laser could possibly be deviated away from its path due to beam steering. This phenomenon is caused by sharp differences in the temperature gradients during the combustion. The focus of the thesis concerns the late cycle oxidation of soot during which temperature gradients are less sharp and the beam steering has been demonstrated to be negligible. Finally, the choice of a long wavelength in this thesis, close to 700 nm, has two motivations. Firstly, it minimizes influence from polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, which are known to absorb radiation in both the ultraviolet and visible spectral regions [43-45]. Secondly, a longer wavelength also minimizes potential scattering contribution from the soot to the extinction measurements.

There is a possibility to extend the spatial resolution of extinction measurements by using a technique called diffused back illumination (DBI). The light from a diode is diffused and targeted towards the flame. A camera on the other side of the spray records the extinction of the diffused light [46]. The principle remains the same, but it extends the measurement to a 2D projection through the measurement region.

Another such evolution of the technique is called forward illumination light extinction (FILE), where instead of illuminating the flame from the back, the light is sent toward the flame, reflected back through the flame and finally collected [47].
3.4 In-Cylinder Sampling

To complement the optical measurements of soot oxidation, in-cylinder gas samplings have been conducted in order to gather more information about the soot particle properties. Despite being an intrusive technique, gas sampling provides relevant information about physical and chemical properties of soot. A schematic of the setup used for the in-cylinder sampling can be found in Figure 3.4.

\[\text{Figure 3.4 Schematic of in-cylinder sampling setup.}\]

A solenoid unit controls the sampling valve [48] used in this study. During operation, the solenoid units actuates a hammer hitting the stem of the valve, creating a wave propagating towards the poppet valve provoking a short aperture. Depending on the voltage chosen on the electronic actuation device, the intensity of the hammer hit can be adjusted, varying the duration of the valve opening. The valve driver is controlled by a TTL signal from a computer program and triggered on crank angle basis. With these features the gas flow through the valve can be controlled in a wide range, with respect to sampling timing and sampling rate. In this study, the gas flow was kept constant at 1 liter per minute (at ambient atmospheric pressure and temperature) for each sampling point. This volume corresponds to approximately 0.05\% of the total cylinder volume. With this flow rate, the minimum step-by-step resolution for the sampling timing can be less than 3.5 crank angle degrees at high in-cylinder pressures. The same 3-valve cylinderhead (Figure 3.3) as for the optical study was used, but the fast sampling valve replaced the optical insert as shown on Figure 3.5. Once sampled, the gases
are diluted with nitrogen (N$_2$) in order to prevent further oxidation of the particles. The subsequent dilution steps are used to reduce the amount of particles to a suitable level for the aerosol online gas analyzing system. This system is comprised of an aethalometer, a soot particle aerosol mass spectrometer (SP-AMS) and a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS).

![Figure 3.5 3D cut of the 3 valve cylinderhead used for the sampling measurements. The sampling valve is located in the insert in grey. The red socket corresponds to the location of the injector.](image)

The aethalometer [49], which measures the Black Carbon, is based on the absorption of laser light by the probed particles. Seven different wavelengths are used, ranging from 370 nm to 950 nm. These allow determination of the optical properties of the soot particles. The BC concentration is obtained as the average of the measurements at the two highest wavelengths (880 nm and 950 nm) in order to reduce interferences from organics or polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons that absorb in and near the ultraviolet region. The aethalometer also allowed the extraction of the Ångström exponent characterizing the wavelength dependence of the particle.

Particle chemical composition was investigated with a soot particle aerosol mass spectrometer [50] and was run in single or dual vaporizer mode. In the single vaporizer mode, particles are flash-vaporized upon impaction on a heated (600°C) tungsten surface. In the dual vaporizer mode, refractive black carbon containing particles are vaporized, in flight, using an intracavity Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm). The vapors are then ionized (70 eV electron ionization) and detected in a high resolution, time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The SP-AMS allows efficient sampling of particles in the diameter range $\sim$70-500 nm.
A scanning mobility particle sizer was used to classify particles sizes based on geometric mean diameters (GMD) and number concentration. It should be pointed out that this refers to the size of the full soot aggregates rather than the size of the primary particle in the aggregates that are commonly measured with electron microscopy techniques. The SMPS voltage scan-up time was 120 seconds, which allowed averaging over at least three full size-scans at each measurement point. The configuration enables particle mobility diameter size classification in the range of 10 – 415 nm. The geometric mean diameter was calculated from the particle mobility size distributions assuming lognormal distributed data with a unimodal shape following the equation

\[ GMD = \exp \left[ \frac{1}{N_t} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \left( N_i \ln(D_{pi}) \right) \right] \] (3.11)

### 3.5 Heat Release Analysis

The pressure inside the cylinder is measured continuously using a piezo-electric pressure transducer, a charge amplifier and an analog-digital converter. The charge amplifier gives a voltage proportional to the force on the sensor membrane.

The apparent rate of heat release is a useful tool in order to monitor the combustion process and compare points of operation. A brief recap of the theory is given, based on [2].

The first law of thermodynamics dictates the energy balance in the combustion chamber of the engine as

\[ \frac{dQ}{dt} = \frac{dU}{dt} + \frac{dW}{dt} + \sum_i m_i h_i \] (3.12)

Where \(dQ/dt\) is the heat added to the system, \(dU/dt\) represents the change in internal energy, \(dW/dt\) is the work performed by the system, \(m\) and \(h\) are the mass and enthalpy of an element \(i\) entering the system.

The internal energy \(U\) can be expressed as

\[ U = m C_v T \] (3.13)

where \(m\) is the mass of the system, \(C_v\) is the specific heat constant at constant volume and \(T\) the temperature. Assuming that \(m\) is constant, the derivative of Eq. (3.13) is
Using the ideal gas law

\[ pV = mRT \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.15)

where \( V \) is the volume and \( R \) the specific gas constant. For \( m \) and \( R \) constant, the derivative of Eq. (3.15) gives

\[ pdV + Vdp = mRdT \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.16)

Inserting Eq. (3.16) into Eq. (3.14) gives

\[ \frac{dU}{dt} = \frac{c_v}{R} \left( p \frac{dv}{dt} + V \frac{dp}{dt} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.17)

The work can be expressed as

\[ dW = pdV \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.18)

Neglecting mass exchange and using Eq. (3.17) and Eq. (3.18) into Eq. (3.12) yields

\[ \frac{dQ}{dt} = \frac{c_v}{R} \left( p \frac{dv}{dt} + V \frac{dp}{dt} \right) + p \frac{dv}{dt} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.19)

The specific gas constant can be expressed as

\[ R = C_p - c_v \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.20)

where \( C_p \) is the specific heat ratio at constant pressure. The ratio of specific heat is written as

\[ \gamma = \frac{C_p}{c_v} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.21)

using Eq. (3.20) and Eq. (3.21) allow Eq. (3.19) to be rewritten and simplified using \( \gamma \)

\[ \frac{dQ}{dt} = \frac{\gamma}{\gamma - 1} p \frac{dv}{dt} + \frac{1}{\gamma - 1} V \frac{dp}{dt} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.22)
Finally, using a crank angle time base, the apparent rate of heat release can be expressed as

\[
\frac{dQ}{d\theta} = \frac{\gamma}{\gamma - 1} p \frac{dV}{d\theta} + \frac{1}{\gamma - 1} V \frac{dp}{d\theta}
\] (3.23)

In the work presented in this thesis, only the apparent rates of heat release were calculated. It was considered a sufficient approximation to illustrate the main characteristics of the combustion process. However, the author would like to point out that further corrections are possible and direct the reader to [2] for further information on how to calculate the losses by blow-by and heat losses to the walls.

The cumulative sum of the apparent rate of heat release can be calculated to extract the crank angle degree at which 50% of the heat has been released, CA50. This metric is important as it allows monitoring the combustion phasing in order to have comparable conditions during engine operation.
4 Results and Discussion

The results presented in this thesis are divided into four subchapters: the first assesses the validity of the laser extinction measurements, the following explains the reasons behind the choice of the metric to characterize the late cycle oxidation process, the third presents the impact of various studied parameters on the soot oxidation and how it correlates with exhaust soot levels. Finally, a subchapter is dedicated to a detailed study of oxygen availability due to its importance as a soot oxidizer.

4.1 LEM Validation

The laser extinction measurements were conducted in the 3-valve cylinderhead as presented in chapter 3.1. A representation of the laser path can be seen in Figure 3.3 and it can be seen that the laser path is located close to the edge of the bowl. In order for the laser extinction measurements to be relevant to the global combustion process, the assumption that the laser path studied is representative of the whole combustion chamber was made. Pictures of the combustion process occurring in the engine including the position of the laser are shown in Figure 4.1.

![Figure 4.1 Images of the soot natural luminosity at different CAD. The inner white circle represents the bowl wall, the outer one represents the periphery of the piston and the white dot represents the position of the laser beam. The shutter speed is adjusted and the intensity is digitally rescaled through custom scaling color maps.](image)

In this series of images, it can be seen that once the injection has ended, a few droplets of fuel burns with high intensity at the center of the chamber due to fuel
dribble while a ring-shaped cloud of soot forms due to the swirl motion of bulk gases in the cylinder and the burning fuel originating from the 8 sprays. From a qualitative perspective, the distribution of gases in the cylinder becomes quickly homogeneous and corroborates the assumption according to which the path of the laser is representative of the whole combustion chamber processes regarding soot.

A comparison between the signal from the laser extinction and the signal from soot natural luminosity was conducted in paper IV. Laser extinction and natural luminosity were recorded simultaneously. The signal from the laser extinction is restricted to the laser path while the natural luminosity is recorded from a larger region. The two signals are plotted on Figure 4.2 during a combustion cycle.

![Figure 4.2](image)

Figure 4.2 signals of LEM(KL) and NL during a combustion cycle.

There is good overlap of the two signals ($R^2 = 98\%$, 13-40 CAD) further confirming that the laser path does actually represent the global soot processes in the cylinder in the late cycle. On a side note, the extinction signal rises earlier than the natural luminosity, likely due to perturbations also observed in a non-reactive case from liquid fuel droplets and other potential sources. It can also be noted that the signal from the extinction measurements do not fall down to zero as opposed to the natural luminosity signal. This is due to the fact that cold soot particles do not radiate any signal anymore, while the extinction measurements still detect the presence of soot particles in the late cycle. These two last notes emphasize further the relevance of the present extinction setup for studies in the late cycle as opposed to early soot formation processes where disturbances from other sources make the interpretation of the signal difficult.
The choice of wavelength for extinction measurement can be critical. The wavelength is usually chosen in the visible range for ease of alignment, but as long as possible to avoid interferences from other species such as PAHs [43-45] as well as potential scattering from the particles. The aethalometer data from in-cylinder sampling measurements could allow a simple verification of the importance of choosing a longer wavelength for absorption measurements.

The aethalometer measures the absorption of the sampled particles at seven different wavelengths. This feature gives access to some particle optical properties such as the Ångström exponent. It is a physical quantity characterizing the wavelength dependence of a particle as well as optical properties such as size and other aerosol properties [51]. It is described following the equation:

\[ \tau_\lambda = \tau_{\lambda_0} \left( \frac{\lambda}{\lambda_0} \right)^{-\alpha} \]  

where \( \alpha \) is the Ångström exponent corresponding to the sampled particles giving the optical thickness \( \tau_\lambda \) at wavelength \( \lambda \), compared to a reference wavelength of \( \lambda_0 \). Figure 4.3 shows the variation of the Ångström exponent with wavelength for a variation for inlet oxygen concentration at 50 CAD normalized at the highest wavelength available in the aethalometer (950 nm). The orange dashed line highlights a break between shorter wavelength and longer wavelength. It also corresponds to the aethalometer available wavelength (660 nm) closest to the one used during the extinction measurements (≈690 nm). The Ångström exponent corresponds to the slope of the black dashed lines. A slight change of slope can be observed between the shorter wavelengths and the longer ones. This means that the characteristics of the particles sampled are notably dependent on the wavelength.
Figure 4.3 Log of absorption in function of the logarithm of the wavelengths for 13, 15 and 21% inlet oxygen at 50 CAD. The dashed black lines show the trends of the data. A break at the log(660 nm) is shown as an orange dashed line. The Ångström exponent corresponds to the slope of the trends.

Figure 4.4-left shows the evolution of the Ångström exponent during the cycle for shorter wavelength, corresponding to the slopes before the break as shown on Figure 4.3. The trend is similar for longer wavelength (Figure 4.4-right) however the amplitude of variation is much wider, particularly during the early cycle where a stronger concentration of PAH is expected.

Figure 4.4 variation of the Ångström exponent during the cycle for varying inlet oxygen concentration. The left diagram shows the evolutions of Ångström exponent for shorter wavelengths (370-660 nm), on the right diagram are shown the evolutions for longer wavelengths (660-950 nm).

A summary of the maximum absolute variation of the Ångström exponent for each case can be found in Table 4.1. The measurement apparatus is more sensitive to
the variation of the optical properties of the particles probed at shorter wavelengths. Smaller variations are observed for longer wavelength, meaning that absorption-based measurement will be more consistent.

Table 4.1 Recap of maximum absolute Ångström exponent variation during the cycle for various inlet oxygen concentrations and two sets of wavelengths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>13% O₂</th>
<th>15% O₂</th>
<th>21% O₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>λ = 370-660 nm</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ = 660-950 nm</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The beam steering is a serious concern for extinction measurements. It originates from the steep variation of gradients of temperature in the combustion that will affect the refractive indices of the neighboring mediums. The collimated light can be steered out of collimation, sometimes out of the collecting sensors, and the loss of signal could result in an overestimation of the absorption by the particles.

A study by Musculus et al. [52] gives some simple guidelines in order to assess the quality of the measurement setup in regard to the beam steering and scattering. Figure 4.5. Shows the error induced by the beam steering in the evaluation of the optical thickness $KL$ of the extinction measurements.

Figure 4.5 Diagram showing the error induced in the estimation of $KL$ due to beam steering and scattering [52].
In the experiment presented in this thesis, the collection angle was close to 85 mrad, which means that error to beam steering was minimized to less than 20%. In addition to these preemptive measures, a study of the beam steering was conducted. The signal from the laser was sent onto a target and the spread of the signal was observed with a high-speed video camera. The dot of the laser was seen flickering and slightly increasing in size during the most intense parts of the combustion. However, it remained contained within the area corresponding to the edges of the light detector. Moreover, the beam steering is expected to be important during the early phases of the combustion (premixed phase) where the variations of temperature are the strongest. Since the current study focuses on the late cycle, the beam steering was admittedly neglected.

4.2 Characterizing the Late Cycle Oxidation

In order to characterize the soot oxidation, a robust metric was chosen that would allow comparison over a broad range of variation of parameters. When looking at the soot decay describing the late cycle soot oxidation, the shape of an exponential comes to mind. An example of such decay is shown in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6 Sample evolution of the optical thickness KL during the cycle. An exponential (in red) is fitted to the decay corresponding to the soot oxidation.
By definition, the half-life $t_{1/2}$ of an exponential curve is given by

$$KL \propto e^{\frac{\ln(2)}{t_{1/2}}}$$

(4.2)

where $t$ is the crank angle position, in CAD. For each exponential, the half-life can be extracted to describe the general behavior of the studied process. The advantage of choosing the half-life as metric is that it can describe the decay regardless of the starting point, meaning that the oxidation process could start from half the soot present in the cylinder and still describe the same exponential decay. Moreover, it is a parameter that proved to be robust across two different studies (on the same engine) including the variation of seven parameters. While the metric chosen for characterizing the oxidation process does not take ground from a physical perspective, it has the advantage of being universal enough to allow the comparison of all the parameters studied as well as removing the influence of the formation process.

### 4.3 Impact of Parameters on the Half-Life of Soot Oxidation

The effect on soot oxidation and exhaust PM concentration of the parameters presented in this subchapter were studied following a central composite design (CCD). The interest of using such method is to study both the importance of each parameter individually as well as potential interaction effects.

#### 4.3.1 Temperature at TDC

Temperature is recognized as a strong factor affecting chemical reactions. In the case of soot processes, an increase in temperature is expected to increase oxidation rate faster than the formation rate [53]. A variation of the temperature of the bulk gases will not have a stark impact on the temperature of the flame as much as a varying the inlet oxygen concentration does. It is however expected to favor oxidation and possibly improve exhaust soot levels.

The effect of temperature at top dead center on the soot oxidation is shown on Figure 4.7 (left). A slight downward trend can be observed when the temperature at TDC was swept from 900 K to 1100 K, translating in a slight improvement of the soot oxidation rate. The values of the TDC temperature correspond to motored conditions.
This improvement of the soot oxidation rate does not seem to have an effect on the amount of PM in the exhaust as seen in Figure 4.7 (right). A likely explanation is that the soot formation rate is also affected and counterbalances the improved oxidation. While a strict answer cannot be given to explain the mechanism behind these observations, it can nonetheless be concluded that the temperature at TDC only has a limited impact on the soot oxidation.

### 4.3.2 Density at TDC

The gas density should positively affect the soot oxidation by increasing the number of oxidizer molecules per unit volume. In order to separate the density effect from that of temperature, it has been varied by changing the inlet pressure only. The density of gases at top dead center was swept from a 15.2 to 22.8 kg/m³ and is shown in Figure 4.8 (left). The variation of density at TDC was done at motored conditions. When the density is increased, a strong reduction of the half-life of the oxidation is observed. So it can be concluded that density has a strong impact on the soot oxidation rate.
This improvement of the soot oxidation rate results in an improvement of the exhaust PM concentrations as observed on Figure 4.8 (right). These observations confirm the hypothesis according to which gas density is an important factor on soot oxidation and emissions.

### 4.3.3 Injection Pressure

The late-cycle soot oxidation is a mixing-controlled process so increasing the turbulent kinetic energy in the bulk gases could enhance it. One way to do it is by increasing the injection pressure, which will create more energetic bulk-flow structures in the cylinder [54]. The influence of injection pressure on the soot oxidation is shown in Figure 4.9 (left). It should be noted that the same amount of fuel was injected for all cases by adjusting the duration of injection and monitoring the amount of heat released. Moreover, to minimize thermodynamic variation between cases, the CA50 was kept constant at 9 CAD ATDC. A steep reduction of the half-life can be observed at higher injection pressures, conveying the great importance of this parameter on the soot oxidation rate.
Figure 4.9 Impact of a sweep of injection pressure on the half-life of soot oxidation (left) and on the particulate matter exhausts concentration (right).

This strong impact of the injection pressure on the soot oxidation results in a strong reduction of exhaust PM concentration when injection pressure is increased in a mirrored behavior. Interestingly, these observations reveal the importance of the injection process for soot oxidation even long after the end of injection.

4.3.4 Engine Speed

Another way of improving the mixing-controlled oxidation process is by increasing the bulk gas turbulence. It can be achieved by increasing engine speed as the in-cylinder turbulence scales linearly with engine speed [2]. The effect of engine speed on soot oxidation is presented in Figure 4.10 (left). A slight upward trend can be observed which goes against the hypothesis initially formulated. The variation of the engine speed did not have any distinct impact on the rate of oxidation, at least in the range that could be studied in the engine.
Despite the counterintuitive result, the slight upward trend observed in the half-life of the soot oxidation rate is also observed in the exhaust PM levels as seen on Figure 4.10 (right). This could be explained by higher heat losses from the gases to the walls leading to lower temperatures as mentioned in a study by Payri et al. [55]. Moreover, the local turbulence levels may be more important than the global ones. An additional reason that could explain those results is that the effective time available for the soot oxidation reduces faster than the mixing accelerates the rate of oxidation since no major variation of the half-life is observed. In conclusion, the engine speed does not positively improve the oxidation of soot in the range of engine speed studied and actually has the opposite effect to the one originally expected.

### 4.3.5 Swirl Level

An additional way of improving the mixing-controlled process is by increasing the swirl. A higher swirl level will increase the fuel-air mixing, however, this effect can be mitigated by excessive spray interactions, which lead to particularly rich local equivalence ratio and therefore produce higher soot emissions [56]. The results from the variation of this parameter can be seen in Figure 4.11. The oxidation rate seems to deteriorate with higher swirl level. Despite an expected improvement of the oxidation rate with improve mixing of gases, the contrary is observed.
Figure 4.11 Impact of a variation of swirl level on the half-life of soot oxidation (left) and on the particulate matter (PM) exhausts concentration (right).

The deterioration of soot oxidation rate for higher swirl levels does however correlate with the levels of PM measured in the exhaust as seen in Figure 4.11 (right). It is possible that an intermediate level of swirl gives an improved oxidation rate and leads to lower PM concentration in the exhaust.

4.3.6 Injector Hole Size

An attempt to study the effect of injector hole size was also realized. The change of injector hole size induces drastic adjustment of the injection process. In the present case, when using the smaller-hole injector, the injected fuel amount was matched by verifying the cumulated heat released. The injection duration was increased from 720 \( \mu \text{s} \) to 1120 \( \mu \text{s} \) and as a result, the start of injection was advanced from 0 CAD ATDC to -6 CAD ATDC in order to maintain a constant CA50. The impact of such changes on the soot oxidation rate is shown in Figure 4.12(left). It shows that a shorter injection process with larger injector holes leads to a shorter soot oxidation.
The diagram in Figure 4.12 (right) shows the impact on emissions of PM and follows the trend observed with the oxidation rates. The data shows once more that an injection related parameter affects considerably the soot oxidation process and the exhaust levels. A larger hole will increase the fuel flow rate and the momentum flux. This will impart higher momentum to the gases and improve the mixing similarly to the injection pressure presented in the subchapter 4.3.3.

4.3.7 Correlation with Exhaust Soot Levels

The results contained in the previous subsections presenting the impact of the various parameters studied on the oxidation rate and the emission levels revealed similar trends. The dataset from these measurements is large enough to give a picture of the importance of the soot oxidation process compared to the soot formation process in regard to the emission levels.

It was mentioned earlier that the oxidation process was described following a single exponential (see equation 4.2). The PM contained in the cylinder can then be expressed as:

\[ PM(t) = PM_0 e^{-\frac{\ln(2) t}{t_{1/2}}} \]  

(4.3)

where \( PM(t) \) is the amount of PM at a time \( t \) (for instance at exhaust valve opening), \( PM_0 \) is the amount of PM at the beginning of the oxidation dominated phase, and \( t_{1/2} \) is the measured half-life of the oxidation process. Equation (4.3) can then be linearized by applying the natural logarithm on both sides and evaluated at the time of exhaust valve opening (EVO)
\[ \ln(PM_{EVO}) = \ln(PM_0) - \frac{\ln(2) t_{EVO}}{t_{1/2}} \]  

Here \( PM_{EVO} \) corresponds to the soot engine-out level. According to equation (3), plotting the engine-out levels of PM recorded versus the inverse of the half-life on a semi-logarithmic scale should display a linear relationship and assert the fact that the soot oxidation process governs the PM emission trends. This correlation is shown on Figure 4.13 with a relatively high coefficient of determination \((R^2=66\%)\).

If on the other hand, the PM measured in the exhaust were governed by the formation rate, their concentration would be proportional to the maximum amount measured in the cylinder. Such a correlation is shown in Figure 4.14 where the amount of soot formed corresponds to the value of \( KL \) at the start of the exponential fit, before the oxidation process dominates the global in-cylinder soot concentration behavior.
Figure 4.14 Correlation between exhaust PM levels and KL at the start of fit of the soot oxidation exponential decays, illustrating amount of soot formed. The blue and red areas highlight two different trends.

The red oval highlights points of operation where the PM emissions are low irrespective of the amount formed in the cylinder. The blue oval shows a trend where an increase of the soot formed in the cylinder results in lower emissions of PM, which is quite opposite to the expectations if soot formation were to govern soot emissions. In conclusion, it can be stated that soot formation cannot explain the trends in the exhaust, when in fact oxidation does so to a great extent.

4.4 Oxygen Concentration Impact

Dilution of intake oxygen with inert gases by means of EGR is a common strategy used in engines for reducing NOx. It decreases the combustion temperature and thereby inhibits the formation of NOx. On the other hand, EGR also tends to increase the soot emissions, a phenomenon known as the soot-NOx trade-off. The phenomenon is due to lowered in-cylinder temperatures impeding both the NOx formation and soot oxidation processes. Inlet oxygen concentration was identified as the most active parameter to affect the soot oxidation rate. This section is dedicated to present in detail the impact of oxygen concentration on the oxidation of soot and the mechanism behind its efficacy.
4.4.1 Exhaust Measurements

Reducing the inlet oxygen concentration reduces NO\textsubscript{x} and increases soot emissions, up to a certain point where soot emissions reach a maximum. Beyond that point NO\textsubscript{x} and soot both decrease simultaneously and the trade-off no longer exists. Akihama et al. [6] first described this phenomenon represented in Figure 4.15.

![Figure 4.15](image)

*Figure 4.15 Measurements of Filtered Smoke Number (FSN) for a sweep in intake O\textsubscript{2} concentration. Soot emissions increase with reduction of intake O\textsubscript{2}, reach a maximum at 11% O\textsubscript{2} and then decrease again.*

Figure 4.16 shows a $\varphi$-$T$ diagram. In this diagram the upper peninsula corresponds to the soot formation region and the lower right one corresponds to the NO\textsubscript{x} formation region. The colored curves show the maximum flame temperature as function of the equivalence ratio $\varphi$, derived from homogeneous reactor simulations for varying intake oxygen concentrations. It is clearly seen that higher oxygen levels create conditions that are more prone to produce both soot and NO\textsubscript{x}. When oxygen is reduced the maximum flame temperatures are reduced and eventually both the soot and NO\textsubscript{x} regions are avoided. This explains the steep decrease in soot emissions observed at the lowest oxygen level in Figure 4.15, but not the increase when reducing the oxygen level from 21% to 11%.

A limitation of the $\varphi$-$T$ diagram is that it only accounts for the soot formation rate, while soot emissions are the net result of both formation and oxidation of soot in the cylinder.
4.4.2 Rate of Soot Oxidation

The impact of oxygen concentration on the soot oxidation was evaluated by extinction measurements. The optical thickness, which is directly proportional to the soot volume fraction, is shown in Figure 4.17. The height of the plateau prior to the decay gives some information about the amount of soot formed during the cycle. The slight increase observed at 15% inlet oxygen is potentially explained by saturation of the laser signal. Otherwise, the trends correspond well with what is expected from Figure 4.16. The amount of soot formed gradually decreases with a reduction of inlet oxygen, until almost no soot is formed at the 9% level.
Figure 4.17 KL as function of CAD in the interval of 0-60 CAD for inlet oxygen levels of 9-21%.

It can be seen that the decay after the peak, corresponding to the phase during which soot oxidation dominates over formation, becomes less steep with reduced inlet oxygen concentration. The rate of soot oxidation was evaluated by extracting the half-life of the decays and is presented in Figure 4.18.

Figure 4.18 The evaluated half-lives of the soot decay curve as function of inlet oxygen. Both from averaged and single cycle data.
The half-life for the 9% oxygen concentration case shows poor precision due to the lack of soot formed leading to a weak signal as well as unstable combustion. For the other operating points, the half-life increases drastically with the reduction of oxygen availability, which explains the trends observed in the exhaust seen between 11% and 21% intake oxygen concentration in Figure 4.15.

### 4.4.3 Number and Size of Particles

The laser extinction measurements give a representation of the soot concentration in the cylinder, but do not yield access to information about the sizes and number of particles. These data could instead be by crank angle resolved in-cylinder sampling measurements in a metal engine. Due to technical difficulties linked to change of engine setup, the 9 and 11% oxygen concentration cases could not be reached so only the 13, 15 and 21% oxygen concentration cases are presented below. Figure 4.19 shows the evolution of the black carbon (BC) concentration measured with the aethalometer.

![Figure 4.19 In-cylinder soot mass concentration measured with the aethalometer.](image)

The concentration of soot is seen dropping during the oxidation-dominated phase as expected. It is also seen that the initial soot concentration decreases with decreasing oxygen concentration. Figure 4.20 shows that the late-cycle drop in BC is explained by both a reduction in the number of particles and their sizes.
4.4.4 Chemical Properties of Soot Particles

Decreasing the flame temperature by EGR has been shown to result in soot particles that are more easily oxidized [58]. Soot particles that contain fullerene-like high curvature structures can have higher reactivity due to weaker C-C bonds [58,59], resulting in many times higher oxidation rates [58,60]. With the soot particle aerosol mass spectrometer, the fullerene signal was found to increase when decreasing the oxygen concentration (Figure 4.21). Increased fullerene-signal are considered as strong indications of high curvature (fullerenic) soot-nanostructures and may implicate that the soot produced using EGR is more reactive than without EGR. However, the results indicate that increased soot reactivity does not impact the soot oxidation rate significantly because of the more dominant effect of reduced temperatures and OH concentrations.

**Figure 4.20** In cylinder measurement of the soot particles by the size mobility particle spectrometer. Left: number concentration. Right: geometrical mean diameter.
4.4.5 Influence of OH in the Flame

Oxygen and OH radicals are both important soot oxidizers [19]. According to Bartok and Sarofim [61], both OH and O$_2$ play a role under lean conditions while OH is likely to be dominating under fuel-rich and stoichiometric conditions.

Figure 4.22 reuses the data presented in Figure 4.16 and 4.18 for the 13, 15 and 21% oxygen cases zoomed in and normalized to highlight their similarities. The data presented in the two diagrams of Figure 4.22 originates from two engine setups and two different measurement techniques (laser extinction and sampling in combination with an aethalometer). Both the decays corresponding to the late cycle soot oxidation are seen slowing down as inlet oxygen concentration is reduced.
Figure 4.22 Left: Evolution of KL (relative to the peak KL at 15% O₂) in the optical measurements shown from the start of decay. The half-life extracted from the exponential approximations are shown in CAD. Right: Evolution of black carbon from the in-cylinder sampling measurements shown from the start of decay.

When decreasing the oxygen concentration from 21% to 13%, i.e. by a factor of less than two (-38%), the decay rates in Figure 4.22 (left) display a six-fold increase (translating to an 83% decrease of the oxidation rate). This indicates that the availability of oxygen in itself is not governing the oxidation rate.

Since the late-cycle soot oxidation is a mixing-controlled combustion process, it is expected to take place near stoichiometric conditions, and OH is thereby expected to be the main soot oxidizer under diesel conditions. About 10–20% of all OH collisions with soot are effective at gasifying a carbon atom [62,63]. Moreover, Guo et al. have shown that soot oxidation by OH has negligible activation energy and they point out that, for premixed and diffusion flames, optimized models indicate that soot oxidation by OH dominates over oxygen [63].
Figure 4.23 \(\Phi-T\) map of OH mass fraction constructed using a 0-D reactor with constant pressure, temperature and equivalence ratio. The three red squares highlight the maximum adiabatic flame temperature corresponding to the three cases (13, 15 and 21\% \(O_2\)). The scale on the right represents the mass fraction of OH species.

Figure 4.24 shows normalized number densities of OH extracted from Figure 4.23 (red squares), plotted against the soot oxidation half-lives displayed in Figure 4.22. Since the soot oxidation is expected to occur at stoichiometric conditions, the OH mass fractions are extracted at the maximum flame temperature. As expected, the half-life decreases with increasing OH concentration in the flame. Figure 4.24 also shows soot oxidation due to OH as calculated with Neoh’s model [25]. It can be noted that the six-fold decrease in half-life previously mentioned is accompanied by a roughly six-fold increase in OH availability. As mentioned earlier, the activation energy of OH is negligible, so the temperature is not expected to impact the rate of oxidation by OH. The strong correspondence between OH concentration and reduction in soot oxidation rate supports the hypothesis that OH is the dominant soot oxidizer under diesel conditions.
Figure 4.24 Variation of the relative number density of OH (blue curve) and soot oxidation rate calculated with the Neoh et al. mechanism [25] (red curve) at the 3 cases studied, versus the variation of the oxidation half-life.
5 Summary and Outlook

This final chapter summarizes the observations made in this thesis and highlights the contributions to the combustion engine research field. It also includes discussion on the limitations of the conclusions made as well as suggestions for potential investigations.

A common view on soot emissions is that a reduction of the soot formation will lead to a reduction of soot emissions. While this observation holds true for low temperature combustion concepts where the soot formation is often nearly or completely inhibited, this is not the case for conventional diesel combustion. Recent data indicate that, under most conditions encountered in current diesel engines, soot formation correlates only poorly with the resulting exhaust soot levels [7]. This observation finds further support in this thesis, which also highlights that the late-cycle oxidation of soot has a strong relationship to the level of PM emissions. In light of these results, the soot-NO\textsubscript{x} trade-off has to be addressed by measures targeting soot oxidation rates and not the soot formation.

There are several interesting observation made in the study of the parameters that influence the soot oxidation rates. An increase of the density of the gases in the cylinder had a relatively strong and positive impact on the soot oxidation rates but, more interestingly, the injection pressure and the injector hole size were two of the parameters tested that affected the soot oxidation rate the most. These parameters are both linked to the injection process and the oxidation rates were measured after the end of injection, pointing out the importance of the injection process for the mixing, even in the late cycle. A simulation study using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) would be interesting to further investigate the impact of injection related parameters on the mixing process in the late cycle that leads to improved soot oxidation rates. The use of a segmented injection process with multiple pilot and post injection could potentially increase the mixing and oxidation rates even further.

The temperature of the gases in the combustion chamber had only a very limited impact on the soot oxidation. Two parameters were studied for their assumed effect of increasing the turbulent mixing, but were shown to have the opposite effect. While other phenomena like heat transfer could explain the reduction of oxidation rate at higher engine speeds, the results from an increased swirl level would need a more detailed study. An intermediate level of swirl could possibly
improve the oxidation rate while the higher swirl level studied in this thesis might have affected the mixing negatively. Also here, CFD simulations would be conducive to understanding how the global swirl ratio affects the local mixing in zones containing soot.

The oxygen was shown to be the most dominant parameter of this thesis for optimizing the soot oxidation rate. The detailed study of this parameter presented in Article III combines optical and sampling studies. The combination of those two techniques allowed interesting insights into the mechanisms behind its efficacy as well as strengthening the validity of the optical technique. Higher oxidation rates could be observed in the two different setups using two different techniques when using higher oxygen concentration. When reducing oxygen availability, the sampling data showed a slower maturation of the soot particles. This shift in the chemical properties of the soot particles would actually increase their reactivity and allow faster oxidation rates. This was however concerning a minority of the particles present in the cylinder. It was moreover widely overruled by the oxygen concentration’s strong effect on the flame temperature. A higher oxygen concentration will lead to a higher flame temperature. This in turn will allow the production of more hydroxyl radicals, which are highly reactive soot oxidizers. The results of Article III successfully show that the reduction of oxidation rates observed with increased EGR rates correlated with the simulated OH concentrations in the flame rather than the simple reduction of oxygen concentration. This observation highlights once more the challenge to properly optimize the soot oxidation process while minimizing NOx formation since both these species are formed at high temperature during the combustion.

Finally, it could be relevant to mention a few parameters that were not studied in the work presented in this thesis. For example, the oxygen content in the fuel was not studied. With the spread of biofuels, a study of the impact of oxygenated fuels on the soot oxidation process and the soot chemical properties would be of utmost interest. The optical configuration was technically limiting the study of soot oxidation at low loads and a narrow range of engine speed. It would be interesting to see if the observations made in this study are still applicable at higher loads and engine speed.
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7 Summary of papers

7.1 Paper I

A Study of In-Cylinder Soot Oxidation by Laser Extinction Measurements During an EGR-Sweep in an Optical Diesel Engine

Gallo, Y., Simonsson, J., Lind, T., Bengtsson, P., Bladh H., and Andersson Ö.

In this article, the impact of a reduction of oxygen on the soot oxidation is studied by mean of optical measurements. The measurements were carried on in a heavy-duty diesel engine with optical accesses. The extinction of a red laser vertically sent through the combustion chamber revealed the concentration of soot during the expansion. The rates of oxidation were evaluated by fitting an exponential to the decay rates of the soot concentration and the half-life of the decay were compared. The rates of soot oxidation showed that the oxidation of soot slowed down linearly with a reduction of oxygen concentration. Finally, it was shown that the rates of oxidation correlated with the soot levels measured in the exhaust.

Experiments were carried out together with Johan Simonsson. I analyzed the data with Johan Simonsson and wrote the paper together with Öivind Andersson.

7.2 Paper II

Parameters Influencing Soot Oxidation Rates in an Optical Diesel Engine

Gallo, Y., Li, Z., Richter, M., and Andersson, Ö.
In this second article, the observations made during the first article are extended to the study of a wide set of parameters expected to have an impact on the soot oxidation. The measurements were carried out in the same heavy-duty diesel engine. The same method to evaluate the soot oxidation rate as in the first article was used. The half-life were compared with the engine-out emissions and the importance of each parameter was evaluated through regression analysis. The results suggested that the injection pressure had the strongest effect on the late-cycle soot oxidation rate, while the temperature at TDC has the weakest effect of the parameters studied.

Experiments were carried out together with ZheMing Li. We also cooperated in the data evaluation and I wrote the paper together with Öivind Andersson.

7.3 Paper III

Investigation of Late-Cycle Soot Oxidation Using Laser Extinction and In-Cylinder Gas Sampling at Varying Inlet Oxygen Concentrations in Diesel Engines

Gallo, Y., Malmborg, V.B., Simonsson, J., Svensson, E., Shen, M., Bengtsson, P-E., Pagels, J., Tunér, M., Garcia, A., and Andersson, Ö.

Submitted to Fuel, 2016.

In this third article, the effect of oxygen concentration on the rates of soot oxidation presented in the first article is studied in further details. For this study, gas-sampling measurements confirmed the trends previously observed with the optical measurements. The oxygen availability affected the flame temperature and the concentration of OH available for soot oxidation. The analysis was completed with a simulation of OH availability and the results showed a higher correlation between soot oxidation rates and the availability of OH in the flame.

Experiments were carried out together with Vilhelm Malmborg and MengQin Shen. The simulation work was carried out together with Erik Svensson. I performed the data analysis and wrote the article together with Antonio Garcia and Öivind Andersson.
7.4 Paper IV

**Comparison of Laser-Extinction and Natural Luminosity Measurements for Soot Probing in Diesel Optical Engines**

Li, Z., **Gallo, Y.**, Richter, M., Lind, T., and Andersson, Ö.


This forth article presents the comparison of laser extinction and natural luminosity through simultaneous measurements. The comparison highlights the differences between the two techniques and the superiority of the laser extinction for studies in the late cycle where soot are too cold to be recorded with natural luminosity. The natural luminosity recordings show that the path chosen for the laser extinction is representative to a larger region of the cylinder. Finally, a computational compensation for the laser intensity fluctuation and losses of signal by soot deposit on the optics is also presented.

*Experiments were carried out together with ZheMing Li. We also cooperated in the data evaluation and ZheMing Li was the main responsible for the writing.*

7.5 Paper V

**Analysis of Soot Particles in the Cylinder of a Heavy Duty Diesel Engine with High EGR**

Shen, M., Malmborg, V.B., **Gallo, Y.**, Waldheim, B., Nilsson, P., Eriksson, A., Pagels, J., Andersson, Ö., and Bengtsson, J.


In this fifth article, the points of operation recorded in the first article are reproduced in a full metal engine and the gases are sampled during the cylinder in order to observe the effect of EGR on the soot sizes and numbers. The sampling measurements show similar trends to the optical data in terms of concentration. A detailed evolution of the soot sizes and number is presented.
Experiments were carried out together with Ville Malmborg and MengQin Shen. I cooperated with Ville Malmborg for the data evaluation and MengQin Shen was the main responsible for writing the article.

7.6 Paper VI

Evolution of in-cylinder diesel soot and emission characteristics investigated with on-line aerosol mass spectrometry


In this sixth article, the focus is on the chemical composition of the particles sampled following the same points of operation as in the first article. The results showed that a higher amount of PAH are subsisting longer in the cylinder at higher EGR rates, also leading to higher exhaust levels. Moreover, it was shown that a reduction of oxygen availability resulted in a slower maturation of soot, as displayed by the higher amount of fullerene-like structures probed.

Experiments were carried out together with Ville Malmborg and MengQin Shen. We also cooperated in the data evaluation and Ville Malmborg was the main responsible for writing the article.
Abstract
Two competing in-cylinder processes, soot formation and soot oxidation, govern soot emissions from diesel engines. Previous studies have shown a lack of correlation between the soot formation rate and soot emissions. The current experiment focuses on the correlation between soot oxidation rates and soot emissions. Laser extinction is measured using a red (690nm) laser beam, which is sent vertically through the cylinder. This wavelength is long enough to minimize absorption interference from poly-aromatic hydrocarbons, while still in the visible regime. It is modulated at 72 kHz in order to produce 10 pulses per crank angle degree at an engine speed of 1200 rpm. The intake oxygen concentration is varied between 9% and 21%. The time resolved extinction measurements are used to estimate soot oxidation rates during expansion. High-speed video imaging is used in conjunction with the laser-extinction technique to indicate the location of the sooting regions, and to assess beam steering effects. The oxidation processes are described using single exponential decay release was made.

Introduction
Diesel engines have undergone tremendous development during recent decades. They are favored for their high fuel efficiency but are also associated with high emissions of nitrous oxides (NOx) and soot. One important focus of current diesel engine research is to understand the mechanisms behind these pollutants.

Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) is a common method for reducing NOx. It decreases the combustion temperature and thereby inhibits the formation of NOx. On the other hand, EGR also tends to increase the soot emissions, a phenomenon known as the soot-NOx trade-off. The phenomenon is due to lowered in-cylinder temperatures impeding both the NOx formation and soot oxidation processes.

Decreasing intake O2 by dilution with EGR thus tends to increase soot emissions, but beyond a certain point the soot emissions typically decrease drastically again. Figure 1 illustrates this effect with data collected under the conditions described in Table 2, which will be discussed later in the paper. In this case the soot emissions peak at 11% intake O2. Below this point soot and NOx decrease simultaneously and the trade-off no longer exists. The mechanism behind this phenomenon was first described by Akihama [1] and can be qualitatively understood using the now-classical $\varphi$-$T$ diagram.

Figure 1. Measurements of Filtered Smoke Number (FSN) for a sweep in intake O2 concentration. Soot emissions increase with reduction of intake O2, reach a maximum at 11% O2 and then decrease again.

Figure 2 shows a $\varphi$-$T$ diagram (reproduced from [2] with permission). On this diagram the upper peninsula corresponds to the soot formation region and the lower right one corresponds to the NOx formation region. The colored curves show the relationship between the maximum flame temperature and the equivalence ratio $\varphi$, derived from homogeneous reactor (Chemkin) simulations for varying intake O2 concentrations. It is clearly seen that higher O2 levels create conditions that are more prone to produce both soot and NOx. When O2 is reduced the maximum flame temperatures are reduced and eventually both the soot and NOx regions are avoided. This explains
the steep decrease in soot emissions observed at the lowest oxygen level in Figure 1, but not the increase when reducing the O₂ level from 21% to 11%.

A limitation of the φ-T diagram is that it only accounts for the soot formation rate, while soot emissions are the net result of both formation and oxidation of soot in the cylinder. Previous studies indicate that, under conditions where substantial amounts of soot are formed, oxidation has a dominating influence on the soot emissions [3-4]. Although the non-linear soot trend depicted in Figure 1 has been known for more than one decade [5-6, 7, 8], only few direct experimental investigations of its underlying mechanisms are reported in the literature.

There are studies that investigate the emissions of soot during an intake O₂ sweep, but few in-cylinder studies. For example, Payri et al. measured the PM mass, size, and number density in the exhaust gases while varying intake O₂ between 9% and 13% in an early-injection low temperature combustion (LTC) mode. A peak in soot emissions was observed at 10% O₂ and, based on trends in ignition delay and estimated flame temperatures, they proposed that the peak was caused by a switch from poor soot oxidation to inhibited soot formation when the O₂ level was lowered [9]. There are also more fundamental studies in laboratory flames. For example, simultaneous imaging of various soot parameters in co-flowing diffusion flames, where EGR was simulated by adding CO₂ to the reactant flow, led to the conclusion that the increase in soot emissions is caused by lower oxidation rates when the temperature decreases [10]. While such studies expose fundamental processes, it is not straightforward to transfer the results to a realistic engine environment.

By contrast, Haestis et al. offered direct insights into the relevant underlying mechanisms by studying both the in-cylinder soot processes and the emissions, using two-color pyrometry in combination with exhaust soot measurements. The optical signal was collected from the whole cylinder cross-section and detected on three photo diodes with different bandpass filters. Decreasing the intake O₂ from 21% to 9% they saw that the late cycle soot oxidation rate decreased monotonically, but at the lowest O₂ levels the soot formation was essentially inhibited. The emissions followed the late cycle trends in in-cylinder soot mass [11].

While two-color pyrometry offers a useful qualitative tool for soot studies, it suffers from a number of uncertainties. One is due to the finite depth of field. Imaging the natural luminosity from underneath using a Bowditch optical configuration, most of the signal will originate from the soot that is closest to the optical piston. Depending on the optical density of the soot cloud, signal may or may not be detected in the interior of the flame. It is thereby difficult to know how representative the data are for the cylinder contents. Another uncertainty is associated with detecting signal on photo diodes (i.e. without spatial resolution). This results in superposition of several signals originating from regions with different temperatures and, again, the interpretation becomes difficult. Furthermore, the technique is incapable of detecting soot in the late cycle when the intensity of the thermal radiation decreases.

In the current study, in-cylinder soot oxidation rates are investigated using laser extinction measurements during a sweep in intake O₂ concentration. The laser extinction technique has the advantage of providing semi-quantitative soot concentration data in an extended region of the cylinder, while still being significantly less complex than most laser-based techniques used for soot measurement. With the setup used here the measurement volume covers the full vertical extent of the cylinder, which is an important feature when measuring during the expansion stroke. In contrast to the study by Haestis et al., the measurement region only covers a fraction of the cylinder cross-section, but it will be shown by combustion imaging that the data are still representative for regions that contain soot during the late cycle. The current study thereby provides complementary information to the study in [11] and aims to present direct experimental evidence for the validity of two common hypotheses. The first is that the increase in soot when the intake O₂ is decreased (i.e. going from 21% to 11% O₂ in Figure 1) is due to deteriorating late cycle soot oxidation. The second is that the marked decrease at the lowest intake O₂ levels is due to drastically reduced soot formation. Another aim with this work is to investigate the validity of the approach proposed in [4], where the half-life of an exponential decay function fit to the late-cycle heat release is used as a proxy for the in-cylinder soot oxidation rate.

**Laser Extinction Method**

The laser extinction technique is a powerful tool for quantitative online measurements of soot and has successfully applied for several decades also in IC engines [12, 13, 14] and in spray vessels [15, 16, 17]. Extinction is a line-of-sight technique, where the initial and transmitted intensities, I₀ and I, are measured. Assuming that the in-cylinder soot is an optically thin medium, the Beer-Lambert law applies,

\[ I = I_0 e^{-K_{ext} L} \]  

(1)

where \( K_{ext} \) is the extinction coefficient and \( L \) is the length of the absorbing medium, in this case the vertical extent of the combustion chamber. If the particle sizes are much smaller than the laser wavelength the scattering is assumed to be negligible, making \( K_{ext} = K_{abs} \) [18]. With this assumption, the extinction coefficient can be given as function of the soot volume fraction, \( f_s \) according to:

Figure 2. Maximum flame temperatures from Chemkin simulations at varying intake O₂ mole fraction [2].
where \( \lambda \) is the laser wavelength and \( E(m) \) is the absorption function, see for example [19]. In this work we do not derive the soot volume fractions, but \( K_{ext} \) curves are shown instead. The reason for is that the \( K_{ext} \) values will remain constant if there is no net formation or oxidation of soot.

The laser wavelength, in this work 690 nm, is chosen to minimize these might give additional extinction if they absorb at the laser wavelength. Recent results have shown that wavelengths longer than \( \approx 700 \) nm have negligible absorption of PAHs [19, 20, 21]. The use of 690 nm also gives a smaller scattering contribution to extinction compared to shorter wavelengths. Due to the size of typical soot particles from diesel engines, the assumption that the extinction coefficient is equal to the absorption coefficient might not be entirely safe, but this should not pose any problems as \( f_r \) is not calculated. \( K_{ext} \) should still be directly related to the amount of soot in the beam path.

**Experimental Setup**

**Engine Specifications**

The engine used for this study is a heavy-duty direct-injection diesel engine based on a Scania D12. It is operated as a single-cylinder engine, meaning that only one of the 6 cylinders of the engine is fired while the others are motored. A Scania XPI common rail fuel injection system capable of injection pressures up to 2500 bar is used, including a stock Scania injector with eight nozzle holes. The fuel used is Swedish diesel MK1. The engine, fuel system and fuel specifications are given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engine base type</th>
<th>Scania D12 D1 diesel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bore</td>
<td>127 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>154 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp. Ratio</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storki</td>
<td>2.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacement</td>
<td>1.95 l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection system</td>
<td>XPI common rail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nozzle flow number</td>
<td>207 pph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of holes</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tindeck angle</td>
<td>17 (^\circ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hole diameter</td>
<td>0.175 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel type</td>
<td>MK1 Diesel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cetane number</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>815 kg/m^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Heating Value</td>
<td>42.9 MJ/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen/Carbon</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The engine was operated at a speed of 1200 rpm and at low load (around 6 bar IMEP\(_g\)). The EGR was varied to obtain intake \( O_2 \) concentrations between 9% and 21%. The cylinder pressure was recorded through a 5mm long duct leading to the combustion chamber roof with a side-mounted Kistler 6125C transducer. For each point of operation the injection duration was kept constant. In order to maintain comparable in-cylinder conditions the start of injection was adjusted in order to keep the combustion phasing (CA50) at 9 crank angle degrees (CAD) after top dead center (ATDC). CA50 is the crank angle position where 50% of the total heat has been released. A summary of the engine operation conditions is given in Table 2.

**Optical Design**

The engine is modified according to a Bowditch design [22]. The piston extension has a full quartz piston top and a 45\(^\circ\) mirror in a fixed position below it. In lieu of one of the exhaust valves an insert containing an angled window is inserted, providing optical access from the top of the cylinder. The angle of the window compensates for the angle of the optical access and makes it possible to obtain a vertical beam path through the cylinder. A cross-section of this optical access is given in Figure 3. The absence of one exhaust valve does not substantially affect the combustion process since the engine is running relatively slowly at 1200 rpm, allowing for effective gas scavenging.

The inlet air is conditioned in terms of pressure and temperature using a two-stage compressor and an inlet heater. A diesel furnace operated at stoichiometric conditions is used as a stable external source of EGR.

\[
K_{ext} = \frac{f_r \ln(10)}{\lambda},
\]
Measurement Apparatus

The laser-extinction setup is schematically shown in Figure 4. A CW laser diode operating at a wavelength of 690 nm (Hitachi, HL6738MG, 30 mW) was used as laser source for measuring the extinction by soot particles. The laser beam was collimated using an aspheric lens with focal length of 4.51 mm, directly mounted on the temperature-controlled laser diode mount (Thorlabs TCLDM9) where the laser diode is mounted. This created an approximately collimated laser beam with a beam width and height of 4 and 2 mm respectively. The laser mount was connected to controllers for diode case temperature (Thorlabs TED200) and driver current (Thorlabs LDC205C).

To obtain crank-angle resolved data an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) was used for intensity modulation of the laser beam. The engine's crank angle encoder sends a signal every 0.2 CAD and by using a Pulse Generator (Berkely Nucleonics model 575, 4 channels) producing two pulses for each trigger input, a resolution of 0.1 CAD can be approximately achieved. For an engine running at 1200 rpm this translates into a laser modulation frequency of 72 kHz. The entrance aperture of the AOM was 1.5 mm × 2 mm, which made a beam size reduction necessary. This was accomplished by using a telescope setup with one plano-convex lens (focal length 200 mm) and one plano-concave lens (focal length ~40 mm). The laser beam was divided into two beams with a beam splitter prior to entering the engine and after the AOM. By using two photodiodes (Thorlabs PDA100A-EC), one measuring the attenuated signal and one a reference signal, the effect of laser intensity variation could be minimized. This is possible by measuring a calibration constant, making the reference beam proportional to the incident laser light intensity. The constant was measured during an engine cycle without injection in close proximity to the injection cycle where the soot measurement are taken, giving an individual calibration value for each 0.1 CAD (i.e. every laser pulse measured). It also ensures that variations in the transmission characteristics e.g. due to flame luminosity and window fouling during the engine cycle are taken into account. Nevertheless, to minimize the effects of background radiation, two filters were mounted on the photodiode measuring the transmitted laser beam; one short pass filter with cut-off wavelength 750 nm (Thorlabs FE80750) and one long pass-filter with cut-on wavelength of 650 nm (Thorlabs FEL0650). This created a relatively broad bandpass between 650 and 750 nm that did not fully suppress the background radiation. The remaining background contribution was removed during post processing, making use of the sequential background measurement points between the laser pulses.

The laser beam was directed towards the top of the engine using Thorlabs ME1-P01 silver mirrors (~94% reflectance at 45° for 690nm). As the collimation of the laser beam was not perfect after the AOM, two plano-convex lenses (focal lengths 500 mm and 700 mm) were used to keep the laser at the preferred beam size of approximately 2 mm. A collection lens of 50 mm diameter with a focal length of 125 mm was positioned in front of the photodiode to minimize problems of beam steering that are likely to occur in turbulent environments like an engine [23]. The laser beam profile was recorded on a target located after the collecting lens at the photodiode position. During a combustion cycle, the beam profile increased slightly from an initial diameter of 1.2 mm up to 2 mm during the most intense part of the combustion (between 9 CAD and 20 CAD ATDC). The beam also showed a minor flickering with an amplitude of 1 mm around its position. Despite these beam steering effects, the whole laser beam was consistently maintained on the 10 mm diameter photodiode sensor surface. These fluctuations on the laser beam profile and position on the detector surface might induce some uncertainties as detailed in [23]. This could possibly explain some artifacts on the peak or plateau of the curves shown in Figure 7. However this study focuses on the oxidation of soot described by the decay rates seen later during the cycle where the beam steering is shown to have less effect [23] and therefore any influence of beam steering on the evaluated half lives, and hence the conclusions drawn in the paper, can be considered negligible.

The data was collected using a high-speed data acquisition (DAQ) card (National Instruments NI PCI 6132) capable of simultaneous measurements at a speed of 2.5 MS/s/ch. The DAQ-card recorded not only the two photodiodes, but also two signals indicating when the piston was at top dead center (TDC), enabling correlation between the laser pulses and CAD. The DAQ-card was triggered from the computer system controlling the injection system.

The natural combustion luminosity is recorded using a CMOS camera (Photron Fastcam SA-Z, 1024×1024 pixels) with a Nikon lens (50mm f/1.2). The images are used to provide information regarding the shape of the soot cloud and to justify the relevance of the region probed. At 1200 rpm, the 7.2 kHz frame rate gives one image per CAD, which are recorded from top dead center until 60 CAD ATDC. The camera settings are adjusted to compensate for the loss in signal due to the cooling of the flame and for lower flame temperature at lower oxygen concentration. The shutter speed was typically varied between 0.25µs for high intensity flames and 20µs for lower intensity flames.

Engine Measurements

During this study, the intake air was diluted with EGR to vary the concentration of O2 in the intake while most other engine parameters were kept constant as described in Tables 1 and 2. This produced the characteristic soot curve seen in Figure 1, which was also observed by Akihama et al. [1]. The exhaust emission measurements were made in continuous operation with an aluminum piston top.

During the laser measurements, the engine was run in a skip-fired mode, meaning that fuel was injected once for every 20 engine cycles. This had several advantages. First, it gave the data acquisition system time to save and partially process the extinction data, giving quasi-instantaneous information about the quality of the undergoing

![Figure 4. Optical setup for laser extinction measurements.](image-url)
The inner white circle represents the bowl wall; the outer one represents the periphery of the piston.

The laser beam is vertically aligned through the combustion chamber and the bottom of the quartz piston bowl as seen in Figures 3 and 4. The laser path is located between two sprays as seen in Figure 5. As the sooting regions of the jets enter the beam path several CAD after the start of injection, the measurements offer poor information about soot processes during the early combustion stages. This means that no conclusions can be drawn regarding the soot formation rates. Once the soot-containing regions have reached the beam path, however, the extinction signal will give information about the soot oxidation rates throughout the expansion stroke. This relies on the assumption that the burning gases spread along the perimeter of the bowl and attain a more or less homogeneous distribution in the azimuthal direction. It will be shown in the results section that this is indeed the case and, as a result, any vertical beam path along the bowl perimeter will provide representative information about the late-cycle soot history.

A previous study has showed that the late-cycle oxidation rate can be quantified by fitting an exponential decay function to the late-cycle heat release rate and extracting the half-life of the curve [4]. In the present study, the same approach is applied to both the extinction data and the heat release rate. The justification for the approach will be discussed at the end of the next section.
Results and Analysis

High-Speed Video Imaging

The natural luminosity images in Figure 6 are obtained by high-speed video imaging (HSV) and show the laser position in relation to the soot distribution. The images represent 6, 9, 15, 20, and 40 CAD ATDC and are displayed along with the rate of heat release and a \( K_{\text{ext}} \) curve for the 21% \( \text{O}_2 \) case. By 6 CAD ATDC, combustion has started and is localized at the extremities of the sprays. The rate of heat release (RoHR) rises rapidly, but the \( K_{\text{ext}} \) curve has not risen since the soot cloud has not yet entered the laser path. At 9 CAD ATDC the RoHR is beyond the premixed phase and the burning gas starts to form a ring around the periphery of the combustion chamber. The \( K_{\text{ext}} \) increases and reaches a plateau as the soot is transported into the laser path. At 15 CAD ATDC, the injection is over and the closing of the injector results in droplets at the center of the combustion chamber that burn slowly with high luminosity. The swirl mixes the soot region into a more homogeneous ring and the extinction signal is dropping as the soot oxidation begins to dominate over the soot formation. The RoHR is drastically slowing down due to the rapidly dissipating spray turbulence and, at 20 CAD ATDC, the soot cloud fills most of the combustion chamber. In terms of heat release, however, the combustion is essentially over. The \( K_{\text{ext}} \) curve has now dropped significantly. At 40 CAD, the soot cloud appears less intense due to rapid expansion cooling. It should be noted that the higher intensity at the center is not due to soot being transported from the bowl periphery towards the center, but due to the slow combustion of droplets that remain stagnant close to the injector.

From these images of the combustion it is seen that the position of the laser is relevant for studying the late-cycle soot oxidation as it is located in the soot cloud from the end of injection and throughout the expansion stroke.

Extinction Measurements

The results of the extinction measurements are presented in Figure 7, showing the ensemble averages of extinction curves from 29 cycles with injection. Increasing the number of measurement cycles was found to jeopardize the quality of the data due to excessive window fouling. It is important to keep in mind that though the extinction setup was automatically calibrated for each new cycle, thus taking window fouling into account, the quality of the data will worsen if no net formation or oxidation takes place along the beam path. In other words, it remains constant if no net heat release (RoHR) rises rapidly, but the \( K_{\text{ext}} \) curve has not risen since the soot cloud has not yet entered the laser path. At 9 CAD ATDC the RoHR is beyond the premixed phase and the burning gas starts to form a ring around the periphery of the combustion chamber.

The \( K_{\text{ext}} \) increases and reaches a plateau as the soot is transported into the laser path. At 15 CAD ATDC, the injection is over and the closing of the injector results in droplets at the center of the combustion chamber that burn slowly with high luminosity. The swirl mixes the soot region into a more homogeneous ring and the extinction signal is dropping as the soot oxidation begins to dominate over the soot formation. The RoHR is drastically slowing down due to the rapidly dissipating spray turbulence and, at 20 CAD ATDC, the soot cloud fills most of the combustion chamber. In terms of heat release, however, the combustion is essentially over. The \( K_{\text{ext}} \) curve has now dropped significantly. At 40 CAD, the soot cloud appears less intense due to rapid expansion cooling. It should be noted that the higher intensity at the center is not due to soot being transported from the bowl periphery towards the center, but due to the slow combustion of droplets that remain stagnant close to the injector.

For 9% \( \text{O}_2 \), there is almost no extinction, but the peak extinction occurs approximately at the same location as for the case with 11% oxygen (~25 CAD ATDC). Another observation that can be made is that the extinction decreases at different rates. For all except the 9% case, which cannot clearly be observed, the rate of decrease is highest for 21% and drops until 11% \( \text{O}_2 \) is reached. At this operating point the extinction does not go back to zero until late in the cycle when the exhaust port is opened. At 9% \( \text{O}_2 \), soot formation is obviously very limited. Looking at the extinction levels just before exhaust port opening at 140 CAD ATDC, they qualitatively follow the emission results in Figure 1 very well.

Using Eq. 1 together with the extinction data presented in Figure 7 it is possible to calculate the \( K_{\text{ext}} \) values. These are presented between 0 and 140 CAD in Figure 8. This interval is where the most interesting observations occur, with a fast increase of soot, followed by decreases at different rates depending on the operating condition. It is also possible to see that the soot concentration peaks at different times for the different cases. The motivation for presenting the \( K_{\text{ext}} \) and not only \( K_{\text{so}} \) is that \( K_{\text{so}} \) is directly related to the amount of soot in the beam path. In other words, it remains constant if no net formation or oxidation takes place along the beam path, while \( K_{\text{so}} \) will change when taking the piston position into account. In Figure 8 it appears as if the amount of soot is higher for the 15% case than the 21% case, but looking at the corresponding extinction curves in Figure 7 it is seen that both are saturated. For this reason, no conclusions can be drawn in the plateau region.

Assuming that the curves in Figure 8 follow an exponential decay after the peak, it would be possible to quantify the late-cycle soot oxidation rate by extracting the half-lives of the decay curves.

This has been done by fitting a linear equation to the logarithmic equivalent of the data in Figure 8. Depending on the inlet oxygen level used, different crank angle intervals were selected for the decay evaluation (see Table 3). The time intervals were selected based upon detailed analysis of the curve shapes. In a logarithmic representation, each case showed a linear region starting some tens of CAD after the peak, thus representing an onset of an exponential decay indicative of a single dominating mass loss mechanism such as oxidation as explained in the Discussion section. The linear region ends 40-50 CAD later as the laser extinction levels approaches the sensitivity.
limit. The $R^2$-values are also presented in this table for the fits performed on the averaged curves presented in Figure 8. They show that in the fitted interval the data very nearly follows an exponential decay function, with $R^2$-values between 0.97 and 0.99 for the cases with O$_2$ levels of 11-21%. For the 9% O$_2$ case the fit is not very good due to higher noise levels in the data.

In Figures 9a and 9b, two of the operating points are presented with corresponding fits to illustrate the difference between the best (21% O$_2$) and worst (9% O$_2$) fits. By definition, the half-life $t_{1/2}$ of an exponential curve is given by

$$K_{ext}L \propto e^{-\frac{\text{in}(O_2)}{t_{1/2}}}$$

where $x_{CAD}$ is the crank angle position in CAD. This definition yields the values presented in Figure 10, where the half-lives have been evaluated from both individual cycles and from the ensemble-averaged data presented earlier (over 29 cycles). As expected, the half-life increases with decreasing oxygen content, but the standard deviation increases at the same time. The data for 9% O$_2$ is excessively noisy on a single cycle basis, causing the error bars to be quite large, and this is also why the half-life extracted from averaged curve does not match the average value of the single shot data. It can be observed in Figure 8 that with increased EGR level the $K_{ext}L$ value is decreasing from the point where the oxidation starts to be evaluated. It means that the pool of soot to oxidize is decreasing for higher EGR rates. At 9% O$_2$, virtually no soot is observed in the $K_{ext}L$ signal. The only likely explanation for this is a reduced soot formation, as shown in the $\varphi$-$T$ diagram (Figure 2).

In summary, the results from the laser extinction measurements support both the hypotheses offered in the introduction: When the intake O$_2$ concentration is reduced the soot emissions increase due to deteriorating soot oxidation. However, when the O$_2$ concentration falls below 11% the soot formation is severely inhibited and the oxidation rate no longer limits the emission levels.

Table 3. Intervals used for the evaluation of the half-lives of the $K_{ext}L$-curves as well as $R^2$-values from the fittings of the averaged curves.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oxygen level of inlet air</th>
<th>CAD Interval (K$_{ext}$L-Fit)</th>
<th>$R^2$-values from averaged fit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>25 - 50</td>
<td>0.3481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>20 - 50</td>
<td>0.9668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>15 - 35</td>
<td>0.9761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>15 - 35</td>
<td>0.9773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>12 - 20</td>
<td>0.5987</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10. The evaluated half-lives of the soot decay curve as function of inlet oxygen. Both from averaged and single cycle data.

**Heat Release Analysis**

The apparent RoHR is presented for each operating point in Figure 11. All curves are characterized by a pronounced peak followed by the extended tail of the late-cycle mixing-controlled burn. The peak represents both spray-driven and premixed heat release, and the ratio between the two varies with the $O_2$ level.

The heat release occurring after the end of injection is of interest for the late-cycle soot oxidation. To quantify the oxidation rate, exponential decay functions were fit also to the RoHR curves. Due to the high RoHR during the initial peak, however, the decay rate will become biased if the fitting interval includes any premixed or spray driven heat release. Due to the long injections used in [4], the premixed phase was distinctly separated from the late-cycle mixing-controlled phase in that study. As a result, fitting an exponential function to the late-cycle heat release was straightforward. In the present study the injection duration is shorter, leading to blending between the premixed and mixing-controlled phases as seen in Figure 11. It is not straightforward to discern any trends in the decay rates in Figure 11 but to investigate whether some effect of the O$_2$ concentration is present, half-lives were extracted from the curves.
A problem with the curves in Figure 11 is that the evaluated half-life is sensitive to the starting point of the fit. If the point is chosen too early, some of the premixed phase will be included when determining the decay rate and bias it toward a shorter half-life.

This trend is observed regardless of criteria used for choosing the starting point of the exponential fit, albeit with varying slopes. It can be noted that the drop in half-life observed in the extinction data at 9% O₂ is observed in Figure 13 as well. This is due to the extended premixed burn pushing the start of the fitting interval later into the expansion stroke for that case. The RoHR thereby becomes slower and noisier for this case and the half-life obtained is probably less reliable as a result.

Table 4. Intervals used for the evaluation of the half-lives of the RoHR-curves as well as average $R^2$-values from the fittings of the single curves.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oxygen level of inlet air</th>
<th>CAD interval (RoHR fit)</th>
<th>$R^2$-values from averaged fit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>13 – 70</td>
<td>0.8248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>10 – 70</td>
<td>0.8674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>9 – 70</td>
<td>0.8855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>8 – 70</td>
<td>0.9083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>7.5 – 70</td>
<td>0.9444</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13. The evaluated half-lives of the late mixing-controlled RoHR exponential decay curve as function of inlet oxygen for average single cycle data.

Figure 14 shows the relationship between the half-lives obtained from the curves of $K_{ext}L$ and RoHR. Despite the indistinct shift from premixed to mixing-controlled burn in the RoHR, a strong correlation can be observed, confirming that the reduction of inlet O₂ will affect the late cycle oxidation process as probed by the two methods in a similar way. The implications of this observation are discussed in the next subsection. It should be noted that both evaluation methods probably yield unreliable half-lives for the 9% O₂ case, and it is likely a coincidence that this point follows the general trend in Figure 14 so well.

The results are given in Table 4 and shown in Figure 13. Just as for the extinction data in Figure 10, the half-lives of the mixing controlled RoHR increase as O₂ decreases. This means that the late-cycle heat release becomes slower with decreasing intake O₂ levels.
Discussion

As previously mentioned, an earlier study showed that the half-life of the late-cycle heat release is a good predictor of the soot emissions from a diesel engine [4]. Since it offers predictive capability as well as being quite readily obtained from heat release data, the half-life is interesting as a potential soot diagnostic. As the earlier study was not performed on an optical engine, the half-life could not be directly related to the in-cylinder soot processes. The data presented here, however, confirm that the in-cylinder soot oxidation rate does correlate with the half-life of the late-cycle heat release.

It is relevant to ask whether the two half-lives stand in a direct relation to each other. Both measure the decay rate of an oxidation process in the cylinder, but even if the soot oxidation probably is exothermic, the RoHR will detect all reactions generating heat. Apart from soot, partially burned hydrocarbons and CO probably contribute a substantial share of the late cycle heat release. Furthermore, looking at the evaluation windows in Tables 3 and 4, it is seen that the window of the soot oxidation data is retarded in relation to that of the late-cycle heat release. These observations are likely to imply that the half-life obtained from the RoHR is not directly related to the soot oxidation rate. Still, the two half-lives are probably governed by the same in-cylinder processes.

Figure 15 shows a conceptual representation of the measured data and the process that they result from. The late-cycle mixing controlled combustion is governed by the availability of oxidizer and the mixing rate between oxidizer and oxidant (top bubbles). The oxidant is likely to consist of soot as well as other combustion intermediates. The rate of heat release thus gives information about the late-cycle oxidation of all these constituents, whereas the laser extinction measurements only probe the soot oxidation. The reason that the two methods produce results that correlate so well is not necessarily that the heat release gives direct information about the soot oxidation but, more likely, that the two sets of half-lives are determined by the efficiency of the same process - i.e. the mixing-controlled combustion.

Another relevant question is why the oxidation process should be expected to be described by a single exponential decay function in the first place. In general, the spray-induced turbulence tends to decay exponentially after the end of injection. Also the chemical oxidation of the soot should display an exponential dependence on time, at least if it can be approximately described as a first order chemical reaction. The rates of such reactions only depend on the concentration of one reactant and, since diesel engines are always operated with a surplus of air, the soot oxidation rate should be limited by the concentration of oxygen. If these two assumptions hold true, the soot oxidation rate should in fact be described by a double exponential decay function with two time constants. On the other hand, if the two time constants differ greatly from each other, the slower one will soon dominate and the curve will approach a single exponential function.

Regardless of these theoretical considerations, it is simple to find out whether a single exponential decay is an accurate representation by taking the logarithm of the data to see if they plot on a straight line. As previously mentioned, they do, and the high $R^2$-values of the fits further support this conclusion.

Conclusions

Laser extinction measurements were made in the cylinder of an optical heavy-duty diesel engine while sweeping the intake O2 concentration. The late-cycle soot oxidation rates, as well as RoHR, were measured by fitting exponential decay functions to the data and extracting the half-lives. The conclusions can be summarized as follows:

- The engine-out emissions of soot show the typical rise when the intake O2 decreases, followed by a steep decrease for very low O2 concentrations.
- The laser extinction results confirm the hypothesis that the net oxidation rate decreases with decreasing intake O2 levels, explaining the increase in soot emissions during the first part of the intake O2 sweep.
- At the lowest intake O2 levels, the extinction data show that soot formation is almost completely absent, explaining the marked drop in soot emissions at the end of the intake O2 sweep.
- Exponential decay functions were fitted to the late cycle heat release rates. These decay rates show similar trends to those of the extinction data, indicating that heat release analysis can be used as a diagnostic tool for investigating the rate of in-cylinder soot oxidation. This would however be better suited for cases where the premixed phase of the combustion is distinctly separated from the control mixing-controlled one.
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Paper II
INTRODUCTION

Diesel engines are widely used in the transport sector due to their high efficiencies, but they suffer from significant emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and particulate matter (PM). The latter mostly consists of combustion-generated soot [1,2] and is connected with respiratory and cardiovascular diseases [3]. As soot particles are efficient light absorbers, they are also identified as major short-lived climate forcers (SLCF) and may also affect the climate by acting as condensation nuclei for cloud formation [4]. Despite a strong mitigation of PM emissions by diesel particulate filter reducing soot emissions from engines still represents an important challenge for the automotive industry.

PM and NOx are treated in tandem due to the fact that reducing emissions of one will often increase the emissions of the other [5,6,7]. In the cylinder, NOx emissions can be reduced by lowering combustion temperatures [5,6]. PM emissions can be reduced by improving their oxidation during the combustion process. Previous studies have shown that reducing the formation of soot did not correlate with a reduction of soot emissions [8,9]. However, several studies have highlighted the importance of soot oxidation for the exhaust soot levels [10,11,12,13,14]. The late-cycle soot oxidation is expected to depend on a number of factors as described below.

Dilution with EGR strongly impacts the flame temperature [5,15]. The temperature has a strong effect on the soot oxidation, but also the reduced availability of oxidizers will inhibit the oxidation process. Gallo et al. showed that a reduction in intake oxygen concentration from 21 % to 9 % resulted in a gradually slower oxidation [10], which correlated well with a steady increase in soot emissions, at least until soot formation was severely inhibited by the reduced combustion temperature.

Temperature generally has a strong influence on chemical reaction rates. In the case of soot, the rate of soot oxidation will increase faster with temperature than the rate of formation [16,17]. In this study, the effect of the gas temperature at top dead center (TDC) is evaluated. It is expected to have a smaller impact on the flame temperature than the intake oxygen concentration, but could still affect the soot oxidation.

For a given oxygen concentration, the gas density should affect the soot oxidation by increasing the number of oxidizer molecules per unit volume. In order to separate the density effect from that of temperature, it is varied by changing the inlet pressure in this study.

Since the late-cycle soot oxidation is a mixing-controlled process it can be enhanced by increasing the turbulent kinetic energy in the bulk gases. This can be done by increasing the injection pressure, which will create more energetic bulk-flow structures in the cylinder [18]. It can also be achieved by increasing the engine speed, as the in-cylinder turbulence scales linearly with engine speed [5]. Yet another
way is to increase the swirl level \([19,20]\). A higher swirl level implies a fuel-air mixing improvement, nonetheless, this well-known effect can be mitigated by an excessive sprays interaction which leads to a particular rich equivalence ratio and therefore higher soot emissions \([21,22]\).

In this study, in-cylinder soot oxidation rates are investigated using laser extinction measurements. The technique has been successfully used in a prior experiment where oxidation rates were studied during a sweep in intake oxygen concentration \([10]\). Here, the parameters discussed above are systematically varied using a central composite design (CCD) in order to identify their respective importance as well as potential interaction effects. The parameters are the motored gas density at TDC, the motored gas temperature at TDC, the injection pressure and the engine speed. The swirl and injector orifice diameter are also varied but are not included in the CCD. The objective is to identify the parameters that are most important for the soot oxidation rates and soot emissions. Fitting exponential decay functions to the extinction curves and extracting their half-lives gives a measure of the oxidation rates. These half-lives are then used to highlight how well oxidation rates correlate with exhaust soot levels.

**LASER EXTINCTION TECHNIQUE**

The laser extinction technique is a quantitative measurement technique for soot that has been applied successfully for several decades in IC engines \([10,23,24,25]\) as well as in spray vessels \([26,27,28]\). The intensity of a laser beam decreases as it passes through a region containing soot. The initial and transmitted intensities, \(I_0\) and \(I\), are measured and, assuming that the in-cylinder soot is an optically thin medium, the Beer-Lambert law applies:

\[
I = I_0 e^{-KL},
\]

Here, \(K\) is the extinction coefficient and \(L\) is the length of the absorbing medium, in this case the vertical extent of the combustion chamber. Extinction is any process that prevents the initial intensity from reaching the detector, and is thus a combination of absorption and scattering of light out of the beam path. In the Rayleigh limit, where the particle sizes are much smaller than the laser wavelength, the scattering is assumed to be negligible and \(K = K_{abs}\) \([29]\). Under this assumption, the extinction coefficient is a function of the soot volume fraction, \(f\) according to:

\[
K = \frac{f \cdot \text{Im}(n)}{\lambda},
\]

where \(\lambda\) is the laser wavelength and \(E(m)\) is the refractive index function, representing the imaginary part of \((m^2 - 1)/(m^2 + 2)\), in which \(m\) is the complex refractive index of the soot particles, see for example \([30]\). Throughout this paper, the soot concentration is presented as \(KL\). This product is directly related to the average soot concentration through the cylinder, and is derived directly from the relative transmission measurement. Hence this product has a certain value for a specific soot concentration in the cylinder even during piston movement (assuming constant soot concentration along the diode-laser beam path). The decrease of \(KL\) under these assumptions can be related to net oxidation of the soot in the cylinder.

A diode-laser wavelength of 685 nm is chosen. This wavelength is in the visible spectral region (400-700 nm) facilitating alignment of the laser and detection system. The choice of a long wavelength in this region, close to 700 nm, is two-fold. Firstly, it minimizes influence from polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), which are known to absorb radiation in both the ultraviolet and visible spectra regions \([30,31,32]\). Secondly, a longer wavelength also minimizes potential scattering contribution from the soot to the extinction measurements.

Due to the size of typical soot particles from diesel engines, the assumption that the extinction coefficient is equal to the absorption coefficient might not be entirely safe. However, given the uncertainties in the measurements and assumptions, potential scattering contribution will not influence the conclusions from this work.

**EXPERIMENTAL SETUP**

The engine used for this study is a heavy-duty direct-injection diesel engine based on a Scania D12 operated as a single-cylinder engine. A Scania XPI common-rail fuel injection system capable of injection pressures up to 2500 bars is used. Two injectors are used, including a stock injector with eight nozzle holes and a prototype injector with smaller holes. The fuel used is Swedish MK1 diesel. The base swirl level is 1.6 and a second swirl level of 5.9 is studied by adding flow plates to the inlet manifold which obstruct the 2 inlet ports, one fully and one partially. The engine, fuel system and fuel specifications are given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Engine, fuel system and fuel specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engine base type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp. Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swirl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nozzle flow number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of holes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firedead angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hole diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cetane number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Heating Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon/Hydrogen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The inlet air is conditioned in terms of pressure and temperature using a two-stage compressor and an inlet heater. A diesel furnace operated at stoichiometric conditions is used as a stable external source of EGR. The exhaust soot levels are measured using a Pegasor particle sensor \([33]\).
The cylinder pressure is recorded through a 5 mm long duct leading to the combustion chamber roof with a side-mounted Kistler 6125C transducer. For each point of operation the duration of injection is adjusted to match the accumulated heat released. In order to maintain comparable in-cylinder conditions the start of injection is adjusted in order to keep the combustion phasing constant. A more detailed overview of the operating conditions is developed in the Experimental design part and is summarized in Table 2 and 3.

The engine has Bowditch-type optical access [34]. The piston extension has a full quartz piston top and a 45° mirror in a fixed position below it. An insert containing an angled window is used in lieu of one of the exhaust valves, providing optical access from the top of the cylinder. The angle of the window compensates for the angle of the optical access and makes it possible to obtain a vertical beam path through the cylinder. A cross-section of this optical access is given in Figure 1. The absence of one exhaust valve does not substantially affect the combustion process since the engine is running relatively slowly at a maximum of 1200 rpm, allowing for effective gas scavenging.

![Figure 1. Cross section of the optical cylinder head and piston. In red is the location of the injector, the yellow and gray part is the optical insert replacing one exhaust valve.](image)

The laser-extinction setup is schematically shown in Figure 2. The laser beam from a 50 mW continuous laser diode operating at 685 nm (Roithner LaserTechnik, QL68J6AS-A/B/C) is collimated using an aspheric lens with focal length 4.51 mm, directly mounted on the temperature-controlled laser diode mount (Thorlabs TCLDM9). This provided an approximately collimated laser beam with a beam width and height of 4 and 2 mm, respectively. The laser mount is connected to controllers for diode case temperature (Thorlabs TED200) and driver current (Thorlabs LDC205C).

To obtain crank-angle resolved data the laser is intensity-modulated using an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) from AA Opto-Electronics (MT80 - A1.5), controlled using a driver from the same manufacturer (MODA80-1). The engine’s crank angle encoder sends a signal every 0.2 CAD and by using a Pulse Generator (Berkeley Nucleonics model 575) producing two pulses for each trigger input, an approximate resolution of 0.1 CAD is achieved. For the engine running from 900 to 1200 rpm this translates into a laser modulation frequency of 54 to 72 kHz.

The laser beam is divided into two beams with a beam splitter prior to entering the engine and after the AOM. By using two photodiodes (Thorlabs PDA100A-EC), one measuring the attenuated signal and one a reference signal, the effect of laser intensity variation could be minimized. This is possible by measuring a calibration constant, making the reference beam intensity proportional to the incident laser light intensity. The constant is measured during an engine cycle without injection in close proximity to the injection cycle where the soot measurement is taken, giving an individual calibration value for each 0.1 CAD (i.e. every laser pulse measured). It also ensures that variations in the transmission characteristics e.g. due to flame luminosity and window fouling during the engine cycle are taken into account. Nevertheless, to minimize the effects of background radiation, three filters are mounted on the photodiode measuring the transmitted laser beam; one short pass filter with cut-off wavelength 700 nm (Thorlabs, FES0700) and two long pass filters with cut-on wavelength of 650 nm (Thorlabs, FEL0650) and 665 nm (Schott, RG 665). This created a relatively narrow bandpass between 665 and 700 nm that did not fully suppress the background radiation. The remaining background contribution is removed during post processing, making use of the sequential background measurement points between the laser pulses. Further details about the setup as well as assessments of inaccuracy due to beam steering can be found in [10].

![Figure 2. Optical setup for laser extinction measurements.](image)

Figure 3 shows one image from a high-speed video taken during this experiment. In the image, NL is recorded. The white circle represents the piston bowl wall and the red dot roughly shows the laser location during the experiments.
Soot is first transported into the beam by the spray. It is then transported along the floor towards the center (out of path). Due to the centrifugal force and reverse squish flow it is then transported upwards outwards towards the squish region. Some of the parameters studied could affect the trends because of transport of PM out of the laser beam by affecting the radial fluid flows such as the injection pressure variation. Other parameters like temperature or density at TDC do not affect the radial flow. However, the trends observed are coherent to an oxidation process. And the clear correlation between oxidation rate and exhaust PM highlighted in this study further strengthen this assumption. Further discussions about the limitations of the technique can be found in [35].

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

To ensure the integrity of the optical parts, the engine is operated at a low load of 5 bars IMEP. The start of injection (SOI) is adjusted to keep the combustion phasing (CA50) constant for all points of operation at 9 CAD after top dead center (ATDC). CA50 is the crank angle position where 50% of the total heat has been released. Due to some limitations of the injection control system, the CA50 can vary around the target value. The start of injection (SOI) is carefully chosen to have the CA50 as close as possible to 9CAD ATDC. The duration of injection (DOI) is adjusted for each measurement in order to obtain the same cumulative heat release (CHR) of 1700 joules (J). In order to produce sufficient amounts of soot for the purposes of the experiment, the EGR is adjusted to obtain an intake O2 concentration of 15%. Swedish Diesel (MK1) is used for all measurements as well as in the furnace used as an external source of EGR. The standard swirl level of the engine is 1.6. One point of operation is measured with a swirl level of 5.9. The standard injector for this study has a nozzle of 0.175 mm. A measurement is also made with a smaller nozzle (0.1 mm). A summary of the general operating conditions can be found in the table 2.

The study of the most relevant parameters is conducted using a central composite design (CCD). The interest of such a design is that it supports fitting a quadratic model to the data while separating the effects of each parameter as well as identifying potential interactions between them [36]. This design of experiment revolves on the symmetrical variation of various parameters around a center point. In coded values “-1”, “0” and “+1” where “-1” represents the lower variation of the parameter, “+1” the higher variation and “0” is halfway through as reference base value. From this design of experiment, three sets of data are typically recorded. The first one is the set comprised of the corner points where all parameters are varied following their extreme values (“-1” and “+1”). The second set is the central point where all parameters are set to their base value (“0”). The third and final set is the axial points, where a single parameter is varied while the others are kept at their base value.

The engine speed is varied from 900 rpm up to 1200 rpm by steps of 75 rpm. The modulation frequency of the laser is adjusted accordingly in order to keep a temporal resolution of 0.1 CAD. The injection pressure is varied from 1000 bars up to 2000 bars by steps of 250 bars. Temperature and density at TDC represent the conditions of the gases without injection and combustion processes. The temperature at TDC is swept independently of density by adjusting inlet temperature and pressure. The values are obtained using the ideal gas law and adiabatic compression estimations. The inlet temperature is varied between 80°C and 160°C. Finally, the density at TDC is varied from 15.2 up to 22.8 kg/m³ independently of the temperature by adjusting the inlet pressure following the same method of estimation as for temperature.

A summary of the CCD can be found in table 3. The CCD will allow a linear regression analysis. To be able to compare the effects of the factors the data are subjected to unit-variance scaling before fitting the regression model. This means that all factors are rescaled to have mean zero and range from -1 to 1. Thereby the actual unit of the factor does not affect the size of its coefficient in the model. Without unit-variance scaling, a given variation in injection pressure, for instance, would yield a different coefficient if the pressure were measured in Pa instead of bars.
Table 3. Recap of the CCD parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Central Composite Design</th>
<th>-1</th>
<th>-0.5</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coded value</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>975</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed [rpm]</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1750</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinj [bars]</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T at TDC [°C]</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>22.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p @ TDC [kg/m³]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that a CCD normally comprises measurements at three levels (with coded values of “-1”, “0” and “1”) but, here, intermediate measurements are recorded in order to better visualize the data in diagrams. The swirl ratio and nozzle size are studied but not included in the CCD, and will be presented separately.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Exhaust Measurements

The concentrations of engine-out PM presented in figures 4a to 4f are recorded using the Pegasor instrument and following the conditions described in the Experimental Design part. Each circle in the diagrams correspond to a single measurement. The engine is operated following a similar protocol for each measurement point in order to improve accuracy. The engine is first motored until reaching a certain threshold temperature. Upon reaching this threshold temperature, the injection is activated and run continuously for 90 seconds and exhaust PM is recorded. The PM levels reach a plateau after a short period of 5 to 15 seconds and the last 30 seconds of each measurement are averaged in order to extract the PM values presented in Figure 4. When are showed the results of a single parameter sweep, only this parameter is varied, the other parameters from the CCD are kept at their base value.

Figure 4 (a). Exhaust PM levels for a sweep of density at TDC.

Figure 4 (b). Exhaust PM levels for a sweep of temperature at TDC.

Figure 4 (c). Exhaust PM levels for a sweep of injection pressure.

Figure 4 (d). Exhaust PM levels for a sweep of engine speed.

Figure 4. Measurements of PM concentration in the exhaust for a sweep of various parameters.
late-cycle mixing but, in this case, it fails to translate into lower soot emissions. At higher swirl ratios, the flow structures formed can affect negatively the mixing, which could lead to trapping of partially-burned fuel within the bowl [23].

The effect of the injector orifice diameter is shown in Figure 4f. Smaller orifices affect the injection process drastically. In order to match the injected fuel amount (verified by matching the CHR) the injection duration is increased from 720 µs to 1120µs. As a result, the start of injection is advanced from 0 CAD ATDC to -6 CAD ATDC in order to maintain a constant CA50. The results in Figure 9 show that larger injector orifices reduce the soot emissions in this case.

The engine-out levels of soot presented in the Figure 4 highlight the parameters that most strongly affect the PM emissions. Increasing injection pressure and density at TDC strongly reduce soot emissions, while varying the temperature seems to have no impact. Counterintuitively, an increase in engine speed or swirl ratio increases the PM emissions. Finally, an injector with smaller holes increase the exhaust PM levels. All these parameters are expected to have a strong impact on the soot oxidation processes. The results from the laser extinction measurements presented in the following section will allow a look at the impact of those parameters on the oxidation process in the late cycle.

**Extinction Measurements**

The operating conditions are the same during the laser extinction measurements as during the exhaust PM measurements, except for running the engine in skip-firing mode. This means that fuel is injected every 14th cycle and motored during the remaining 13. This presents two main advantages. First, it provides time for the acquisition system to record and partially process the data for live evaluation of data quality. Secondly, it reduces the window fouling rate by limiting the number of fired cycles between each recorded one. Further discussions about the capabilities of the technique and its limitations can be found in [10]. Following a similar process as detailed in [10], 60 cycles are recorded for each point. In case of a high window fouling rate, the first 30 cycles recorded are kept and completed with a consecutive recording in order to obtain 60 exploitable cycles. A replicate set of measurements is recorded for each operating point in order to estimate the measurement error.

From the extinction measurements, an optical density KL is extracted which relates to the amount of soot found in the combustion chamber. A sample of these results can be found in Figure 5. In this figure, the result of KL is shown for a sweep of TDC density. The measurement region is located close to the bowl wall between two adjacent jets. The beginning of the KL curve presents a strong increase. This is due to movement of a sooting region in one of the jets into the path of the laser. Due to the swirling flow, the other jet will reach the measurement volume slightly later, giving rise to the second peak in the KL curve. As discussed in [10], after 15 to 20 CAD ATDC the soot is redistributed and can be considered homogeneous enough that the decay observed after the last peak of KL represents the evolution of soot during the late cycle. During this decay, the soot oxidation dominates over the soot formation.
As the sooting regions of the jet reach the laser path suddenly and with some delay, no quantitative conclusions can be drawn from the curves about the rate of soot formation. However, the height of the last peak of KL provides information about the amount of soot formed. A higher peak means a higher amount of soot in the cylinder prior to the late cycle oxidation phase. Regarding the oxidation, a steeper decay means a faster oxidation rate of the soot.

Two interesting observations can be made in Figure 5: the second peak increases with increasing TDC density, and the rate of decrease after the peak increases with density. This means that increasing density at TDC enhances both the soot formation and the soot oxidation. Figure 4a indicates that the increased oxidation strongly dominates over the increased formation.

![Figure 5. KL as function of CAD in the interval of 0-60 CAD for a sweep of density at TDC.](image)

The oxidation rate can be characterized by fitting an exponential decay curve to the KL curve for each case [10]. The equation of the exponential fit is given by

\[ KL \propto e^{-\frac{\ln(2)}{t_n}t}, \]

where \( t \) is crank angle position in ms and \( t_n \) is the corresponding half-life of the curve. As the half-life defines the rate of decay it is an inverse measure of the soot oxidation rate. The fitting starts 1 CAD into the part of the curve where oxidation dominates over formation, usually between 15 and 22 CAD ATDC. The end of fit is chosen at 150 CAD ATDC, just before EVO. The value of KL at the start of fit is used as a measure of the amount of soot formed. Due to the variation of engine speed for various operating conditions, the half-life extracted is converted to microseconds (\( \mu s \)) for universal comparison.

**Regression Analysis**

The half-lives for each point of the test matrix are extracted and subjected to a linear regression analysis. The result of the modeling can be seen in Figure 6, where the measured half-lives are plotted versus the predicted ones. All measurements are represented, including the corner points of the CCD. The model shows a relatively good coherence to the measurements with a \( R^2 \) of 88%. Thanks to the quality of the regression model, the importance of each parameter studied can be assessed and ranked. The interactions effect between parameters can also be highlighted.

![Figure 6. Visualization of the oxidation half-lives from measurements against the predicted ones from the linear regression model (\( R^2 \approx 88\% \)).](image)

Figures 7a to 7d present the half-lives measured for each sweep of an individual parameter while the others are kept at their base value as described in the table 3. The regression model associated with the relative parameter is also included in the plot for reference. It may seem that the model does not always embrace perfectly the data but it should be noted that the regression model is based on all measurements in the test matrix, not only those presented in the diagrams.

As already noted in Figure 4, looking at Figure 7a it can be seen that the half-life of KL becomes shorter for higher TDC density. This means that a higher density leads to an improved oxidation rate. This result also confirms the trend observed in engine out levels measured and shown in Figure 4a.

The half-lives for the TDC temperature sweep are presented in Figure 7b. A slight decrease of half-life of KL can be observed. This means that the TDC gas temperature has a limited impact on the oxidation rate. However, as shown in Figure 4b, it has no impact on the emission of PM. A possible explanation is that that temperature of the gases at TDC also increases the soot formation rate, and counterbalances the effect on the oxidation rate. The data from these experiments cannot allow a strict answer to this issue.

The half-lives for the injection pressure sweep are presented in Figure 7c. A steep decrease in half-life is observed at higher injection pressures. The decrease is more important below 1500 bars than above. From this plot, it can be concluded that the injection has a very strong impact on the oxidation rate even long after the end of injection. It is interesting to notice that this trend also mirrors that of engine out levels of PM shown in Figure 4c.

Figure 7d presents the variation of the half-life for a variation of engine speed. A weak increase of the half-life can be seen with an increase of the engine speed. Despite the increase in bulk turbulence...
the soot oxidation actually seems to slow down. A potential reason for this could be higher heat losses from the gases to the walls leading to lower temperatures, and that local turbulence levels may be more important than global ones. However, the slight reduction in soot oxidation rate correlates with the engine out levels presented in Figure 4d.

![Figure 7 (a). Half-lives for a sweep of density at TDC](image1)

![Figure 7 (b). Half-lives for a sweep of temperature at TDC](image2)

![Figure 7 (c). Half-lives for a variation of nozzle size](image3)

![Figure 7 (d). Half-lives for a sweep of engine speed](image4)

![Figure 7 (e). Half-lives for a sweep of injection pressure](image5)

![Figure 7 (f). Half-lives for a variation of swirl level](image6)

Figure 7. Visualization of oxidation half-life for variation of various parameters. Added on figures 7a, 7b, 7c and 7d are the prediction from the model associated with the relative parameter swept. On figures 7e and 7f only a linear fit of the average values is added.
**Figure 7e** and **7f** present oxidation half-life results for variation of injector hole size and swirl level, respectively. As these parameters are only tested at two levels they are not included in the regression model and will be discussed separately.

In **Figure 7e** it can be seen that the half-life of the soot decay for a variation of injector hole size decreases strongly as the injector hole size is increased. As formerly mentioned, the injection duration is decreased to maintain the fuel quantity constant with the larger holes, and this leads to faster oxidation. It can be noted that this trend correlates with the exhaust PM as shown in **Figure 4e**. The comparison of half-lives for low and high swirl ratios is shown in **Figure 7f**, where the higher swirl seems to deteriorate the oxidation rate. The swirl level is likely too high and affects the mixing negatively as also seen in [22]. The reduced oxidation rate correlates with **Figure 4f**, however.

The relative importance of each studied factor is presented in a Pareto chart in **Figure 8** and summarized in **Table 4**. By using a Pareto chart, the coefficients of the parameters are ranked from most important to least, including interaction effects while plotting the cumulative sum of the parameters. The 8 most important parameters identified and presented in the Pareto chart in **Figure 8** accounts for 94% of the behavior of the model. The 6% remaining are parameters which coefficients are minor or not statistically relevant. It highlights that the injection pressure has the greatest impact on the oxidation rate followed closely by the TDC gas density. Increasing these parameters lead to enhanced oxidation rates. The engine speed is the third most important parameter identified, although an increase of this parameter yields an opposite effect on the oxidation rate by reducing it. The temperature seems to have the lowest impact of the 4 parameters studied in the regression analysis.

![Figure 8. Pareto chart of the parameters varied. On the left y-axis is the duration of oxidation half-life according to the regression model. On the x-axis are ranked the most important parameters where “p” stands for injection pressure, “d” stands for density @TDC, p2 is the quadratic term for injection pressure, “e” is the engine speed, “T” is the temperature @TDC. A colon indicates an interaction effect. On the right y-axis is the cumulated importance of each parameter from most to least important as represented by the blue line.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Origin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Injection pressure</td>
<td>-216.2</td>
<td>From regression analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>-198.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection P (quadratic)</td>
<td>163.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine speed</td>
<td>132.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection P x engine speed</td>
<td>-78.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density x engine speed</td>
<td>-67.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density x injection pressure</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature x engine speed</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>-24.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swirl</td>
<td>92.2</td>
<td>From linear fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injector hole size</td>
<td>-276.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4. Coefficients from the regression analysis ranked by order of importance. The Swirl and injector hole size are listed apart for not being part of the CCD.**

The importance of swirl and injector hole size can be seen in **Table 4**. The coefficients for these parameters come from a linear fit of the data shown in **Figure 7e** and **7f** and are directly comparable to the coefficients obtained from the CCD design. Comparing to the 4 parameters from the regression model, the swirl level has an importance slightly inferior to that of the engine speed. Akin to it, increasing swirl level has a negative impact on the soot oxidation. The injection strategy imposed by various injector orifice diameters has the strongest impact of all. Within the factor ranges studied here, a larger-orifice injector apparently is the most effective choice for optimizing soot oxidation and reduces emissions.

It is interesting to note that the two most important parameters highlighted in **Table 4** are related to the injection process. A likely explanation for this is that it builds up bulk flow structures that survive long enough after the end of injection (EOI) and these are important for generating turbulences in the expansion stroke as described in [18].

**Correlations**

The oxidation rates presented in **Figure 7** seem to follow similar trends as the amount of PM measured in the exhaust presented in **Figure 4**. The fact that the decay in soot concentration is described by a single exponential decay function suggests that the PM content in the cylinder can be described on the following form:

\[
PM(t) = PM_0 e^{-\frac{t}{t_0}}
\]

where \(PM(t)\) is the amount of PM at a time \(t\) (for instance at EVO), \(PM_0\) is the amount of PM at the beginning of the oxidation dominated phase, and \(t_0\) is the measured half-life of the oxidation process.

**Equation (2)** can be linearized by taking the logarithm of both sides and evaluated at EVO:

\[
\ln(PM_{EVO}) = \ln(PM_0) - \frac{\ln(2)}{t_0} t_{EVO}
\]

**Equation (3)**
Here, $\text{PM}_{10,\text{EO}}$ corresponds to the engine-out emissions of soot. Plotting the soot emissions versus the inverse of the half-life in a semi-log diagram should thus display a linear relationship if the oxidation rate governed the trends in soot emissions. Such a plot is shown in Figure 9 and the correlation observed is relatively strong, confirming that the oxidation rate explains the major trends in the PM emissions at the operation points studied in this work.

**Figure 9.** Correlation between exhaust PM levels and oxidation half-lives on a semi-logarithmic scale. ($R^2=66\%$)

If, on the other hand, the soot formation were governing the soot emissions, the PM measured in the exhaust gases should be proportional to the maximum amount of soot measured in the cylinder. Figure 10 shows the correlation between the amount of soot formed (the peak $KL$ value before oxidation becomes dominating) and the exhaust PM. The observations can roughly be categorized as belonging to one of two groups. The red oval indicates a group where the PM emissions are low regardless of the amount of soot formed. This suggests that the soot formation does not affect the emissions at all. The blue oval, on the other hand, indicates a group where the highest PM emissions are observed for the lowest amounts of soot formed, and vice versa. This is quite the opposite of what would be expected if the soot formation governed the emissions. In summary, the amount of soot formed does not explain the trends in soot emissions, whereas the soot oxidation does so to a large extent.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Laser extinction measurements were made in the cylinder of an optical heavy-duty diesel engine under variation of parameters expected to have an impact on the soot oxidation rate. The late-cycle soot oxidation rates were measured by fitting exponential decay functions to the data and extracting the half-lives. The conclusions can be summarized as follows:

- Increasing injection pressure and gas density at TDC strongly reduce the amount of PM emitted. Increasing the injector hole size allows for shorter injection duration and also strongly helps reducing PM emissions. Increasing engine speed and swirl slightly increase PM emissions, while the gas temperature at TDC has no impact.
- The study of soot oxidation rates suggests that an injector with larger holes leads to faster oxidation. Increasing the injection pressure strongly enhances the oxidation rate, as does increasing the TDC density. Increasing the swirl ratio from 1.6 to 5.9 reduces the oxidation rate as does increasing the engine speed. Finally, increasing the TDC temperature has a small impact on the oxidation rate.
- The fact that the injection pressure and the nozzle hole size are the two factors that have the strongest influence on the late-cycle oxidation rate suggests that the spray plays a key role in setting up flow structures that support the late-cycle mixing. It is interesting to note that the injection process has such a dominating role even well after the end of injection.
- The trends observed when varying swirl and engine speed are unexpected and indicate that global turbulence levels are not necessarily beneficial. Possibly, turbulence needs to be significantly increased at the specific locations where soot is oxidized to have an effect. The gas temperature at TDC showed very limited impact on the soot oxidation rate.
- PM in the exhaust gases showed a strong relationship with the oxidation rate at the operation points studied in this work, whereas soot formation proved to be a poor predictor of exhaust PM levels. This indicates that the soot oxidation rate governs the trends in PM emissions to a large extent, whereas the formation fails to do so.
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Abstract
This study focuses on the relative importance of \textit{O}_2 and OH as oxidizers of soot during the late cycle in diesel engines, where the soot oxidation is characterized in an optically accessible engine using laser extinction measurements. These are combined with in-cylinder gas sampling data from a single-cylinder engine fitted with a fast gas sampling valve. Both measurements confirm that the in-cylinder soot oxidation slows down when the inlet concentration of \textit{O}_2 is reduced. A 38\% decrease in intake \textit{O}_2 concentration reduces the soot oxidation rate by 83\%, a discrepancy indicating that \textit{O}_2 in itself is not the main soot oxidizing species. Chemical kinetics simulations of OH concentrations in the oxidation zone and estimates of the OH-soot oxidation rate point towards OH being the dominant oxidizer.
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Introduction
Diesel engines are favored by high efficiencies but are challenged by high emissions of nitrous oxides (NOx) and particulate matter (PM), if not coupled with adequate exhaust aftertreatment technologies such as NOx adsorbers and diesel particulate filters (DPF).

Diluting the charge by Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) is a widespread method for reducing the NOx emissions by decreasing the combustion temperature. On the other hand, EGR generally increases PM emissions due to deteriorating in-cylinder soot oxidation rates [1,2]. Previous studies indicate that, under most conditions applicable to diesel engines, this oxidation has a dominating influence on the soot emission levels [2-5].

EGR reduces the intake oxygen concentration. This has a number of potential effects on the soot oxidation process. First, it will decrease the availability of oxygen during the late cycle, which could limit the oxidation rate. It also lowers the flame temperature, slowing the chemical kinetics of the oxidation process as well as decreasing the formation of hydroxyl radicals (OH) [6], which is believed to be the main oxidizing species [7-11]. A few experimental studies have studied the impact of EGR on the soot oxidation during diesel combustion in the cylinder. For example, Payri et al. measured the PM mass, size, and number density in the exhaust gases while varying intake O2 between 9% and 13%. Though the study was concerning low temperature combustion (LTC) strategies, they could highlight the poor oxidation affecting the emissions before the inhibited formation dominated the emission trends at lower O2 inlet concentration [12]. Using the same methodology to characterize the oxidation process, Gallo et al. [2] used the decay of the optical thickness (KL)
of the extinction signal whereas Lopez et al. [13] used the KL from two-color pyrometry measurements. Both studies reached the conclusion that a reduction of inlet O₂ leads to a slower soot oxidation rate. Also using two-color pyrometry, a study by Huestis et al. showed that decreasing the intake O₂ from 21% to 9% decreased the late cycle soot oxidation rates monotonically, and that the emissions followed the late cycle trends in in-cylinder soot mass [14]. While this last study pointed out the importance temperature on the oxidation process, none of these studies proposed an explanation for the mechanisms behind the reduction of oxidation rate observed at lower O₂ availabilities in the cylinder.

The purpose of this study is to cast light on the relative importance of O₂ and OH as soot oxidizers during the late cycle. It is based on data from optical measurements and in-cylinder gas sampling. The optical measurements are made using laser extinction in an optically accessible single-cylinder engine fitted with a Bowditch-type piston extender [15]. The gas sampling data are acquired from a single-cylinder engine without optical access, fitted with a fast gas sampling valve. The analysis is complemented with a simulation of OH availability in the flame using a zero-dimensional (0-D) reactor model.

Terminology

Different terms for soot are used in different communities. These include particulate matter (PM), soot, and black carbon (BC). PM is the generic term describing the particles contained in an aerosol. In the engine community, PM is defined as the constituents of the diluted exhaust gases that are adsorbed on a filter in a gravimetric test. In such a test, the exhausts are drawn through an efficient filter, which is weighed before and after the test. The difference in mass (due to both solid and liquid particles) is the PM mass. A soot particle is an agglomerate of roughly spherical primary particles consisting primarily of carbon. Soot is by far the
dominating constituent of PM. Black carbon is roughly equivalent to soot, i.e. light-absorbing carbonaceous particles originating from combustion sources. As it is measured optically, its name derives from its optical properties. BC is a term more commonly encountered in environmental contexts like aerosol physics, atmospheric chemistry or geophysical fields. As engine-out PM mostly consists of combustion-generated soot particles, it is an accepted approximation in the automotive and combustion engineering fields to use the terms PM, soot and BC more or less interchangeably.

Experimental facilities

**Engine Setup**

The engine used for the optical study is a heavy-duty direct-injection diesel engine based on a Scania D12, operated as a single-cylinder engine. A single-cylinder version of a Scania D13 is used for the in-cylinder gas sampling measurements. These engines are henceforth referred to as the optical and the all-metal engine. In order to produce as similar conditions as possible, both configurations employ the same cylinder head leading to identical swirl levels and the same injector for identical fuel flows. A Scania XPI common-rail fuel injection system capable of fuel pressures up to 2500 bar is used. The injector is a stock item with eight nozzle holes. The fuel used is Swedish MK1 diesel. Specifications of the engines, fuel system and fuel are given in Table 1.

**Table 1. Engine and fuel specifications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engine base type</th>
<th>Scania D12 DI diesel</th>
<th>Scania D13 DI diesel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bore</td>
<td>127 mm</td>
<td>130 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>154 mm</td>
<td>160 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp. Ratio</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swirl</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacement</td>
<td>1.95 l</td>
<td>2.12 l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGR</td>
<td>External</td>
<td>Internal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection system</td>
<td>XPI common rail</td>
<td>XPI common rail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nozzle flow number</td>
<td>2174 cm³/min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of holes</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firedeck angle</td>
<td>17 °</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hole diameter</td>
<td>0.175 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel type</td>
<td>MK1 Diesel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cetane number</td>
<td>51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>815 kg/m³</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Heating Value</td>
<td>42.9 MJ/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon-to-Hydrogen ratio</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two setups use different sources of EGR. On the optical engine, exhaust gases are produced using a diesel furnace operating at stoichiometric conditions. These are mixed with fresh air, heated and compressed to the desired inlet conditions in order to achieve a stable external source of “EGR”. On the all-metal engine, exhaust gases are taken from the exhaust manifold and fed to the intake manifold, using flow and back-pressure valves to control the flow. The intake O₂ concentration is used to measure the EGR rate. In the optical engine, it is measured during engine operation without injection by a lambda sensor located in the exhaust. For the all-metal engine, the concentration of inlet O₂ is calculated as:

\[
O_{2,in} = \frac{CO_{2,in}}{CO_{2,ex}} \left( O_{2,ex} - O_{2,amb} \right) + O_{2,amb} \quad (1)
\]

where \(O_{2,ex}\) is the exhaust O₂ concentration measured by a lambda sensor, \(O_{2,amb}\) is the ambient O₂ concentration set at 20.95%. \(CO_{2,in}\) and \(CO_{2,ex}\) are the CO₂ concentrations of inlet and exhaust both measured using an infrared detector in an AVL AMA i60 emission system.

Another difference between the setups is the shape of the piston bowl. In the D12 engine, the bottom of the bowl is flat in order to facilitate the optical access, while the D13 engine has a slightly conical bowl bottom. As shown in Figure 1, both configurations had open combustion chambers. These differences could cause variations in the in-cylinder flow that could affect
the late-cycle mixing process. This may lead to different soot oxidation rates and, thus,
different average soot emissions from the two engines. It should be noted, however, that the
experiment consists in a variation in the intake oxygen concentration. This variation is the
same in both engines and affects chemical aspects of the soot oxidation rather than the flow.
For this reason, the trends in soot oxidation rates that result from the intake O₂ variation are
expected to be the same in both engines.

Figure 1. Profile of the metal piston used in the D13 engine (a) and of the quartz piston used
in the D12 engine (b).

Operating conditions

The engines are operated at a speed of 1200 rpm and a load of 6 bar IMEP₇. The EGR rate is
varied in order to obtain various inlet O₂ concentrations (13%, 15% and 21%). The cylinder
pressure is monitored using a side-mounted Kistler 6125C transducer coupled to a Kistler
5011B10 charge amplifier. A crank angle encoder giving 1800 pulses per revolution is used,
resulting in one pulse per 0.2 CAD. The injection pressure is kept constant as well as the
duration of injection (650 µs). The start of injection is adjusted in order to maintain CA50 at
approximately 9 CAD ATDC. A summary of the operating conditions is given in Table 2.

Table 2. Engines operating conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating conditions</th>
<th>Engine</th>
<th>Scania D12 DI diesel</th>
<th>Scania D13 DI diesel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1200 rpm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In order to compensate for the difference in compression ratio, the top dead center (TDC) conditions in temperature and density are matched between the engines. This is realized by applying adiabatic compression calculations, leading to the use of a substantially lower inlet pressure on the all-metal engine. A sample motored pressure trace at 15% inlet O₂ from the optical engine is compared with a motored one from the all-metal engine without EGR in Figure 2a. The apparent heat release rate (AHRR) from a case with combustion at 15% O₂ is shown in Figure 2b for the two engines. The differences in thermodynamic conditions at TDC and during combustion are minor, justifying the validity of the comparison between setups.

![Figure 2a. Sample motored trace for the 15% [O₂] case. The D13 trace (all-metal engine) is recorded without EGR.](image)
Soot measurement techniques

Laser extinction method

The laser extinction technique is a quantitative measurement technique for soot that has been applied successfully in combustion engines for several decades [2,3, 16-18] as well as in spray vessels [19-21]. The intensity of a laser beam decreases as it passes an absorbing medium, e.g. containing soot. The initial and transmitted intensities, $I_0$ and $I$, are measured and, assuming that the in-cylinder combustion medium is optically thin, the Beer-Lambert law applies:

$$I = I_0 e^{-KL}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Here, $K$ is the extinction coefficient and $L$ is the length of the absorbing medium, in this case the vertical extent of the combustion chamber. Extinction is any process that decreases the initial laser intensity, and is thus a combination of absorption and scattering of light out of the beam path. For particles with sizes much smaller than the laser wavelength, the scattering is negligible in comparison with the absorption (i.e. the Rayleigh approximation), and $K$ is then equal to the absorption coefficient [22]. Under this assumption, $K$ can be related to the soot volume fraction, $f_s$, as
where $\lambda$ is the laser wavelength. $E(m)$ is the refractive index function, representing the imaginary part of $(m^2-1)/(m^2+2)$, where $m$ is the complex refractive index of the soot particles, see e.g. [23]. In the present work the laser wavelength 685 nm was used, which is rather long in order to better fulfill the Rayleigh scattering approximation and avoidance of PAH absorption, as well as to facilitate laser beam alignment using a visible laser wavelength.

Throughout this paper, the product $KL$ is used as a measure of the soot in the cylinder, and it is directly related to the amount of soot in the beam path and obtained directly from the relative transmission measurement. This product $KL$ thus remains constant if the soot content in the beam path remains constant, even if the piston moves, under assumptions of negligible beam steering and non-varying optical properties of the soot. Assuming that no net transport of soot occurs out of the beam path (i.e. that transport out of the beam path is balanced by transport into it), a decrease in $KL$ after the end of injection (EOI) can thereby be attributed to net oxidation of the soot in the cylinder. This is a fair assumption when measuring close to the bowl periphery in a swirl-supported combustion system, since the soot quickly becomes evenly distributed in the azimuthal direction after the end of injection, and since the swirling flow sets up a quasi-steady flow through the beam path. To obtain a high temporal resolution, the photodiode laser beam is modulated at a frequency of 72 kHz using an acousto-optic modulator (AOM), giving 10 laser pulses per CAD at an engine speed of 1200 rpm.

\[ K = \frac{\int \delta \pi E(m)}{\lambda} \]  

(3)
Figure 3. The parts of the laser extinction setup. Diode laser (a), telescope lenses (b), photodiode for the reference signal (c), re-collimation lens (d), schematic of engine (e), photodiode (f), collection lens (g), re-collimation lens (h), cubic beam splitter (i), and AOM (j).

A schematic representation of the setup is shown in Figure 3. The Bowditch piston extension has a full quartz piston top and a 45° mirror in a fixed position below it. An insert containing an angled window is used in place of one of the exhaust valves, providing optical access from the top of the cylinder. The angle of the window compensates for the angle of the insert and makes it possible to obtain a vertical beam path through the cylinder. A cross-section of this optical access is given in Figure 4. The absence of one exhaust valve does not substantially affect the combustion process since the engine is running at a relatively low speed of 1200 rpm, allowing for effective gas scavenging. A more detailed presentation of the setup and method of measurement can be found in [2].
In-cylinder gas sampling

In-cylinder gas sampling was performed on the all-metal engine, fitted with the same cylinder head as used in the optical measurements. In the all-metal engine, the quartz window in the insert (yellow detail in Figure 4) was replaced with a fast-acting gas-sampling valve [24]. During operation a solenoid hammer actuates the valve by hitting the top of the valve stem. The hammer is controlled by the valve driver, itself driven by a TTL (Transistor-Transistor Logic) signal from a computer program and triggered on crank angle basis. With these features the gas flow through the valve can be controlled in a wide range, with respect to sampling timing, sampling rate and sampling duration. In this study, the undiluted gas flow rate sampled from the cylinder was kept constant at 1 liter per minute (at ambient atmospheric pressure and temperature) for each sampling point. This volume corresponds to approximately 0.05% of the total cylinder volume. For the sampling settings used to achieve this flow rate, the minimum step-by-step sampling resolution, i.e. the duration between the valve opening and closing, can be less than 3.5 crank angle degrees CAD at high in-cylinder pressures [25].
Figure 5 presents the dilution and gas analyzing system. The gases are diluted with nitrogen (N₂) during the first step (D1) in order to prevent further oxidation of the particles. The following steps (D2 and D3) reduce the amount of particles to a level suitable for the aethalometer (Model AE33, Magee Scientific), used to measure the BC concentration.

The aethalometer is based on measurement of the extinction of particles deposited on a filter substrate. Seven different wavelengths are used, ranging from 370 nm to 950 nm. These allow determination of the optical properties of the soot particles. In this study, the BC concentration is obtained as the average of the measurements at the two highest wavelengths (880 nm and 950 nm) in order to reduce interferences from organics or polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) that absorb in and near the ultraviolet region [24].

Figure 5. Diagram of dilution and gas analyzing system [24]. D1, D2 and D3 are dilution steps. Engine (a), fast sampling valve (b), dilution probe (c), N₂ bottle (d), NOₓ measurement (e), flow reading (f), pressure regulator (g), air (h), diluted sample (i, not used), ejector diluter (j), diluted sample (k), NOₓ measurement (l), SMPS (m, not used in this article), aethalometer (n), and SP-AMS (o, not used in this study).
The two techniques used in this study present fundamental differences. The extinction measurements are non-intrusive and 1-D along the beam path. On the other hand, the sampling measurements are intrusive and probe in a 3-D region located close to the sampling valve inlet. The data from the two different techniques will be analyzed and compared.

**Simulation tools**

The availability of OH in the flame is evaluated using a $\Phi$-$T$ map, a concept first introduced by Kamimoto et al [27]. The $\Phi$-$T$ map of OH mass fraction is constructed using a 0-D reactor, from LOGEsoft [28], with constant pressure, temperature and equivalence ratio. The MK1 Diesel was modeled by a surrogate fuel with 70 percent $n$-heptane together with 30 percent toluene. Lars Seidel’s chemical mechanism for $n$-heptane could then be applied in the simulations [29]. The addition of toluene is used to mimic the sooting behavior of diesel, which $n$-heptane alone cannot. Such surrogate for diesel fuel has been commonly used in diesel combustion studies [30,31] and ascertained in [32]. The map consists of a grid of nodes at different $\Phi$ and $T$ conditions (the pressure is constant for all nodes). One simulation is performed at every node and the $\Phi$-$T$ map shows the OH yield after 2 milliseconds.

**Dependency of the soot oxidation rate on O$_2$ and OH availability**

Gallo et al. observed a constant degradation of the soot oxidation rate with reduced intake O$_2$ level, leading to increased soot emissions [2]. This was accompanied with an increase in the engine-out emissions of soot. Figure 6a shows the optical thickness, $KL$, in the cylinder for three intake O$_2$ levels. As previously mentioned, $KL$ is proportional to the soot amount in the beam path. The curves show a marked late-cycle decay due to soot oxidation. Figure 6b shows aethalometer data from the all-metal engine. The curves represent the content of BC in
samples drawn from the cylinder at different crank angle positions during the cycle. In both these figures it can be seen that the 21% O₂ data set represents the steepest decay and the 13% O₂ case the slowest. The two measurement setups independently show that a global effect of the reduction in inlet O₂ concentration is a reduction in the rate of soot oxidation.

Figure 6a. Evolution of KL (relative to the peak KL at 15% O₂) in the optical measurements shown from the start of decay. The half-life extracted from the exponential approximation is shown in CAD.

Figure 6b. Evolution of BC from the in-cylinder sampling measurements shown from the start of decay.

There are several potential ways to quantify these soot oxidation rates. One method is to fit an exponential decay function to the extinction curves and extracting the half-life (HL) [2,3].
Although the 13% O₂-case in Figure 6a is not perfectly described by an exponential, the half-lives extracted from the curves still give a useful estimate of the overall oxidation rates. When decreasing the inlet O₂ concentration from 21% to 13%, i.e. by a factor of less than two (-38%), the oxidation half-lives in Figure 6a display a six-fold increase (translating to an 83% decrease of the oxidation rate). This indicates that the availability of O₂ in itself is not governing the oxidation rate. A linear dependence of the oxidation rate on the intake O₂ concentration is not expected, however, as the O₂ concentration affects other aspects of the oxidation chemistry by affecting the flame temperature. This will be discussed below.

O₂ and OH are both important soot oxidizers [9]. According to Bartok and Sarofim [7], both OH and O₂ play a role under lean conditions while OH is likely to be dominating under fuel-rich and stoichiometric conditions [7]. Since the late-cycle soot oxidation is a mixing-controlled combustion process, it is expected to take place near stoichiometric conditions, and OH is thereby expected to be the main soot oxidizer under diesel conditions. About 10–20% of all OH collisions with soot are effective at gasifying a carbon atom [8,11]. Moreover, Guo et al. have shown that soot oxidation by OH has negligible activation energy and they point out that, for premixed and diffusion flames, optimized models indicate that soot oxidation by OH dominates over O₂ [11].

While dilution with EGR affects the availability of O₂, it has an even greater impact on the flame temperature. The flame temperature, in turn, has a strong effect on the availability of OH. Figure 7 represents Φ-T maps obtained using the 0-D reactor model. The colored iso-fields represent the OH concentration and the white, green and red curves represent the adiabatic flame temperatures at the different O₂ concentrations using an initial temperature of
900 K. The maximum adiabatic flame temperature is 2744 K at 21% O2, and drops to 2196 K for the 15% O2 case.

Figure 8 shows normalized number densities of OH extracted from Figure 7, plotted against the soot oxidation half-lives displayed in Figure 6a. Since the soot oxidation is expected to occur at stoichiometric conditions, the OH mass fractions are extracted at the maximum flame temperature. As expected, the oxidation rate increases with the OH concentration in the flame. It can be noted that the six-fold decrease in half-life previously mentioned is accompanied by a roughly six-fold increase in OH availability.

Figure 7. Φ-T map of OH mass fraction constructed using a 0-D reactor with constant pressure, temperature and equivalence ratio. The three red squares highlight the maximum adiabatic flame temperature corresponding to the three cases (13, 15 and 21% O2). The scale on the right represents the mass fraction of OH species.

Besides the availability of OH, the local temperature could be expected to affect the soot oxidation rate. In Seidel’s mechanism, however, the activation energy for OH-soot reactions is zero, yielding a dependence on OH concentration and the soot area-to-volume ratio, but not on temperature. This is motivated by OH being a very reactive species. The current study
provides no data on soot morphology but, assuming that the area-to-volume ratio remains constant, the temperature dependence of the OH-soot reactions can be estimated using the model of Neoh et al. [33]

\[ \omega_{OH} = \gamma_{OH} \frac{3n_{OH}}{N_A} \left( \frac{8RT}{\pi M_{OH}} \right)^{1/2}. \]  

Here, \( \omega_{OH} \) is the soot oxidation rate, \( n_{OH} \) and \( M_{OH} \) are the number density and the molar mass of OH, \( R \) is the general gas constant and \( N_A \) is Avogadro’s number. \( \gamma_{OH} \) is the collisional frequency between OH and the soot surface and is assigned a value of 0.13 by Neoh et al. [33]. Inserting the OH concentrations and the peak adiabatic flame temperatures from the simulations into this model yields the oxidation rates presented in Figure 8 alongside the OH number density. Both the number densities and the rates are normalized to facilitate comparison. Although the temperature drops by 25%, the estimated oxidation rate drops at the same rate as the OH concentration. This supports both the assumption that the OH-soot reactions do not have a strong temperature dependence and rather follow the OH availability, as well as the claim that OH is the dominant soot oxidizer.
Figure 8. Variation of the relative number density of OH (blue curve) and soot oxidation rate according to Neoh et al. [32] (red curve) at the 3 cases studied, versus the variation of the oxidation half-life.

Conclusions

The in-cylinder soot oxidation slows down when the inlet concentration of O₂ is reduced. This observation has been confirmed through measurements using two techniques on two different engine setups. Decreasing the intake O₂ concentration by 38% reduces the soot oxidation rate by 83%. The non-linear impact of O₂ on the soot oxidation indicates that O₂ availability is not limiting the soot oxidizing process in itself.

The reduction of inlet O₂ concentration has a strong impact on the adiabatic flame temperature. It is hypothesized that the temperature affects the soot oxidation rate mainly through its effect on the mass fraction of OH during combustion. When the maximum flame temperature drops from 2700 K to 2400 K, the OH concentration drops roughly six times. This corresponds well to the drop in the oxidation rate. Both the chemical mechanism used for the OH simulations and the soot oxidation model by Neoh et al. state that the temperature dependence of soot oxidation due to OH is negligible, due to the high reactivity of OH radicals. In combination, these findings indicate that OH is the dominant oxidizer under diesel conditions.
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Abstract

Soot emissions from diesel internal combustion engines are strictly regulated nowadays. Laser extinction measurement (LEM) and natural luminosity (NL) of sooty flames are commonly applied to study soot. LEM measures soot along the laser beam path and it can probe soot regardless of temperature. NL integrates the whole field of view and relies on soot temperature. In this work, a comparison of simultaneously recorded LEM and NL data has been performed in a heavy-duty optical engine. A 685 nm laser beam is used for LEM. The laser was modulated at 63 kHz, which facilitated subtraction of the background NL signal from the raw LEM data. By Beer-Lambert’s law, KL factor can be calculated and used as a metric to describe soot measurements. A compensation of transmitted laser intensity fluctuation and soot deposits on optical windows has been performed in this work. The data compensation successfully reduced the transmitted laser intensity fluctuation and made it possible to study in-cylinder low temperature soot residual. The KL curves were compared with NL curve in this work. In the late cycle the KL curve can successfully show the low temperature soot which is not detected by NL. The KL curve is found to rise about 2 CAD ahead of the corresponding NL curve due to liquid fuel spray disturbance. In this case, LEM is not a suitable method to calculate KL for analyzing the early soot formation if there are liquid phase fuel droplets crossing the probing laser beam.

Introduction

The engine out soot emission is considered as the net result of formation and oxidation of soot in cylinder. It has been shown in previous studies that soot formation does not correlate well with soot emissions[1, 2]. Thus understanding the soot oxidation process is necessary to help to reduce soot emissions.

There are different approaches to measure in-cylinder soot. Both spatially and temporally resolved soot detecting techniques have been developed and applied in IC engines. Planar Laser-induced Incandescence (PLII) is a commonly used 2D imaging technique of probing soot [3, 4, 5, 6]. This technique requires a high laser power and suitable energy profile across the laser sheet to reach the signal ‘plateau’ where the signal is independent of laser fluence[7]. In-cylinder sampling[8, 9, 10, 11] is another soot measurement.

For certain cases, it is not always necessary to use the complex techniques. Some relatively simple techniques such as Laser-extinction measurements (LEM) and natural luminosity (NL) measurements can give sufficient information. They can provide temporal resolved data and have been commonly used in high pressure vessels[12, 13, 14] as well as in IC engines[13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. With this temporally resolved soot data, the combined outcome of soot formation and oxidation can be studied.

LEM is a line-of-sight measurement. Sending a laser through the interested medium, the laser intensities before (I) and after (I) are measured. The transmittance of the soot cloud can be related to its optical density using Beer-Lambert’s law, the KL factor can be calculated from equation (1)

\[ e^{-KL} = \frac{I}{I_0} \]  

(1)

Here, K is the mean extinction coefficient along the beam path and L is the length of the absorbing medium. K consists of two parts: scattering and absorption. If the particle sizes are much smaller than the laser wavelength the scattering is assumed to be negligible. It has been commonly accepted to assume that extinction by soot is dominated by absorption rather than scattering[13]. In this optical engine case, L varies with time and cannot be measured easily. KL is related to optical density of soot [13] and in this work it will be used as a metric to describe soot measurements.

In optical engines, soot deposits are always a problem for data collection. The soot deposits on optical parts would also cause a loss in transmitted laser intensity and could thus falsely be interpreted as an increased amount of soot. Window cleaning by an additional laser was applied in previous studies [13, 19], but some minor residue still accumulated during most runs. A subtraction of soot deposits on the
window has also been done in those works. The advantage of using an additional high power laser for window cleaning is that the window will be cleaner before thoroughly cleaning between each two test runs, which refers to longer available data sequences collection in each test run. However, the soot deposits subtraction only calibrates the KL value for the next cycle to zero before combustion, the KL bias due to soot deposits during the combustion cycle is still not corrected. Adding an additional high power laser also makes the relatively ‘simple’ technique more complex. In this work, a correction to compensate soot deposition will be performed by software calibration instead of hardware cleaning which also corrects for the soot deposit accumulation process during the cycle.

The broadband thermal radiation from hot soot particles is the dominant source of luminosity during the combustion of traditional hydrocarbon diesel fuel after the premixed burn [20]. A general expression of NL signal is given by Mueller et al. [21]. Part of that expression is the Planck’s law for blackbody radiation in equation (2).

\[ B_\lambda(T) = \frac{2\pi^2}{\lambda^5} \frac{1}{\exp(\frac{hc}{\lambda k_B T}) - 1} \]  

Where \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant, \( h \) is the Planck constant and \( c \) is the speed of light in the medium. The spectral radiance of a body, \( B_\lambda \), describes the amount of energy it gives off as radiation of different wavelength. Equation (2) shows \( B_\lambda \) as a function of \( \lambda \) and \( T \). It can be noted that in a given wavelength, the soot NL is linked to soot volume but is also highly sensitive to temperature. NL is also a line-of-sight technique, in the sense that the measured quantity is integrated along the whole field of view.

Both LEM and NL have been widely used for soot detection. LEM measures soot along the laser beam path regardless of temperature, while NL shows the information from hot radiating soot within the field of view and is sensitive to temperature.

In present study, simultaneous LEM and NL data are recorded. A compensation of soot deposit and laser intensity fluctuation in LEM data is described in detail. The LEM data correction used in present work has significantly reduced the signal attenuation in late cycle. Other sources which might affect LEM data e.g. laser scattering, is discussed in the results section. A comparison between these two methods will also be discussed in this work.

**Experimental Setup**

The engine used for this study is a heavy-duty direct-injection diesel engine based on a Scania D12 and operated as a single-cylinder engine. A Scania XPI common rail fuel injection system capable of injection pressures up to 2500 bar is used. The engine, fuel system and fuel specifications are given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engine base type</th>
<th>Scania D12 DI diesel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bore</td>
<td>127 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>154 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp. Ratio</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swirl</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacement</td>
<td>1.95 l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection system</td>
<td>XPI common rail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nozzle flow number</td>
<td>207 pph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of holes</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firedek angle</td>
<td>17 °</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hole diameter</td>
<td>0.175 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel type</td>
<td>MK1 Diesel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cetane number</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Density          | 815 kg/m³            |
| Lower Heating Value | 42.9 MJ/kg          |
| Carbon/Hydrogen  | 0.53                 |

The laser-extinction setup is schematically shown in Figure 1. A continuous wavelength laser diode operating at a wavelength of 685 nm (Roithner LaserTechnik, QL6836S, 50 mW) was used as laser source for measuring the extinction by soot particles. The laser beam was collimated using an aspheric lens with focal length of 4.51 mm, directly mounted on the temperature-controlled laser diode mount (Thorlabs TCLDM9). This created an approximately collimated laser beam with a beam width and height of 4 and 2 mm respectively. The laser mount was connected to controllers for diode case temperature (Thorlabs TED200) and driver current (Thorlabs LDC205C).

![Figure 1. Sketch of experimental setup](image-url)

To subtract background interferences an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) was used for intensity modulation of the laser beam. The AOM (MT80 - A1.5, AA Opto-Electronic) was controlled using an AOM driver (MODA80-1, AA Opto-Electronic). A resolution of 0.1 CAD can be approximately achieved. For the engine running at 1050 rpm this translates into a laser modulation frequency of 63 kHz. The
laser beam was divided into two beams with a beam splitter prior to entering the engine and after the AOM. By using two photodiodes (Thorlabs PDA100A-EC), one measuring the extinction signal and one a reference signal, the effect of laser intensity variation could be minimized. The laser beam from this diode laser was not exactly collimated. It becomes a bit divergent when it transmitted further away from the diode, so two re-collimation lenses were placed before the insert tube entrance.

Laser beam steering artifacts have been considered before design of this experiment. A 50 mm diameter spherical lens was applied to collect the extinction laser, it is large enough to capture the entire extinction beam and the whole beam also hits the sensitive part of the sensor even with beam steering. Since the signal collected is a sum of both laser intensity and natural luminosity, when the photodiode (transmission) was right mounted in the focal point, the signal from photodiode was saturated during combustion. So it was placed slightly closer to the collection lens than focal length to avoid signal saturation. To minimize the effects of background radiation, three filters were mounted on the photodiode measuring the transmitted laser beam: one short pass filter with cut-off wavelength 700 nm (Thorlabs, FES0700) and two long pass-filter with cut-on wavelength of 650 nm (Thorlabs, FEL0650) and 665 nm (Schott, RG 665). This created a relatively narrow bandpass between 665 and 700 nm that did not fully suppress the background radiation.

Table 2. Operating condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating condition</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Load</td>
<td>5 bar (MEP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA50</td>
<td>9 CAD ATDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOH</td>
<td>0 CAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOF</td>
<td>850 μs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGR rate</td>
<td>19% O2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine speed</td>
<td>1050 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection pressure</td>
<td>1500 bars</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this paper all the data shown is from the same operating condition in the Table 2. The engine was operated in skip-fire mode, one fired cycle in every 14 cycles.

Data processing

Figure 2 shows one image from a high speed video taken during this experiment. In the image, NL is recorded. The white circle represents the piston bowl wall and the red dot roughly shows the laser location during the experiments.

Figure 3 shows the raw data collected from photodiode (transmission). The laser pulses can be identified from this raw data. The modulation amplitude was calculated from each pulse. Both the transmitted laser intensity for each laser pulse and background NL can be obtained by the mean top and bottom values from the raw data as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Natural luminosity image at 11.2 CAD ATDC was taken through the optical access. The white circle represents piston bowl wall and the red dot is the position of laser.

Figure 3. Raw data from photodiode (transmitting)

Figure 4 shows the original transmitted and reference laser intensity. During this experiment, for each run two sequential engine cycles’ data was recorded, one fired followed by one motored cycle. It can be seen that in the motored cycle (720-1440 CAD ATDC), the laser intensity still varies. Since the laser is pulsed, the input laser power did vary a bit from pulse to pulse, however comparing to the input laser power fluctuation (reference laser intensity), the transmitted laser power fluctuation is larger. The input laser power fluctuation will be canceled out when calculate the KL factor. In one data collection sequence, data from 60 test runs were recorded. However, due to window fouling only the data from the first 50 runs were used in the present work. The correlation coefficient R has been calculated between each motored cycle transmitted laser intensity and the second motored cycle as expressed in equation (3). Where N is the cycle number, I is the transmitter laser intensity, n is sample size. When R is close to +1, it means the two data sets have a strong positive linear correlation [22]. The result has been plotted in Figure.


It shows that all 50 runs have strong linear correlation. This also means that the transmitted laser intensity fluctuation is repeatable and consistent during 50 runs collection sequence.

$$R(I_1, I_2) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{I_{i} - \bar{I}_1}{\sigma_1} \right) \left( \frac{I_{i} - \bar{I}_2}{\sigma_2} \right)$$

(3)

Here, the transmitted laser intensity fluctuation factor $\gamma$ is defined as the ratio between transmitted laser intensity and reference laser intensity from the motored cycle. This factor has been calculated for every laser pulse and applied to compensate the transmitted laser intensity fluctuation in the corresponding fired cycle. This transmissivity $\tau$ in equation (5) is used to calibrate the transmitted laser intensity for the next fired cycle. In additional, transmitted laser intensity fluctuation compensation for each laser pulse has been done in this work for all data in the first step.

The motored cycle data does not match all the deviations found in the fired cycle, i.e. the small bump in Figure 4 could be seen on the fired cycle curve around 160 CAD but not in the motored cycle. This difference is possibly due to the temperature and pressure difference, especially during gas exchange and it cannot be removed by the motored cycle $\gamma$.

Step 2, in Figure 6, an averaged $KL$ curve over 50 runs as a function of CAD has been plotted. Due to the swirl motion and non-uniform distribution of soot clouds from individual spray plumes inside the combustion chamber, two main peaks can be clearly observed in $KL$ curve. In addition, it should be noted that the $KL$ curve is slightly higher than zero after combustion than before combustion even after gas exchanging. The same trend can also be seen in the single run result.

The $KL$ nonzero phenomenon has been reported by previous study[13]. They claimed the source of this residual attenuation is soot deposits on the in-cylinder surfaces of the windows[19]. This soot deposit should not be considered as effective data for in-cylinder soot analysis and this should thus be compensated for.

In the present work, a soot deposit compensation is done based on the followings procedures. Soot deposits on optical windows is non-uniform, theoretically each point on the optical piston should have its own specialized soot formation or window fouling factor as a function of time and this factor is not constant for every point, the local soot volume around the laser projection spot should be known for this compensation. LEM measures soot only through the beam path thus $KL$ factor could be used to relate to local window fouling factor. However, the $KL$ value in the early phase does not really measure soot only which will be discussed in the Results and Discussion section later. Although when high temperature

Figure 5. The correlation coefficient from different cycles
The data correction for transmitted laser intensity is in two steps.

Step 1, The soot cloud transmissivity is calculated for each cycle. It is defined as the ratio of the transmitted intensity during a fired cycle to that for a motored cycle[13] as the following equation:

$$\tau = \frac{(I_{\text{in laser}} - I_{\text{off laser}})_{\text{final}}}{(I_{\text{in laser}} - I_{\text{off laser}})_{\text{Motored}}}$$

(4)

In equation (4), $\tau$ is the transmissivity and $I$ is the transmitted intensity. In this work, the motored cycle data was collected after the fired cycle, the mean laser intensity from -10 CAD ATDC to 5 CAD ATDC was calculated for both motored and fired cycle, so transmissivity in this work is defined as equation (5)

$$\tau = \frac{(\text{avg}(I_{\text{laser}}(-10 \text{ CAD to } 5 \text{ CAD})))_{\text{Motored}}}{(\text{avg}(I_{\text{laser}}(-10 \text{ CAD to } 5 \text{ CAD})))_{\text{Fired}}}$$

(5)

In an early study[19], it shown that the homogeneity of soot deposition would affect the transmitted intensity attenuation. However, in this work the laser beam size is relatively small compared to the piston bowl size so the effect of non-uniform soot deposition in laser beam cross area is negligible. Although soot deposits on the optical window from each fired cycle was not cleaned in this work, the soot deposit accumulation does not change transmitted intensity attenuation much. Which can be seen by the good agreement in Figure 5. So the transmitted laser intensity fluctuation is a result of the gas flow disturbance and laser beam steering artifacts. Since the intensity fluctuation trend is consistent in one data collection sequence, it is possible to compensate for this. In each test run, the data from the motored cycle is used as ‘background’ for beam steering subtraction of the fired cycle in the same run. A transmitted laser intensity fluctuation factor is calculated by equation (6).

$$\gamma = \frac{(I_{\text{in laser}} - I_{\text{off laser}})_{\text{Transmitted Motors}}}{(I_{\text{in laser}} - I_{\text{off laser}})_{\text{Reference Motors}}}$$

(6)
combustion occurs the \( KL \) relates to local soot, soot deposition is accumulated during combustion, if the data in the beginning is wrong the error data will affect the results in all following points. In this compensation process, it is approximated that the soot deposition is proportional to the average soot volume in a larger region, which relates to NL intensity.

\[
\frac{I_{\text{corr}}(t)}{I_{\text{orig}}(t)} = 1 - \frac{\int_{t=0}^{t=100} I(t) \, dt}{\int_{t=100}^{t=180} I(t) \, dt} (1 - t).
\]

(6)

In equation (4), the averaged laser transmissivity before and after combustion is calculated. The corresponding mean laser intensity from the following motored cycle was compared to the reference and soot deposits compensation has been made on the ratio between them. Since window fouling is an accumulative process, i.e. it doesn’t occur instantly, the \( KL \) curve is slightly higher after combustion than before combustion due to soot window fouling. In equation (6) the integral describes how much percentage of soot has already attached on the window by \( t \) CAD. Which inversely refers to the ratio of transmitted laser intensity. Knowing the original transmitted laser intensity and NL data, the corrected laser intensity can be achieved from equation (6). The transmitting laser intensity from each cycle has been compensated by the same method in this work.

In Figure 2 the transmitted laser intensity curves from a single cycle are plotted, the laser intensity curve from a motored cycle (720-1080 CAD) is overlaid with the corresponding fired cycle curve. In the late cycle, a similar trend of the motored cycle transmitted laser intensity curve (light blue curve) and the original data (red curve) can be observed.

Comparing the corrected curve (blue) to the original curve (red) in Figure 7, in the later phase (200-350 CAD) the decreasing trend at the end of the red curve is not seen on the blue curve. However, since the motored cycle data was used for transmitted laser intensity fluctuation compensation, the gas flow motion and temperature gradient is not the exactly same as a fired cycle. So after this compensation, the blue curve is still not a constant flat curve in the plateau after combustion.

Results and Discussions

The \( KL \) was calculated once again base on the corrected transmitting laser intensity data. The average over 50 runs of corrected \( KL \) and original \( KL \) have been plotted as a function of CAD in Figure 8. The averaged NL from the same raw data is plotted. In order to compare all four curves, they have been normalized in Figure 8; the mean value before combustion (~10 to 5 CAD) is set to zero and the peak value near 16 CAD is set to 1.

![Figure 8. Normalized KL data and NL data.](image)

Firstly, in Figure 8, the \( KL \) curve calculated from raw transmitted laser intensity is plotted as the original \( KL \) curve in black solid line. It can be seen that the original \( KL \) curve is even below zero after 82 CAD. This cannot be true, since there is soot deposit on the window and it is found the average transmitted laser intensity after fired cycle is lower than before combustion. All the results after 80 CAD is not clear whether due to transmitted laser intensity fluctuation or real low temperature soot concentration change. The \( KL \) value calculated from transmitted laser intensity after step 1 is plotted as red dashed line. After step 1, transmitted laser intensity fluctuation has been compensated, no negative value is observed on this \( KL \) curve.

After step 2, the soot deposits on optical windows have been removed. From the enlarged plot in Figure 8, all \( KL \) curves are not constant at zero but the corrected \( KL \) curve after step 2 is closer to zero than the other two \( KL \) curves in general. The impact from soot deposits has been reduced on the corrected \( KL \) curve after step 2. However there is still a variation on the corrected \( KL \) curve. It is difficult to tell if the data variation in the enlarged plot is due to real soot non-uniform flowing in the cylinder or noise from signal collection. So in very late cycle (after 100 CAD), the detected low temperature soot level is too low to be analyzed even after all corrections. However, looking at the

![Figure 7. Transmitted laser signal compensation process](image)
corrected KL curve after step 2, a slowly decreasing can be seen in the enlarged view from 50 to 80 CAD. This decreasing trend is difficult to be identified from the original curve or to clarify whether this is a real trend of the data or from the data attenuation. This late cycle decreasing trend shows that there is still a slow soot oxidizing process during this late cycle.

**Before Peak 1**

Comparing the KL curves with the NL curve, it can be seen that the KL curves start to increase in ahead of the NL curve. Since the photodiode only collects the signal from 665 nm to 700 nm, in this wavelength region, the background luminosity is mostly high temperature soot luminosity[20]. So the LEM detects something before NL curve rising.

A test with the same fuel injection strategy in the engine was performed under non-reacting conditions. The KL factor from this test is plotted in Figure 9. It is found that something is detected by the LEM even without high temperature combustion. It is quite consistent and the rising timing (6.7 CAD) is very close to the rising timing (6.4 CAD) of the KL curves in Figure 8. This is suspected to the disturbance by liquid fuel spray from two perspectives. In another work about diesel spray impinging study[24] in reacting environment, with 1000 bars injection pressure (1500 bars in this work), 1.0 ms ASOI (corresponds to 6.3 CAD in this work), 0.133 mm injector diameter (0.175 mm in this work), at 40 mm impinging case (the radius of piston bowl is 41 mm in this work) there is still liquid phase fuel droplets near the wall. Although the parameters are not exactly the same as our setup, considering the plot at Figure 9, liquid phase fuel crossing the laser beam is reasonable explanation for the early rising of KL curve. In this case, the scattering coefficient K_sc should not be neglected. The extinction coefficient K cannot be assumed to roughly equal to absorbing coefficient K_abs.

Although the KL scattering is found in the injection but no high temperature reaction case, the key parameters in this case e.g. temperature, pressure and so on, are not comparable to the fired cases. The motored scattered KL could not be used to calibrate the fired cases KL. For above reasons, it should be noted that the LEM is not a proper method to calculate KL for analyzing the early soot formation in this case. Thus LEM data should not be used as a reference for soot deposits compensation during data processing previously.

The liquid fuel spray disturbance is one of the explanations for this early KL rising. There could be some other unknown affects also contributing to this.

**13 to 40 CAD**

In order to compare peak 3 of KL curve to NL curve before NL curve crossing KL curves, the correlation coefficients between both corrected and original KL data to NL data have been calculated from 13 CAD to 40 CAD respectively. The R value is 0.9904 between corrected KL and NL, while it is 0.9817 between the original KL and NL. The results show a great agreement between the LEM and NL in this region. This confirms that the NL mainly comes from the soot incandescence[20]. A high speed video was taken at the same engine condition through the optical piston. It can be seen that during this period the homogeneity in the whole combustion chamber is relatively good. Although the LEM measures soot only through the laser beam path and NL contains information in a larger region, from 13 to 40 CAD the NL curve has strong correlation coefficient to KL curve.

**After Peak 3**

Looking at the curves after peak 2, all four curves seem to follow a similar trend. However, the NL curve crosses the KL curves close to 40 CAD and drops all the way to zero at around 70 CAD. Obviously, from the calibrated KL curve after step 1 it is confident to say that there is low temperature soot detected by LEM in the later cycle since it is above zero but not by NL. As mentioned previously, the LEM can detect soot regardless of temperature while NL is from the high temperature soot radiation. In the later phase of combustion, the cylinder temperature drops. According to Planck radiation curve, the signal intensity of soot radiation in the 665-700 nm range is too low to be detected when the soot temperature is lower than −800 K. However, this low temperature soot is detected by LEM. This detected soot consists of soot deposits on optical windows and free flowing-in-cylinder soot residual.
Conclusions

In present work, an attempt of signal correction for LEM data is applied. The LEM data correction significantly reduced KL fluctuation from 50 to 120 CAD. The LEM data correction helps to subtract the soot deposit on optical windows from the total low temperature soot at late cycle.

A comparison of NL and LEM results is performed. The conclusions are summarized as follows:

1. KL curve was found to rise more than 2 CAD earlier than the corresponding NL curve.
2. Diesel fuel spray in liquid phase has a significant effect on LEM results before start of ignition due to liquid spray scattering in present study.
3. LEM is not a suitable method to calculate KL for analyzing the early soot formation if there are liquid phase fuel droplets crossing the probing laser beam.
4. Although LEM and NL data contains soot information from different volume. The correlation coefficient between NL and KL curves are larger than 0.98 from 13 to 40 CAD.
5. LEM detects soot at temperature below 800 K where NL from soot is below our detectable limits.
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Abstract
When applying high amount of EGR (exhaust gas recirculation) in Partially Premixed Combustion (PPC) using diesel fuel, an increase in soot emission is observed as a penalty. To better understand how EGR affects soot particles in the cylinder, a fast gas sampling technique was used to draw gas samples directly out of the combustion chamber in a Scania D13 heavy duty diesel engine. The samples were characterized on-line using a scanning mobility particle sizer for soot size distributions and an aethalometer for black carbon (soot) mass concentrations. Three EGR rates, 0%, 56% and 64% were applied in the study. It was found that EGR reduces both the soot formation rate and the soot oxidation rate, due to lower flame temperature and a lower availability of oxidizing agents. With higher EGR rates, the peak soot mass concentration decreased. However, the oxidation rate was reduced even more. This led to increased soot mass concentrations with increasing EGR in late expansion and in the exhaust. During the combustion cycle, both particle number concentrations and particle mean diameters initially increased, followed by a decrease after the peak in soot mass. Generally, increasing EGR reduced the in-cylinder particle mean diameter but increased particle number concentrations. Therefore, increased particle number concentrations were the main reason for increased soot mass emissions with increasing EGR.

Introduction
Direct injection compression ignition (CI) diesel engines show higher efficiency over spark ignition (SI) engines. However, stricter emission standards also demands continued reduction in engine-out emissions especially for nitrogen oxide (NOx) and particulate matter (PM). Soot is a major component of PM. To reduce engine-out emissions and reach future emission regulations, advanced technologies including those focusing on improving in-cylinder combustion process have been investigated.

Partially Premixed Combustion (PPC) provides the potential of significant reduction of NOx and soot for diesel engines [1, 2, 3]. One possible way to achieve PPC is utilizing early injection strategies and exhaust gas recirculation (EGR). It has been demonstrated that EGR is an effective technology allowing significant NOx emission reductions from most types of diesel engines [4]. Due to the inert diluents, EGR reduces the total amount of oxygen available in the charge, and thus the flame temperature. This generally results in increased engine-out soot emissions, which was also found in previous PPC work [5, 6].

It has been shown [2] that the soot mass concentration measured in the exhaust is the result of competing processes to form and oxidize soot, i.e., the net difference between these processes. Studies with optical diagnostics in a heavy duty engine indicated that, under conditions
where substantial amounts of soot are formed with higher rates of EGR, oxidation has a dominating influence on the soot emissions [8-9]. A lot of research has focused on sampling of exhaust emissions regarding soot mass and particle properties. The results demonstrated that increasing EGR reduces particle size but increases particle number concentration in exhaust gas [10,11]. Boehm et al. [12] also investigated the impact of EGR on the nanostructure and oxidative reactivity of diesel soot in the exhaust. The results showed that EGR exerts a strong influence on the physical properties of exhaust soot which can lead to enhanced oxidation rate and different burning modes. Their further study has demonstrated that the thermal effect of EGR is the most important factor governing the soot reactivity [13]. In comparison, however, less work describing the effect of EGR on in-cylinder soot has been carried out. It is not well known how the soot properties vary during combustion in the cylinder.

In this study we investigated the soot formation and oxidation processes in the cylinder during combustion when adding EGR. It was accomplished using a fast sampling valve which was used to draw gas samples from the cylinder at well-defined crank angles. The sampled gas was analyzed regarding the black carbon mass and particle number concentration, as well as soot particle size distributions. Black Carbon (BC) mass was measured with an aethalometer, and the particle size distribution and particle number concentration were measured by a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS). The aim was to trace the soot emission penalty with high amount of EGR in exhaust back to the soot particle’s history during combustion and expansion in the cylinder. To highlight the effect of EGR on particle emissions, conventional diesel combustion with 0% EGR was investigated in comparison with 56% and 64% EGR cases.

**Experimental Setup**

**Test Engine Setup**

The experimental engine is based on a Scania D13 heavy duty engine modified to operate with only one of six cylinders. Figure 1 shows the test bench and Table 1 gives the engine specifications. The engine was equipped with a production XPI common rail injection system. The injector used was a production one with the nozzle specification shown in Table 2.

![Figure 1. Schematic diagram of experimental setup](image)

Table 1. Geometrical properties of the Scania D13.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Displacement Volume [cm³]</td>
<td>2154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke [mm]</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bore [mm]</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression Ratio [-]</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swirl Ratio [-]</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC [CAD ATDC]</td>
<td>-142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVO [CAD ATDC]</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The EGR ratio used in this paper is defined as the ratio of carbon dioxide in the intake gas and exhaust gas, as expressed by Equation 1.

\[
EGR = \frac{CO_2_{\text{Intake}}}{CO_2_{\text{Exhaust}}}
\]  

(1)

Soot emissions in exhaust gas were measured with an AVL415S smoke meter, with a measurement range from 0 to 10.0 FSN. HC, CO, exhaust CO₂, NOₓ and intake CO₂ emissions were measured with a Horiba measurement system (MEXA-9100EGR). Each analyzer was calibrated with an appropriate calibration gas before every set of measurements.

**Fast Gas Sampling Technique and Dilution System**

**Fast Sampling Valve**

The sampling valve is actuated by a solenoid unit as can be seen in Figure 2. This electronic unit allows the control of the hammer which in turn can hit the needle, making the start time of sampling and sampling flow rate controllable. The electronic actuation device is controlled by a voltage signal through a computer program and triggered by the crank angle signal. With these features the gas flow through the valve can be controlled in a wide range, with respect to sampling timing, sampling rate, etc. In this study, the gas flow was kept constant at 1 lpm (liter per minute) (at ambient atmospheric pressure and temperature) for each sampling point. This volume corresponds to approximately 0.05% of the total gas in the cylinder. With this desired flow rate, the minimum step-by-step resolution for the sampling timing can be 1 CAD at 1200 rpm engine speed.
Figure 3 displays the valve voltage signal to control the solenoid actuation device, cylinder pressure signal and heat release data in a motoring case. In this test, sampling time was decided to be the minimum valve voltage timing. As can be seen, the sampling gas flow doesn’t affect pressure trace much as it takes about 0.05% of the total gas in the cylinder at a sampling flow of 1 liter/min. This indicates that the sampling has negligible effect on the combustion process in the cylinder. Despite of sampling locally, compared to the study in optical engine [14] or studies where the total gas from the cylinder in the engine was sampled [15], similar trends in term of soot mass variations are found in this study.

The sampling valve tip was mounted directly into the cylinder head, replacing one of the exhaust ports, as shown in Figure 4 below. The gas samples were taken between two injection jets in the cylinder. With an anticlockwise swirl, the below spray close to the probe will come to the sampling system first.

Dilution System
The sampled in-cylinder gas was diluted in three steps marked D1, D2 and D3 in Figure 5. In the first step of the dilution (D1) the extracted gas was diluted with N₂ to a ratio of approximately 1:6. The dilution probe was in direct connection with the fast sampling valve (FSV). The first dilution ensures a significant decrease of particle coagulation and condensation rates as early as possible in the sampling line. Furthermore, diluting the sample with N₂ in D1 reduces the risk of oxidizing the particles post-extraction. The second (D2) and third (D3) dilution steps comprise two ejector diluters where the aerosol flow was diluted nominally 1:100 with air, stripped of particles and vapors using HEPA and activated carbon filters.

Dilution Error Estimate
The dilution ratio in D1 was measured using two mass flow meters, one measuring the N₂ flow and one to assure that the extracted in-cylinder gas volume corresponded to 1 lpm at atmospheric pressure. The N₂ flow was logged during the experiment. The deviation in N₂ flow during one measurement point is less than 1% of the flow and the induced error is considered negligible.

To measure the dilution ratio over the two ejector diluters (D2 and D3), the NOX concentration was monitored before and after the two dilution points. Before every set of measurements, one reference point at high NOX concentration would be run to make sure the dilution ratio could be calculated. The average dilution over the two ejector diluters for the timing of the different EGR ratios is shown in Figure 6. The standard deviation represented by the error bars is less than 10% of the total dilution ratio. The average dilution factor at each level of EGR was used to account for dilution.
**Measurement Techniques**

In-cylinder soot (Black Carbon) mass concentrations was measured with an aethalometer. Particle number weighted size distributions were determined with a Scanning Particle Mobility Sizer (SMPS).

**Optical BC Quantification**

To quantify the soot or BC mass, a filter based seven-wavelength optical technique was used (Aethalometer, model AE33, Magee Scientific) [116]. The instrument was operated at an aerosol flow rate of 2 lpm and with 1 minute averaged time resolution. The seven laser diodes operate at wavelengths between 370 - 950 nm. To quantify the total BC mass concentration, the average mass absorption of the two longest wavelengths at 880 nm and 950 nm were used (equation 2). This ensures that BC mass is determined without significant influence from constituents which are strong absorbers only in the near-UV to UV spectrum, such as PAHs.

\[
BC = \frac{BC_{\text{DMPS}} + BC_{\text{SMPS}}}{2}
\]

(2)

**Particle Mobility Size Distributions**

An SMPS consisting of an electrostatic classifier (model 3071; TSI inc.), a DMA model 3081 and a condensation particle counter (CPC, model 3010; TSI inc.) was used to classify particles sizes based on equivalent mobility diameters and number concentration. It should be pointed out that this refers to the size of the full soot aggregates rather than the size of the primary particle in the aggregates that are commonly measured with electron microscopy techniques.

The sheath air flow rate of the DMA was controlled at 6.0 lpm using a needle valve and a pump in a closed loop. The CPC model 3010 includes a critical orifice which connected to vacuum gives an aerosol flow rate fixed at 1.0 lpm through both the DMA and CPC. The SMPS voltage scan-up time was 120 seconds and the retrace of the voltage was given 15 seconds. This allowed us to average over at least three full size scans at each measurement point. The configuration enables particle mobility diameter size classification in the range of 10 - 415 nm. The geometric mean diameter (GMD) was calculated from the particle mobility size distributions assuming lognormal distributed data with a unimodal shape following equation 3 [117], where \( N_i \) is the total particle number, \( i \) is the size bin, \( M \) the total number of size bins in the SMPS, \( N_i \) is the particle number in the size bin \( i \) and \( D_m \) is the midpoint diameter of the size bin.

\[
GMD = \exp\left[\frac{1}{N_i} \sum_{i=1}^{N_i} (N_i \ln(D_m))\right]
\]

(3)

**Experiment Strategies and Operation Conditions**

The fuel used in this experiment was Swedish diesel MK1 with the specifications shown in Table 3. Table 4 summarized the engine operating conditions in the current test. During the measurement, engine speed was kept at 1200 rpm and the common rail pressure was set to 2000 bar. Intake temperature and intake pressure were 337 K and 1.65 bar respectively while EGR was changed from 0 up to 64%.

**Table 3. Main properties and specifications of the fuel.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CN</th>
<th>H/C</th>
<th>O/C</th>
<th>LHV [MJ/kg]</th>
<th>A/Fs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43.15</td>
<td>14.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4. Engine running conditions.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMEPg [bar]</th>
<th>CAS0 [CAD ATDC]</th>
<th>CoV [%]</th>
<th>SOI [CAD ATDC]</th>
<th>EGR [%]</th>
<th>O2_in [%]</th>
<th>l [\text{-}]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>-4.5</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To get a result independent on the influence of cyclic variations in the combustion process, each sampling point was taken over 10 minutes or approximately 6000 fired cycles. Variations in soot particle concentration and composition are therefore smoothed and are less affected by cycle-to-cycle variations than from e.g. total cylinder-gas extraction measurements. Before every set of measurements, one reference point (high NOx concentration point: 0% EGR, valve opening at 120 CAD ATDC) would be run to make sure of no leakage in the dilution system. Soot sampling in motoring cycles was done before the measurement and after the measurement was finished as a reference background level.

**Results and Discussions**

**Engine Performance and Emissions**

The Heat Release Rate (HRR) for different EGR cases were calculated and shown in Figure 7. In this plot, the HRR data are averaged over 500 cycles. The ignition delay (duration between start of injection and start of combustion) is prolonged with the increase of EGR. In the non-EGR case, combustion started before injection ended. The mixing-controlled combustion occurred after premixed combustion and lasted to the early stage of the expansion stroke. The premixed burn spike is distinctly separated from the mixing controlled-combustion phase. With increasing EGR, premixed burn increases and peak HRR during mixing-controlled combustion decreases. As a result the combustion duration is reduced. With 64% EGR, there is not a very clear distinction between premixed and mixing-controlled combustion and only one peak in HRR shows.

**Figure 7. Heat release rate for the three EGR rates.**

The gross specific CO, HC, NOx and soot emissions for the three EGR levels are plotted in Figure 8. In the conventional diesel combustion case, very low CO, HC and soot emissions but extremely high NOx can be found. The EGR containing CO2 replaces a portion of the incoming ambient air and dilutes the air. Substances in EGR with higher specific heat capacity can bear the heat from combustion,
which leads to lowered combustion temperature. Thereby, an increasing EGR rate at a constant intake pressure, leads to decreases in NOX emissions, while CO and soot emissions increase. The strong trend in NOX with respect to EGR indicates a strong variation in adiabatic flame temperature as NOX formation is dependent on the flame temperature in near-stoichiometric zones. HC emissions are maintained low with variations in EGR (0.11, 0.05, 0.05 g/kWh for 0%, 56% and 64% EGR respectively). This could be due to temperatures being sufficient to oxidize the partially burnt fuel into CO2 even if the last step oxidization to CO2 is not completed. The HC formation then mainly comes from injector dribble which is generally too rich to burn.

**In-Cylinder Soot Formation and Oxidation**

The history of in-cylinder soot, shown as the Black Carbon (BC) mass concentration, and NOX during combustion and expansion in the no EGR case are given in Figure 9. Almost no soot can be measured before injection. The relatively high level of NOX before injection comes from the residual gas as only one exhaust valve was used and gas exchange could become poor. During combustion, soot is formed very rapidly resulting in a sharp increase of the measured black carbon concentration until reaching a maximum at 8 CAD ATDC, slightly after CA50. In this phase, soot formation dominates [18]. After the initial peak of soot mass, there is fast soot oxidation. Then the soot oxidation rate slows down as the temperature decreases during the expansion stroke. During the soot oxidation process, nearly all of the formed soot is oxidized with the in-cylinder gas. NOX remains essentially constant during the slow soot oxidation phase, providing evidence that the sampled gas is representative of the cylinder content during this phase.

Figure 10 shows the history of the in-cylinder soot concentration together with HRR during combustion using the three EGR rates. The in-cylinder soot curves show a characteristic shape for the three cases. As can be seen, only a small amount of soot was detected through the valve in premixed burn. Then in the diffusion combustion part, the soot concentration increase rapidly to the peak value in a short period of time near 9 CAD ATDC. Then in the late combustion phase, soot is mainly oxidized. An increase in EGR leads to a reduction in peak soot concentration.
Figure 10. (cont.) In-cylinder soot mass and HRR for three EGR rates.

Figure 11 depicts soot mass concentration including the measured variability (± 1std) during combustion and expansion for all three EGR levels. It is again clear that EGR reduces peak soot mass during combustion. Increasing EGR to 56%, the peak soot concentration decreases from 180 mg/m³ to about 110 mg/m³. Adding more EGR, the peak soot is reduced furthermore, down to about 20 mg/m³. Nearly constant levels are reached at about 50 CAD ATDC and are maintained until the late expansion stage around 120 CAD ATDC.

The in-cylinder total soot mass concentration is the net result of soot formation and soot oxidation. When applying EGR, the gas temperature is reduced due to the dilution effect of the EGR and results in a reduction of the soot formation rate. This leads to a decrease in total soot concentration. For soot oxidation, the OH radical is considered as a major oxidant [19]. Soot oxidation can be promoted if soot and OH can be mixed by diffusion at a temperature high enough for oxidation to take place. Simulation work in a light duty diesel engine [20] observed that a thin, locally-concentrated OH layer surrounded the soot mass cloud for lower EGR cases on the rising part of soot emission bump. This observation suggests that, the fast oxidation rate with 0% EGR case is due to enough OH and high gas temperature while the relatively lower oxidation in 56% and 64% EGR cases is because of lower OH formation and/or reduced mixing as well as lower gas temperature. Less efficient oxidation explains the increased late cycle soot mass with increasing EGR. The increase in CO in Figure 8 also indicates that soot is oxidation limited because of lower flame temperature at high EGR.

For the total particle number concentration, shown in Figure 12, similar trends were found as in the soot mass concentration curves. The increase before the peak indicates increasing particle formation/inception and the decrease after the peak indicates that particle number concentration is reduced by oxidation and coagulation. The higher, the applied EGR rate, the higher particle number density remains after combustion (around 18 CAD ATDC to 120 CAD ATDC) as well as before injection. The 56% EGR case shows the highest peak value and most pronounced initial reduction, while the 64% EGR case has the lowest peak value.

As can be seen, EGR increases both soot mass concentration and soot number density in late expansion. The peak values in terms of soot mass are found for the non-EGR case while the peak soot number density appears in the 56% EGR case. To explain the different trends, the particle size distribution at different crank angle timing during combustion and expansion is presented in Figure 13 and a summary of the geometric mean diameters (GMD) of the soot aggregates is given in Figure 14. Individual particle size distributions at each crank angle in the three EGR cases are plotted in Figure 15 in Appendix.

For the non-EGR case (Figure 13a), in the soot formation phase (from SOC to 8.6 CAD ATDC), particle size distribution shifts toward larger diameter as fuel burns more because of the agglomeration and surface growth processes that occur in the cylinder [21, 22]. The maximum number of particles increases which indicates a high inception rate. During the soot oxidation phase (around 10.6-52 CAD ATDC), the number concentration of particles larger than 80 nm is reduced first and the GMD shifts towards smaller diameters.
When adding 56% EGR, the maximum number distribution peak (GMD) shift from around 40 nm to around 65 nm during soot formation (from SOC to 7.4 CAD ATDC), then during soot oxidation until the late expansion phase, the size distribution is displaced towards smaller particles again. Similarly, the total particle number concentration first increases and then drops. By contrast, compared to non-EGR, although the peak soot mass concentration is lower than for non-EGR, the corresponding maximum number of particles is observed to be higher. The smaller size of the soot agglomerates when adding EGR is the main reason for this. Increasing EGR to 64%, a similar trend can be found in terms of the shift in size distribution. The GMD shifted towards even smaller particles, between 30 nm and 40 nm (Figure 13.c), which leads to even lower soot mass concentrations. Compared to 0% EGR, a general trend observed when EGR is added is a narrowing of the particle size distributions and smaller geometric standard deviation (GSD). This trend is observed at almost all the measured crank angle positions (measured GSD intervals: 0% EGR [1.71-2.24], 56% EGR [1.63-1.85], 64% EGR [1.63-1.78]).

Increasing EGR thus leads to a significant decrease in the diameter of the agglomerates (GMD), as shown in Figure 14. From around 9 CAD ATDC to 18 CAD ATDC, particles size reduces significantly due to soot formation zones mixing with the oxidizer surrounded [20]. Very little change in particle diameter at 64% EGR case suggests slow soot oxidation rate due to a lack of oxidizers and lower flame temperatures. In early expansion (from about 18 CAD ATDC till 50 CAD), the soot aggregate size keeps is almost constant in the non-EGR case while it is reduced in both cases with EGR.

Summary and Conclusions
A fast gas sampling technique was used to draw gas samples directly out of the combustion chamber in a Scania D13 heavy-duty diesel engine, as a function of crank angle from before fuel injection until the late expansion phase. Three EGR rates were utilized to investigate their effect on soot particle characteristics in the cylinder. The samples were analyzed with respect to soot mass concentration, soot particle number density and particle size distribution.
The major conclusions include:

- An enhanced pre-mixing of fuel and air at higher EGR rates results in more premixed burn and reduced gas temperature during combustion. Soot can be detected during premixed combustion. The soot mass concentration increases rapidly later in the beginning of the diffusion combustion.
- With absence of EGR, the highest peak soot mass concentration is formed. However, nearly all of the soot is oxidized with the in-cylinder gas during the ongoing combustion and expansion. EGR tends to reduce both soot formation rate and soot oxidation rate due to lower flame temperature and less oxidizer. Despite of lower peak soot mass, a much stronger decrease in soot oxidation leads to increased soot emissions when adding EGR.
- The number concentration of soot aggregates show similar trends as the soot mass concentration as a function of the combustion cycle. However the highest number concentration peak is found at low EGR in contrast to the soot mass trends (no EGR).
- The total soot mass and particle number and size measurements show similar trends during combustion. With higher EGR, the particle mean diameter decreases and particle number increases during the expansion stroke. Therefore, when adding EGR, increased soot emissions is attributed to higher particle number despite of smaller particle size.
- The consistency between observations derived with the fast gas sampling valve together with aerosol particle instruments and other existing techniques to quantify in-cylinder soot found in literature gives confidence with respect to the reliability of the measurements. Although the technique requires further assessment, the fast gas sampling valve may provide a valuable tool in future in-cylinder soot studies and e.g. serve to enhance the interpretation of laser extinction measurements which have much higher time resolution but do not capture all features of the aerosol present in the cylinder.
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Evolution of in-cylinder diesel engine soot and emission characteristics investigated with on-line aerosol mass spectrometry
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ABSTRACT It is important to directly link health and climate-relevant soot (black carbon) emission characteristics to specific combustion conditions in the design of diesel engines with low environmental impact. The in-cylinder evolution of soot properties over the combustion cycle and as a function of exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) was investigated in a modern heavy-duty diesel engine. A novel combination of a fast gas-sampling valve and a soot particle aerosol mass spectrometer (SP-AMS) enabled on-line measurements of the in-cylinder soot chemistry. The results show that introducing EGR reduces soot formation rates. However, the late cycle soot oxidation rate (soot removal) is reduced even more, and the net effect is increased soot emissions. Increased EGR results in an accumulation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) during combustion, and leads to increased PAH emissions. We report mass spectral and optical signatures which include a class of fullerene-like carbon clusters that we hypothesize to represent less graphitized, \( C_n \)-containing fullerenic (high tortuosity or curved) soot nanostructures arising from decreased combustion temperatures and increased premixing of air and fuel with EGR. Altered soot properties are of key importance when designing emission control strategies such as diesel particulate filters. Oxygen-rich biodiesel fuels and novel engine concepts may promote premixing in diesel engines and, in particular, lead to increased emissions of diesel soot with fullerenic nanostructures. The impact of this on climate and health is unclear.
Diesel engines are a major source of air pollution as they emit large amounts of fine particulate matter and nitrogen oxides (NO\textsubscript{x}) to the atmosphere. Diesel exhaust and soot particles can cause acute inflammatory response in airways and peripheral blood\textsuperscript{1}, decreased lung function\textsuperscript{1}, asthmatic symptoms\textsuperscript{2} and are classified as carcinogenic\textsuperscript{3}. Soot emissions (often referred to as black carbon; BC) also contribute to global warming through short lived climate forcing\textsuperscript{4}. Consequently, reducing diesel engine NO\textsubscript{x} and soot emissions is an essential measures to improve air quality and reduce the anthropogenic climate impact. For these reasons stringent diesel engine emission regulations of fine particulates and NO\textsubscript{x} have been introduced, for example, in the European Union and the United States.

Modern diesel engines commonly apply exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) to reduce NO\textsubscript{x} emissions. With EGR, a fraction of the engine inlet air is replaces by exhaust gases. This reduces the oxygen concentration and combustion temperature and consequently the rate at which NO\textsubscript{x} forms\textsuperscript{5}. However, soot emissions increase rapidly with the decreasing inlet oxygen (O\textsubscript{2}) concentration\textsuperscript{6,7}.

Soot emissions from diesel engines are determined by two competing in-cylinder processes, namely soot formation and soot oxidation\textsuperscript{8}. The soot formation rate is determined by the availability of acetylene, the formation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and the inception of soot particles\textsuperscript{9}, all of which are processes that depend strongly on temperature and local mixing of fuel and air. Soot oxidation (removal) depends strongly on the availability of hydroxyl radicals, O\textsubscript{2} and the temperature. The soot reactivity towards oxidation also depends strongly on soot nanostructure\textsuperscript{10, 11} and surface oxygen content\textsuperscript{11}. The soot reactivity is of key
importance when designing and optimizing Diesel Particulate Filters (DPFs), the most important and efficient soot particle emission mitigation technique in modern diesel vehicles.

To increase our understanding of the processes governing soot emissions, studying in-cylinder soot properties can provide fundamental information on the relationship between combustion conditions and soot properties. These properties include particle size, chemical composition (e.g., elemental carbon and organic components, including PAHs), microstructure (e.g., primary and aggregate sizes) and nanostructure (e.g., fringe length, tortuosity and separation distance). A recently emerging topic is the identification of high curvature (high tortuosity) soot nanostructures found in biodiesel emissions\(^\text{12}\) and in laboratory studies of partially premixed flames\(^\text{13}\). These properties may influence soot formation and oxidation rates, as well as soot reactivity and thus the design and efficiency of DPFs. Moreover, combining in-cylinder particle characterization and exhaust characterization can improve our knowledge of the relationship between combustion conditions and the eventual toxicity of emitted soot particles, which in a complex way depends on soot size, surface area and reactivity, surface coating material (e.g., PAHs) and metal content\(^\text{14}\).

A number of techniques for studying in-cylinder particle concentrations and properties have been established. Engines modified to allow optical access\(^\text{15}\) have enabled non-invasive highly time-resolved studies of in-cylinder gases (oxidants, PAHs, etc.) using laser induced fluorescence\(^\text{16, 17}\) and studies of soot concentration using laser induced incandescence\(^\text{18, 19}\) and laser extinction\(^\text{20}\). Recently, TEM grids were mounted inside a cylinder allowing detailed studies of particle nanostructure using high resolution transmission electron microscopy\(^\text{21}\) (HR-TEM). A total cylinder sampling system\(^\text{22}\) can be used for rapid (1 ms) extraction of the full cylinder volume from a single combustion cycle and to study soot properties using an array of off-line
techniques including HR-TEM and Raman microscopy\textsuperscript{23, 24}. Off-line techniques involve particle
sampling, handling and often also chemical processing that could possibly lead to unintended
changes in particle properties. On-line aerosol measurement techniques are commonly used in
ambient measurements to characterize particle properties directly in the aerosol phase. On-line
aerosol measurement techniques are commonly used in ambient measurements to characterize
particle properties directly in the aerosol phase, for example to investigate the transformation of
climate-relevant soot properties upon aging in the atmosphere\textsuperscript{25}. The direct radiative forcing of
BC can be described by knowledge of soot morphology and coating thickness\textsuperscript{26}, for which on-
line characterization is essential.

Fast sampling valves\textsuperscript{27-29} (FSVs) are in-cylinder gas extraction techniques that enable particle
characterization using on-line aerosol instruments. FSVs repeatedly extract a small volume of in-
cylinder gases at a well-defined position in the combustion process. The repeated extraction
produces a semi-continuous flow of in-cylinder gases, and because of the small volume sampled
in each extraction, the FSV has a negligible impact on combustion\textsuperscript{29}. Additionally, the aerosol
extracted is averaged over a large number of fired cycles which decreases the sensitivity to
cycle-to-cycle variations compared to other in-cylinder particle extraction techniques.

The soot particle aerosol mass spectrometer (SP-AMS) was recently developed\textsuperscript{30} to enable on-
line chemical analysis of soot particles. The SP-AMS enables chemical analysis of the soot core
by overlapping a focused Nd-YAG laser beam ($\lambda = 1064$nm) with a beam of particles, permitting
decoupled vaporization and electron ionization (70 eV) and thus detection of highly refractory
species such as elemental carbon and heteroatoms (e.g., oxygen in the solid carbon core) in a
high resolution time-of-flight (HR-ToF) mass spectrometer. The SP-AMS also allows the
composition of non-refractory material (e.g., organic material coating the soot core) to be
characterized by vaporizing particles on a heated porous-tungsten vaporizer at 600°C. Probing in-cylinder particles with the SP-AMS can therefore provide more detailed on-line information on the composition of the refractory soot core and of condensed non-refractory material on soot particles than present laser diagnostic techniques, and without the potential artifacts associated with off-line particle analysis.

We combined an FSV and the SP-AMS to directly and continuously probe the evolution of in-cylinder particle composition and concentration as combustion progresses in a modern heavy duty diesel engine. We specifically address the implementation of lowered combustion temperatures and increased premixing using EGR, and its effect on soot characteristics during combustion.

Our results show that in-cylinder soot processes exhibit two distinct phases: a soot formation dominated phase and a soot oxidation dominated phase. These soot phases are well described in the literature, which indicates that we have probed representative in-cylinder conditions. We found that EGR decreases both soot oxidation and soot formation rates which resulted in increased soot and PAH emissions. Finally, at high EGR we identify fullerene-like carbon cluster signals in the SP-AMS data. These large carbon clusters are hypothesized to represent high tortuosity (curved) soot nanostructures, linking combustion with EGR to increased C₅ chemistry also found in select premixed flames.

METHOD

Engine Operation.

A heavy duty Scania D13 engine was operated at low load (5.5 bar IMEPg) and 1200 rpm. The common rail fuel injection pressure was set to 2000 bar, the air intake temperature and pressure
were set to 337 K and 1.65 bar respectively. The fuel used was Swedish diesel MK1 with ultra-
low sulphur content, a cetane number of 56.8, an aromatic content of 4.4 vol.% and an alkane
content of 95.6 vol.%. A synthetic lubrication oil (Powerway GE 40, Statoil) was used. Engine
conditions were altered by running the engine at no EGR (0%), 56% and 64% EGR. These three
EGR levels correspond to engine inlet air O₂ concentrations of 21%, 15% and 13%, respectively.
When introducing EGR, the start of fuel injection (SOI) was initiated earlier in order for CA50
the crank angle position where 50% of the heat has been released) to remain approximately
constant (~7.5 CAD ATDC). Regulated gas phase emissions were monitored for the three EGR
concentrations of 21%, 15% and 13% inlet O₂ and were (in g/kWh): hydrocarbons (HC) 0.113,
0.054, 0.046; carbon monoxide (CO) 0.41, 0.57, 1.99; nitrogen oxides (NOₓ) 11.2, 0.27, 0.08,
respectively. For a complete description of the engine and the operating conditions, the reader is
referred to Shen et al.²⁹.

**Aerosol Sampling and Dilution.**

To extract in-cylinder particles, a fast sampling valve²⁹ (FSV) was mounted on the cylinder
head by replacing one of the exhaust ports. The FSV encompasses a water-cooled cylinder with
an inner stem and a solenoid hammer mounted on top of the inner stem which opens the valve
when actuated. The sampling location of the FSV was fixed throughout the measurement and
located between two adjacent fuel jets. The working principles of the FSV have previously been
described²⁹, however the key features are presented in the supporting information (SI). When the
valve opens, gases flow from high pressure inside the cylinder towards atmospheric pressure in
the sampling line. The reported sampling positions represent the opening of the FSV. NOₓ forms
during combustion and NOₓ concentrations in the extracted in-cylinder gas was used to confirm
that representative sampling could be obtained. The NOₓ concentrations increased rapidly during
the combustion and reached a plateau concentration in the late combustion cycle (Figure S1) consistent with the exhaust NO\textsubscript{x} concentration (within a 30\% range error). The sampling resolution of the FSV (i.e. the duration that the valve is open) was estimated to approximately 0.5-1 ms (4-6 CAD) at high in-cylinder pressures (>50 bars), and less than 2 ms (14 CAD) at low in-cylinder pressures during the late cycle (see SI). As shown in SI, particle losses during extraction with the FSV were estimated to less than 30\% for particles with mobility diameters between 10-250 nm, the main range of diesel exhaust particles.

After exiting the FSV, the extracted aerosol was diluted in three stages with a nominal dilution factor of 700 times and transported to the instruments. The dilution ratio varied by less than 20\% throughout all the measurements, confirmed by NO\textsubscript{x} measurements before and after the dilution\textsuperscript{29}. A schematic representation of the dilution system is given in Figure S2. Exhaust particles were sampled with one stage of the dilution system at 21\% inlet O\textsubscript{2} concentration and two stages in series at 15\% and 13\% inlet O\textsubscript{2} concentration. The measured in-cylinder refractory black carbon (rBC) concentrations, accounting for SP-AMS collection efficiency as described below, spanned over two orders of magnitude (dilution adjusted concentrations: 2-170 mg m\textsuperscript{-3}). In the exhaust, the concentrations were even lower (down to 0.14 ±0.01 mg m\textsuperscript{-3} for 21\% O2). These lower concentrations are in part due to late-cycle oxidation. In a few cases the engine was operated in motored mode (without combustion) which showed concentrations of about 1 mg m\textsuperscript{-3}. This indicates possible resuspension of previously deposited particles in the FSV (see SI, Figure S8) that together with high dilution ratios (~700) in the late-cycle FSV measurements caused increased uncertainty in measurements for a few cases, primarily late cycle points at 21\% inlet O\textsubscript{2}.

**Aerosol Characterization.**
Particle chemical composition was investigated with a soot-particle aerosol mass spectrometer\textsuperscript{30} (Aerodyne Inc. Billerica, MA, USA). The SP-AMS was run in single or dual vaporizer mode. In the single vaporizer mode, particles are flash vaporized upon impaction on a heated (600°C) tungsten surface. In the dual vaporizer mode, particles containing rBC are vaporized using an intracavity Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm). The vapors are then ionized (70 eV electron ionization) and detected in a HR-ToF mass spectrometer. The SP-AMS allows efficient sampling of particles in the diameter range ~70-500 nm\textsuperscript{34, 35} (vacuum aerodynamic diameter). The SP-AMS was calibrated using the standard procedure with aerosolized ammonium nitrate particles for single vaporizer mode and Regal Black particles (Cabot Inc., Boston, MA, USA) for calibration of rBC in dual vaporizer mode. The apparent relative ionization efficiency of rBC relative to ammonium nitrate, $\text{RIE}_{\text{app}}$, was 0.47. The SP-AMS set-up and calibration is further detailed in SI.

The equivalent BC mass concentration and absorption angstrom exponent (AAE) were analyzed using an aethalometer\textsuperscript{36} (model AE33, Magee Scientific). A scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS, classifier model 3071, CPC 3010, TSI Inc.) was used to measure the particle mobility size distribution. The in-cylinder diesel soot concentration was measured simultaneously using the SP-AMS and the aethalometer. The rBC mass concentration correlated well with the total BC mass measured with the aethalometer ($R^2=0.99$) with an rBC to BC ratio of 0.18 (Figure S9). This difference between the two instruments is likely caused by lower SP-AMS collection efficiency\textsuperscript{37} for diesel soot compared to the calibrant (Regal Black) and differences between optical detection (aethalometer) and chemical detection (SP-AMS). Reported rBC concentrations have been scaled to the BC concentrations using the factor 0.18.
To quantify the contribution of particle phase in-cylinder PAHs to the total organic aerosol (OA), molecular masses corresponding to nine parent peaks of common PAH isomers between MW 202 and MW 300 (C_{16}H_{10}, and C_{24}H_{12}) were included. Smaller PAHs (with 2-3 rings, MW <202) were not included in the analysis due to their high vapor pressure and lack of AMS analysis of pure lab standards. We accounted for the relative abundance of the parent peaks in the mass spectra (~0.25) found in previous laboratory calibrations for 7 PAH isomers.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In-Cylinder Soot Formation and Oxidation.

The engine was operated at three levels of EGR corresponding to 21% (no EGR), 15% and 13% inlet O_2 concentrations. At each level of EGR, the FSV was used to extract in-cylinder gas and particles at a number of positions during the combustion cycle. The reported in-cylinder concentrations have been converted to standard temperature and pressure (STP) and are reported in mg m^{-3}. The positions in the combustion cycle were chosen so that the soot formation dominated phase (increasing rBC concentration), the soot peak and the soot oxidation dominated phase (decreasing rBC concentration) were distinguishable.
Figure 1: (a) In-cylinder heat release rates. Stars represent the start of combustion. The following symbols represent the aerosol sampling positions: triangles, 13% inlet O_2; squares, 15% inlet O_2; circles, 21% inlet O_2. The CA50 was kept constant when changing EGR and is illustrated by the vertical red line. (b) SP-AMS rBC (soot) mass concentration. (c) The relative concentration of PAHs to rBC as a function of the combustion cycle. The position in the combustion cycle when particles were sampled with the FSV is shown in milliseconds (ms, top) and crank angle degrees (CAD, bottom) after the top dead center (ATDC, located at t=0). Three levels of EGR are shown corresponding to 21%, 15% and 13% O_2 inlet O_2 concentrations. Exhaust emission values are shown on the right axis. Black and red arrows show the soot formation dominated phase and soot oxidation dominated phase respectively. Error bars represent standard errors of the mean.

The apparent rate of heat release (aRoHR) derived from the in-cylinder pressure data is presented in Figure 1a. The start of injection (SOI) occurred earlier when EGR was applied and the start of combustion (SOC) was delayed, which increased the time allowed for premixing of air and fuel by 0.8 CAD when the inlet O_2 concentration was changed from 21% to 13%. The aRoHR is characterized by two well defined peaks at 21% inlet O_2 concentration. The two peaks
indicate premixed or partially premixed combustion (first peak) and spray driven combustion
(second peak) which transition into diffusion controlled combustion when the fuel injection
stops. As a result of lowered temperatures and slower kinetics when EGR is introduced, the two
peaks are poorly defined at 15% inlet $O_2$ concentration and only one peak is observed at 13%
inlet $O_2$ concentration.

Due to the high in-cylinder temperatures, the in-cylinder soot mass will principally be
determined by the concentration of refractory black carbon (rBC). The in-cylinder rBC
concentrations measured with the SP-AMS is presented in Figure 1b. The rBC concentration
increases rapidly after SOC (“soot formation phase”), it reaches a maximum shortly after CA50
(“soot peak”), it then decreases rapidly (“soot oxidation phase”). The soot peak concentration
decreases strongly with increasing EGR which shows that soot formation rates are reduced by
lower inlet $O_2$ concentrations. Most of the soot formation and oxidation observed in Figure 1b
occurs within approximately 2 ms (14 CAD).

Exhaust rBC concentrations increased with increasing EGR: 0.14 (±0.01) mg m$^{-3}$ at 21% inlet
$O_2$ concentration; 1.03 (±0.09) mg m$^{-3}$ at 15% inlet $O_2$ concentration; 5.67 (±0.40) mg m$^{-3}$ at 13%
inlet $O_2$ concentration. This shows that soot oxidation rates are significantly reduced by EGR and
that soot oxidation is the dominant in-cylinder process that governs soot emissions from the
engine. Lower soot oxidation rates with decreasing inlet $O_2$ concentrations have previously been
shown to be the cause of increased soot exhaust emissions with increasing EGR$^{33,39}$.

In-cylinder soot particle size distributions from the current measurements have been reported
previously$^{39}$. The exhaust soot size distributions for the three levels of EGR had the following
geometrical mean mobility diameters (GMD) and standard deviations: 54.8±0.3 nm, 1.69±0.01 at
21% inlet O₂ concentration; 46.9±1.4 nm, 1.78±0.02 at 15% inlet O₂ concentration; 70.3±3.4 nm, 1.64±0.01 at 13% inlet O₂ concentration.

Figure 1c shows the ratio of particle phase PAHs (4-6 ring PAHs, MW 202-300) relative to the rBC concentration. At 21% inlet O₂ concentration, the PAH to rBC ratio is low throughout the combustion cycle. At 13% and 15% inlet O₂ concentration we observed elevated ratios during the soot formation dominated phase that decreased as the combustion proceeded. These observations are consistent with large PAHs (in the size range from Pyrene (MW 202) to Coronene (MW 300) being involved in the formation and growth of soot particles. It shows that lowered flame temperatures with EGR reduces the soot formation rates, allowing the concentration of larger PAHs to accumulate. The particle phase PAH emissions in the exhaust (MW 202-300) increased with EGR and were 0.1 μg m⁻³ at 21% inlet O₂ concentration; 0.7 μg m⁻³ at 15% inlet O₂ concentration; and 4.8 μg m⁻³ at 13% inlet O₂ concentration. Thus a fraction of the PAHs that accumulates during combustion with EGR survives, and the process leads to increased emissions.

The observed soot trends presented in Figure 1b resemble the results of in-cylinder soot measurements found in the literature and illustrate a general consistency between in-cylinder soot trends obtained by our combination of the FSV with on-line aerosol instruments, and results acquired using non-invasive optical techniques such as laser extinction and the total cylinder sampling technique.

**Aerosol Mass Spectra of Soot in the Formation and Oxidation Dominated Phases**

Figure 2 shows aerosol mass spectra of particles sampled from the soot formation dominated and oxidation dominated phases at 13% inlet O₂ (high EGR). The sizes of carbon clusters resulting from IR laser vaporization followed by electron ionization (70 eV) of the soot cores are
shown in Figures 2a, b. Carbon clusters were grouped into low-carbons (C_1^+-C_5^+), mid-carbons (C_6^+-C_{29}^+) and fullerene-carbons (C_{30}^+-C_{58}^+). During both soot formation and oxidation, rBC was dominated by C_1^+-C_5^+ ion fragments. Signals from larger mid- and fullerene-carbon clusters were pronounced in the soot formation phase and low in the oxidation phase (Figure 2b).

Figure 2: Refractory carbon cluster ion distributions and non-refractory organic ion fragments at 13% inlet O_2 concentration during intense soot formation (a and c) at 5 CAD (ATDC) and after intense soot oxidation (b and d) at 18 CAD (ATDC). Carbon clusters are divided into low-carbon clusters (C_1^+-C_5^+, left axis), mid-carbon clusters (C_6^+-C_{29}^+, right axis) and fullerene-carbon clusters with even carbon numbers (C_{30}^+-C_{58}^+, right axis). Organic ion fragments: aliphatic fragments (C_{x}H_{y}^+, green), unsaturated and aromatic fragments (C_{x}H_{y}^+, light green), oxidized organic fragments (C_{x}H_{y}O_{z}^+, magenta) are shown on the left axis, and PAHs (orange) are shown on the right axis.

Low volatility organic species condense onto the soot particles and form OA primarily when gases cool during extraction with the FSV and in the subsequent piping. The OA observed can be
considered as the low volatility in-cylinder vapor species that will ultimately condense and form a soot coating in the engine exhaust. Aerosol mass spectra with the laser turned off (Figures 2c, d) were used to identify organic ion fragments (m/z 10-115) and the main PAHs (parent peaks: m/z 128-400). The organic mass spectra show strong contributions from the hydrocarbon peaks C_3H_5^+ (m/z 41), C_3H_7^+ (m/z 43), C_4H_7^+ (m/z 55), and C_6H_9^+ (m/z 57). High signal intensity is also found at m/z 67, 69, 71 and m/z 81, 83, and 85. The origin of these hydrocarbon fragments are related to straight-chain alkanes (n-alkanes), branched alkanes (C_{nH_{2n+1}}^+) and cycloalkanes (C_{nH_{2n-1}}^+ and C_{nH_{2n-3}}^+) and they commonly dominate diesel exhaust OA\textsuperscript{40-42}. Ratios larger than 1 of the signal intensities at m/z 69 and 71, and at m/z 83 and 85 are likely only for an OA containing more than 95% lubrication oil\textsuperscript{40, 43}. These ratios are shown in Figure S10. OA was dominated by unburnt lubrication oil throughout the combustion cycle.

Other strong non-refractory components include CO_2^+ and other oxidized fragments in the C_3H_4O_2^+ family, as well as C_2H_5^+, C_3H_6^+, and C_4H_5^+. The latter fragments are mainly of unsaturated aliphatic or aromatic origin and were assigned their own class in this study, denoted C_xH_yx^+. The contribution of these two classes to OA decreased from the soot formation to the soot oxidation phase, with the mass spectra in the soot oxidation dominated phase being more similar to diesel exhaust OA signatures in the literature\textsuperscript{40}.

Figures 2c, d show that PAHs are significantly more abundant in particles during soot formation. The larger PAHs decreased substantially in the soot oxidation phase. Wang et al.\textsuperscript{32} found that the naphthalene concentration accounted for 26-84% of the total PAH mass throughout the combustion cycle, thus the signal that we detect with the AMS in the particle phase for the volatile PAHs (2-3 rings) may be only a fraction of their total concentrations. The reason we observed a signal from Naphthalene, given its high vapor pressure, may be due to
strong adsorption to the soot core surfaces and to a small extent fragmentation of larger PAHs during electron ionization.

**Evolution of In-Cylinder Soot Characteristics**

Figure 3 shows the evolution of soot properties between the soot formation and soot oxidation dominated phases at 21%, 15% and 13% inlet O$_2$ concentrations using the subgroups of rBC and OA described above. An intense transition of soot properties takes place between the soot formation phase and soot oxidation phase at 15% and 13% inlet O$_2$ concentration, but much smaller differences were observed at 21% O$_2$. In the refractory mass spectra of the soot cores, a transition in the composition of rBC was observed at 15% and 13% inlet O$_2$ concentrations. The mass spectra had relatively high fractions of mid- and fullerene-carsbons during the soot formation phase, and were completely dominated by low-carbons in the soot oxidation phase. During the soot formation phase, non-refractory mass spectra of low volatility organics at 15% and 13% inlet O$_2$ concentrations were, in addition to aliphatic fragments (C$_x$H$_{y+x}$), composed of substantial fractions of aromatic and unsaturated fragments (C$_x$H$_{y+x}$), oxidized organics fragments (C$_x$H$_{y+x}$O$_z$), and PAHs.

Figure 3: Soot chemical compositions during soot formation, soot peak and soot oxidation phases for 21%, 15% and 13% inlet O$_2$ concentrations. Left columns: grouped ion fragments originating
from low volatility organics. Right columns: refractory carbon clusters from the soot core.

Refractory soot core carbon clusters: low-carbons $C_1^+ - C_5^+$ (black), mid-carbons $C_6^+ - C_{29}^+$ (dark grey) and fullerenic-carbon $C_{30}^+ - C_{58}^+$ (light grey). Non-refractory low volatility organics: aliphatic fragments ($C_xH_{y>x}^+$, green), unsaturated and aromatic fragments ($C_xH_{y<z}^+$, light green), oxidized organics fragments ($C_xH_yO_z^+$, magenta) and PAHs (orange).

Figure 4 (a-f) shows a more detailed analysis of the in-cylinder soot evolution and comparison with the exhaust for: (a) fullerenic-carbons, (b) refractory CO$_2^+$, (c) oxidized non-refractory organic fragments ($C_xH_yO^+$), (d) PAHs (m/z = 202-300) and (e) the wavelength dependency of light absorption (AAE, 370-950 nm). Normalized rBC concentrations in Figure 4f are shown for reference to the evolution of in-cylinder soot mass.

The fullerenic-carbon mass fraction ($C_{30-58}^+$) shown in Figure 4a accounts for several percent of rBC in the soot formation dominated phase at 15% and 13% inlet O$_2$ concentration. The $C_{30-58}^+$ fraction decreases gradually as the combustion proceeds. At 21% inlet O$_2$ concentration, fullerenic-carbon represents a negligible fraction of rBC. As shown in SI, fullerenic-carbon signals from the exhaust soot at 21% inlet O$_2$ concentration were only slightly higher than the non-refractory organic background signal obtained with the laser turned off. At 13% inlet O$_2$ concentration, the signals from fullerenic-carbon clusters in the exhaust were clearly higher than the organic background (Figure S12), although they were very low compared to the total signal from all refractory carbon clusters.

Recently, SP-AMS mass spectra of refractory carbon clusters from 12 different soot and manufactured carbon black sources were characterized$^{44}$. Fullerene signals were not observed in mass spectra from graphitic (mature) soot, nor in amorphous carbon but they were detectable in
biomass burning, ethylene flame soot and Nano-C fullerene black, for example. The authors concluded that fullerene signals in the SP-AMS may arise from carbon nanostructures that can form fullerenes upon heating.

It was recently shown that partial premixing of oxygen in benzene (and ethylene) flames introduced high curvature C₅-containing, fullerenic nanostructures in the soot formed. The C₅ production was suggested to proceed through partial benzene oxidation yielding the phenoxy radical followed by CO loss to produce C₅. EGR, when used in diesel engines as in this study, allows a higher degree of premixing of O₂ in the soot formation zone similar to the model flame systems discussed above. Thus, we hypothesize that the fullerenic-carbon signals correlate with high curvature, C₅-containing fullerenic-soot nanostructures. EGR has also been shown to affect exhaust soot properties resulting in a more reactive soot with a higher disorder of the soot nanostructure, consistent with fullerenic-carbon signals in mass spectra of exhaust soot only being present during combustion with EGR. In previous SP-AMS studies of diesel exhaust, fullerenic-carbon signals were commonly not observed. The evolution of soot nanostructures during the diesel combustion cycle has previously been investigated using HR-TEM where it was found that the soot rapidly became more graphitic as the combustion proceeded, and that after 50 CAD the gradual increase in graphitic structure was small. Following the discussion of Onasch et al., we interpret the decay in fullerenic-carbon signal at 15% and 13% inlet O₂ concentration as a gradual ordering of the soot nanostructure, analogous to the results of Li et al. The low signal from fullerenic-carbon clusters in the late combustion cycle and exhaust is consistent with graphitic soot and reduced content of fullerenic nanostructures.

The importance of the soot nanostructure for reactivity and oxidation rates has been well documented. Shorter graphene layer planes increase the reactive carbon layer edge sites and
fullerenic nanostructures have weaker C-C bonds due to the curvature of the molecules which increases the accessibility for oxidation by O$_2$ and OH\(^{48}\). We therefore hypothesize that soot associated with the fullerenic-carbon signals in the SP-AMS is oxidized (removed) more rapidly than soot that does not produce a fullerenic-carbon signal. This could explain the lower signals from soot extracted late in the combustion cycle and in the exhaust.

Figure 4: Evolution of soot properties during the combustion cycle and at 21%, 15% and 13% inlet O$_2$ concentrations. (a) Fullerenic-carbon fraction of rBC. (b) rCO$_2^+$ normalized to the total refractory C$_x^+$ (i.e., carbon cluster, signal intensity). (c) Oxidized organic (C$_x$H$_y$O$_z^+$) fraction of total OA concentration. (d) PAH fraction of total OA concentration. (e) Variations in AAE with
the combustion cycle. (f) rBC normalized to their respective peak in-cylinder concentration. Error bars represent standard errors of the mean.

In addition to rBC, the refractory part of the mass spectrum included considerable signal intensity from CO$_2^+$ ions. The refractory CO$_2^+$ (rCO$_2^+$) intensity to that of the refractory C$_x^+$ signal intensity varied only weakly over the combustion cycle (Figure 4b), with slightly higher ratios when EGR was applied to the engine. We also observed refractory C$_2$O$_2^+$ ions. The signal from rC$_3$O$_2^+$ ions was approximately ten times lower than the ion signal from rCO$_2^+$. However, and more importantly, the rC$_2$O$_2^+$ and rCO$_2^+$ signals show trends in the combustion cycle that are similar to those of the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy analyses of oxygenated surface functional groups reported in the literature$^{24}$. We hypothesize that these refractory oxygen-containing ion fragments observed in the SP-AMS mass spectra arise as a result of partial oxidation of soot cores, and that the ions originate from oxygenated functional groups in the soot core carbon nanostructure and on the soot core surface as suggested previously in laboratory$^{49}$ as well as ambient$^{50}$ measurements. We are not yet at a stage to fully quantify the rCO$_x^+$ signal, however, as the apparent RIE of rCO$_x^+$ in the SP-AMS appears to be much higher than that for rBC and closer to that of non-refractory organic aerosol$^{49}$. In previous SP-AMS studies, the highest peak in the rCO$_x^+$ class is CO$^+$. Unfortunately, we could not report this peak due to strong interferences from the gas phase N$_2$ signal at m/z 28.

When EGR is applied, the fraction of non-refractory oxidized organic fragments (C$_x$H$_y$O$_z^+$) to the total OA decays from an initially high fraction (~30%) down to ~15% as the combustion proceeds (Figure 4c). This may be a result of the higher availability of O$_2$ during the early combustion cycle due to the increased premixing with EGR. However, because this decay is
correlated with the decay in the fullerenic-carbon signal, it could be associated with decreased reactivity of the soot surfaces as the combustion proceeds. With no EGR, the initial contribution from oxidized organics to the total OA is low and instead, a gradual increase is observed as the combustion proceeds. This results in a small increase of the oxidized organic fraction of OA in the exhaust at 21% inlet O\textsubscript{2} concentration relative to 15% and 13% inlet O\textsubscript{2} concentration. These observations indicate that the mechanism responsible for the higher fraction of non-refractory oxidized organics in the exhaust at 21% inlet O\textsubscript{2} concentration compared to the EGR cases could be the higher availability of O\textsubscript{2} during the late cycle. A small fraction of the signal originating from surface oxides as described above for rCO\textsubscript{x} may be volatile enough to be vaporized at 600 °C. This may explain the part of the signal in the non-refractory spectra that varies only weakly with CAD.

Figure 4d shows the quantified mass fraction of all selected PAHs to the total OA mass. At 21% inlet O\textsubscript{2} concentration, PAHs made up only a small fraction of the total in-cylinder OA. With EGR, PAHs made up a considerable fraction of OA in the soot formation dominated phase. The PAH fraction of OA was 18.1% at 13% inlet O\textsubscript{2} concentration and 8.9% at 15% inlet O\textsubscript{2} concentration in the soot formation phase. In the soot oxidation phase and exhaust, the PAH fraction of OA was low at all three EGR levels but increased with EGR.

The in-cylinder PAH fraction of OA was strongly correlated with the fullerenic-carbon fraction of rBC (r=0.91), which suggests that these derive from similar in-cylinder combustion processes. Soot formation is linked to the formation of moderately sized PAHs\textsuperscript{9}. Considering only the growth of PAHs and soot particles, we propose that the low concentration of PAHs (MW 202-300) at 21% inlet O\textsubscript{2} concentration in the soot formation phase is a result of faster particle inception and surface reactions rates (i.e., much more rapid soot formation) than PAH
formation rates. On the other hand, we propose that at 15% and 13% inlet O\textsubscript{2} concentration, the elevated PAH concentrations are direct results of lower combustion temperatures, which allows the PAH concentration to accumulate due to slower particle inception and reactions with soot surfaces. A previous in-cylinder PAH diagnostics study using laser induced fluorescence shows that the PAH residence time in the flame-jet before the onset of soot formation increases drastically with increasing EGR, from tens of microseconds with no EGR to milliseconds with high EGR (12.7% O\textsubscript{2})\textsuperscript{16}. Extending the argumentation to include soot properties, these results suggest that when introducing EGR, longer residence times of PAHs and soot precursors coupled with lower flame temperatures are also important for the formation of fullerenic nanostructures.

Finally, we observed variations in the optical properties of the in-cylinder soot (Figure 4e) by analyzing the Absorption Ångström Exponent (AAE), a measure of the absorption wavelength dependency of the particles. The AAE is highest in the early stages of combustion and progressively becomes smaller as the combustion proceeds. Remarkable transitions in AAE are observed when reducing the inlet O\textsubscript{2} concentration. In the soot formation dominated phase the AAE was 1.7 at 13% inlet O\textsubscript{2} concentration, 1.3 at 15% inlet O\textsubscript{2} concentration, and 1.0 at 21% inlet O\textsubscript{2} concentration. In the soot oxidation dominated phase, AAE was 1.1, 1.0 and close to 0.8 at 13%, 15% and 21% inlet O\textsubscript{2} concentrations, respectively. The order was similar in the exhaust but the differences were smaller. At 21% inlet O\textsubscript{2} concentration in the late combustion cycle, the concentrations were very low and the AAE measurement was most likely affected by the previously mentioned background particles that were released from the sampling valve without combustion in the motored mode. These background particles had a larger size in the SMPS and appear to be associated with a lower AAE than the particles in the exhaust.
We conclude that the low AAE found in diesel exhaust soot is due to a gradual decrease in AAE as the combustion proceeds. The variations in AAE as the combustion proceeds resemble the trends associated with increasing graphitization of the soot. Correlating the observed in-cylinder soot AAE with SP-AMS data, we conclude that the overall OA to BC ratio of the in-cylinder diesel soot shows a low correlation ($r=0.08$) with the observed changes in AAE (OA originates mostly from lubrication oil). However, when grouped into their respective OA families, the fraction of OA belonging to aliphatic ($\text{C}_n\text{H}_{2n+x}^+$) fragments was inversely correlated ($r=-0.82$) with AAE, while the PAH fraction ($r=0.93$), unsaturated and aromatic ($\text{C}_n\text{H}_{2n-2x}^+$) fraction ($r=0.84$), and oxidized organic ($\text{C}_n\text{H}_x\text{O}_z^+$) fraction ($r=0.68$) were positively correlated with AAE. In addition to non-refractory components, a strong correlation between AAE and the fullerenic-carbon fraction ($r=0.91$) and mid-carbon fraction of rBC ($r=0.90$) was observed.

It has previously been shown that variations in AAE can be related to nanostructural differences, with reported values of $\text{AAE} \approx 2$ for fullerene soot$^{51}$ and $\text{AAE} \approx 2$ for spark discharge soot with high curvature nanostructure$^{52}$. Since fullerenic-carbons were exclusively observed during IR laser vaporization with the SP-AMS, this group of species correlating with AAE also suggests that intrinsic properties of the soot core can cause the variations in AAE, in addition to variations caused by UV-absorbing organics such as PAHs.

**Implications**

Evidence of fullerenic soot signatures in SP-AMS mass spectra from ambient air was recently reported$^{53}$. This stresses the importance of understanding the mechanisms behind the formation of fullerenic soot and associated organics such as PAHs. In addition, it merits further studies on
the removal efficiency and transformation of fullerenic soot in DPFs, as well as on the

toxicological responses, atmospheric transformation and climate relevance of such emissions.

Previous studies on EGR highlight an increased reactivity towards oxidation in exhaust soot\textsuperscript{54}. The presence of fullerenic carbon clusters in our SP-AMS mass spectra implies that EGR leads to the formation of high tortuosity (high curvature) soot nanostructures. To elucidate the formation mechanisms of fullerenic soot in diesel engines, studies on soot formation using well-defined premixed flames\textsuperscript{13} and shock tubes\textsuperscript{56} may thus prove highly relevant. We found that the fullerene signals are reduced as combustion proceeds in the cylinder. Future studies should evaluate if this is due to preferential removal by oxidation of these structures or to a gradual conversion towards more graphitized soot nanostructures.

The results have important implications for emission control systems in modern vehicles. The oxidation reactivity of soot is a key input parameter when designing DPFs which effectively reduce BC emissions\textsuperscript{57}. It is well known that soot nanostructure affects the oxidation reactivity. Diesel oxidation catalysts will reduce the PAH concentration. However, DPFs can increase the emissions of select nitro-PAHs\textsuperscript{58, 59}. The influence of EGR on soot nanostructure and concentrations of PAHs merits further studies on how exhaust after-treatment can impact the final emitted aerosol properties. We also found altered optical properties of diesel soot with high fullerenic-carbon signals. If these can be definitively linked to fullerenic nanostructures, it will affect the direct radiative forcing and the accuracy of BC source apportionment based on AAE for such emissions.

The blending of increasing fractions of oxygen containing FAME (fatty acid methyl esters) biodiesel into fossil diesel is currently encouraged to mitigate CO\textsubscript{2} emissions. FAME is associated with reduced particle emissions compared to fossil diesel\textsuperscript{60} but was recently found to
be associated with increased fractions of high tortuosity nanostructures\textsuperscript{12} and increased in-vitro toxicity\textsuperscript{61}. Formation of high tortuosity fullerenic soot nanostructures has been linked to premixing of fuel and oxygen in the soot formation zone\textsuperscript{13}. EGR results in increased premixing of fuel and air, while biodiesel provides oxygen from the fuel. If diesel soot reactivity increases with EGR and biodiesel, it may be possible to increase the efficiency of soot removal in DPFs.

We propose that future research include in-cylinder sampling with the FSV and sampling at different stages in the exhaust after treatment system, combined with the SP-AMS and the mass-spectrometric signatures developed here. Such studies may involve novel engine concepts (e.g., low temperature combustion) and biodiesel fuels, and has potential to provide novel information of in-cylinder chemistry that can aid the design of combustion systems which ultimately influence emissions, climate effects and particle toxicity.
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